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Preface
This redbook provides an overview of Tivoli′s applications management strategy
and details on creating AMS-enabled applications using the Tivoli Developer Kit,
which is shipped as a part of the VisualAge for Smalltalk Tivoli Connection
Version 4.0.
This redbook gives invaluable guidance to application developers who need to
create management-ready applications using the applications management
specification (AMS).
Chapter 1 contains an overview of applications management, Tivoli′ s
applications management specification, and Tivoli′s applications management
strategy.
Guidelines are provided in Chapter 2 that will assist an application developer in
planning and building applications to be managed in a TME 10 environment.
Chapter 3 details an example of creating an AMS-enabled VisualAge for
Smalltalk application using the Tivoli Developer Kit shipped with the VisualAge
for Smalltalk Tivoli Connection, and Chapter 4 provides you with the steps
required to take to verify your applications management definitions.

The Team That Wrote This Redbook
This redbook was produced by a team of specialists from around the world
working at the Systems Management and Networking ITSO Center, Raleigh.
Kathy Hebblethwaite is a Staff ITSO Specialist at the Systems Management and
Networking ITSO Center, Raleigh. She writes extensively and teaches IBM
classes worldwide on all areas of Tivoli Applications and Systems Management.
Before joining the ITSO, Kathy worked in a Customer Programs and Systems
Test department in what is now a part of Tivoli Systems, coordinating and
running customer field tests and system verification tests for networking and
systems management products in Research Triangle Park, North Carolina.
Kenny KH Ip is an I/T Specialist working for Global Services, Hong Kong. He
has been involved with object technology since 1991. His application
development experiences include data communications and banking systems.
He is currently involved in providing VisualBanker implementation services at
customer sites.
Thanks to the following people for their assistance with chapters one and two of
this redbook:
Harriet Kelner
Tivoli Systems, Research Triangle Park, North Carolina
Dave Hart
Tivoli Systems, Austin, Texas
Thanks to the following people for their invaluable contributions to this project:
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International Technical Support Organization, San Jose Center
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Comments Welcome
Your comments are important to us!
We want our redbooks to be as helpful as possible. Please send us your
comments about this or other redbooks in one of the following ways:
•

Fax the evaluation form found in “ITSO Redbook Evaluation” on page 173 to
the fax number shown on the form.

•

Use the electronic evaluation form found on the Redbooks Web sites:
For Internet users
For IBM Intranet users

•

http://www.redbooks.ibm.com
http://w3.itso.ibm.com

Send us a note at the following address:

redbook@vnet.ibm.com
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Chapter 1. Applications Management Overview
Applications management has been defined by Hurwitz Group 1 as ″the task of
guaranteeing the availability, reliability and performance of applications in a
distributed environment″. It is an extension of the systems and network
management disciplines of deployment, availability, security, and operations and
administration to applications. Historically, applications have been managed
through monitoring and managing their system and network infrastructure using
traditional management tools that are focused on systems and network
resources such as network devices (routers, hubs, etc.), desktop systems (UNIX,
Windows NT, OS/2, Windows) and databases (DB2, Oracle, Sybase, Informix,
etc.). In the past, this methodology was usually sufficient for traditional,
single-platform applications. Today, applications are increasingly complex.
They are comprised of multiple application components, span a heterogeneous
set of platforms, and run in a client/server environment. These complex
applications have created a whole new set of management and administration
problems. Monitoring such an application or simply keeping track of where the
pieces are deployed can be difficult, and troubleshooting can be nearly
impossible.
The most common problems associated with managing client/server applications
can be characterized as follows:
•

Applications deployed incorrectly. Components placed on incorrect systems.

•

Administrators don′t know how to efficiently upgrade a deployed application.

•

Administrators don′t know the state of their applications.

•

Application users experience excessive downtime and the associated
expense of lost productivity.

As large organizations are migrating their core business applications to
distributed client/server technology, they require management tools and
processes that provide the same control, security and availability for their
applications that have been associated with systems and network management
in the legacy mainframe environments.
Network and systems management disciplines provide a good foundation for
applications management but do not go far enough. In addition to applying the
tools and techniques of systems and network management to the application
component′s executables, for robust applications management, the systems and
network management disciplines need to be extended to understand the
application′s topology (for example, where its clients, servers, databases, and
other resources it depends on are deployed) and its interdependencies.
With the Applications Management Specification (AMS) and the products that
surround it, Tivoli has simplified the challenge of client/server applications
management. By using this specification, along with the tools and products
described in this redbook, you will learn how you can make applications
″management ready″.

1

Hurwitz Group, Inc. is a management consulting and software research firm located in Newton, Mass. (on the Web at http://
www.hurwitz.com)
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1.1 Terminology
There are a number of terms associated with Tivoli′s applications management
strategy and implementation that you should become familiar with, if you aren′ t
already. They are used repeatedly throughout this book and are defined below.
ADF (Application Description File) Generic term for the MIF files that provide the
descriptions of the management aspects of an application.
AMS (Applications Management Specification) A specification published by Tivoli
that defines format and content of an application description file.
API (application programming interface) A programmable interface for invoking a
function within an application from outside that application.
Application A set of software functions that work together to provide a business
function. The software may run across a number of distributed systems, typically
in a client/server relationship.
CLI (Command line interface) A way of invoking a function of a program from the
operating system command line.
Component A part of an application that resides on a particular platform and
fulfills a particular application function. A component can contain any
combination of executables, data files, libraries, scripts, etc.
Component function The role a component plays in the application. Typical
component functions are client, database server, or application server.
CDF (Component Description File) A MIF file that describes all of the information
necessary to manage a component of an application.
GDF (Global Description File) A MIF file that describes the application at the
highest level.
Managed Node A TME-managed resource that represents a single machine. It
has the TME framework installed on it and can be run on any of the
TME-supported UNIX platforms and Windows NT. It can be the distribution
server or target, runs tasks, runs monitors and sends events to the event server.
Management disciplines
•

Deployment Distribution, configuration and change management (for
example, a remote, unattended application installation).

•

Availability Collecting and routing information for proactive management (for
example, monitoring and event handling).

•

Security Ensuring proper user access (for example, managing user
passwords).

•

Operation and Administration Automating activities normally carried out by
an operator or administrator (for example, starting an application server or
backing up a database).

MIF (Management Information Format) Described in the DMTF (Desktop
Management Task Force) Interface Specification. A syntax for describing
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management information for a manageable component, it encompasses both
software and hardware that can be installed on a desktop system.
PC Managed Node A TME-managed resource that represents a single machine. It
has the Tivoli agent installed on it and can be a Windows 3.1, Windows 95,
Windows NT, NetWare or OS/2 machine. It can be a distribution target, run tasks
and send events to the event server.
TME (Tivoli Management Environment) A high-end systems, network, database,
and applications management solution developed by Tivoli.
TMR (Tivoli Management Region) A Tivoli management server, its clients and
other resources it manages.

1.2 What is the Applications Management Specification?
Tivoli began defining the applications management problem in 1995 and released
the first version of its Applications Management Specification (AMS Version 1.0)
in October 1995. This specification defines an approach for making client/server
applications ″management ready″ by specifying the management characteristics
of the applications and defining the way to enable the management of those
characteristics. The specification can be used by application developers to
enable their applications for management and by third parties and customers to
enable purchased and legacy applications. It is accessible on the World Wide
Web from http://www.tivoli.com and it supports all classes of applications:
commercial applications purchased from vendors, in-house applications built
with client/server application development tools, in-house applications built with
conventional tools, and existing applications. It can be used for describing the
management of both client/server and traditional stand-alone applications.
At the heart of this specification is the format and contents of the Application
Description Files (ADFs). The ADF is an ASCII text file based on the Desktop
Management Task Force 2 (DMTF) Management Information Format 3 (MIF). The
ADFs provide all the necessary information about a distributed client/server
application needed for it to be managed by a management application. They act
as the bridge between application provider/developer and a management
application by describing in a standard way the information needed to manage
that particular application. The format of an ADF is common for all applications
but since every client/server application will be different in components and
structure, its ADFs describe its unique management characteristics.
The AMS describes management for the full life cycle of an application, from
distribution, installation and configuration, to dependency checking, monitoring,
and operational control. It also describes standards for writing scripts and
executables to gather management information about an application and take
actions on the application. The ADFs encapsulate in one place information about
an application that is required for a management tool to manage it. This

2

The DMTF is a cooperative, industry-wide consortium, formed in 1992 to develop and deliver standards for building easily
managed PC systems. It was formed by several leading computer vendors, including Intel Corp., Microsoft Corp., Novell Inc.,
SunSoft, and SynOptics and joined by Hewlett-Packard, IBM and Digital Equipment Corp., among others.
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The MIF defines a syntax for describing management information for both hardware and software components that can be
installed on a desktop system. See the Desktop Management Interface Specification, Version 2.0, released in March 1996
(available via the Web at http://www.dmtf.org).
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information, complemented by these standard scripts and executables, make an
application ″management-ready″, or ″AMS-enabled″.
There are two types of ADFs: the Global Description File (GDF), which describes
the overall application and the Component Description File (CDF), which
describes the actual management characteristics of a part of the application on a
particular platform. Each application will have one GDF and a CDF for each
component of the application. The GDF contains basic information about the
entire application, such as name, version, and manufacturer. CDFs include the
following information about an application:
•

Application topology How the application is broken up into components

•

Application distribution List of source and destination files and directories

•

Application installation Custom scripts that are run before or after the
application files are distributed to or removed from a target system

•

Dependency checking Predefined definitions or custom scripts to check the
hardware and software configuration of target systems

•

Monitoring What metrics and events can be retrieved from the application or
application environment and how to obtain them

•

Operational control Customs script to perform operational tasks

•

Application function The role that the component plays in the application

In Chapter 3, “Creating a VisualAge for Smalltalk Management-Ready
Application” on page 15, you will learn how to build these application
description files using the Tivoli Developer Kit, which is shipped as a part of the
Tivoli Connection with VisualAge for Smalltalk 4.0.

1.3 Tivoli′s Applications Management Initiative
There are a number of things that are being done within Tivoli and with their
partners to support AMS. Tivoli has developed a tool, called the Tivoli
Developer Kit, to aid in the creation of ADFs. The Developer Kit contains generic
definition templates that can be used to describe any application, independent of
the application development environment it was built in. Tivoli is also working
with application development tool vendors to integrate the Tivoli Developer Kit
with specific AD environments so that developers can make their applications
″Tivoli ready″ while they are being developed. This allows for a greater amount
of automatic population of the component description files. At the time of writing
of this redbook, PowerBuilder and VisualAge for C++ and Smalltalk have
integration points with the Tivoli Developer Kit. The Tivoli Developer Kit that has
the VisualAge templates integrated with it has been shipped as a part of
VisualAge for Smalltalk V.4.0′s Tivoli Connection. In this redbook, in Chapter 3,
“Creating a VisualAge for Smalltalk Management-Ready Application” on
page 15, we show an example of creating an AMS-enabled application using the
VisualAge for Smalltalk templates in the Tivoli Developer Kit for VisualAge. An
example of creating an AMS-enabled application using the generic templates
and an example of using the PowerBuilder templates in the Tivoli Developer Kit
are described in SG24-4809-00, Using the Applications Management Specification
in a TMA Environment .
Tivoli also provides management products that make use of the ADFs that the
Tivoli Developer Kit creates. Today, you can import an application′ s
management definitions in component description files into the TME 10
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environment using a set of wimprtcdf commands. Once the management
information has been imported into the TME 10 environment, the AMS-enabled
application is ready to be managed. We will discuss these wimprtcdf commands
in Chapter 4, “Verifying Your Application′s Management Definitions” on
page 129, and you can find more detailed information on the management of
applications in a TME 10 environment using the current import procedure on the
ITSO Web page as a Redpiece, which can be found at
http://www.redbooks.ibm.com. The Redpiece is titled Using the Applications
Management Specification in a TME 10 Environment . Additional applications
management support in the TME 10 environment will be available from Tivoli
very shortly. Tivoli has also released a management product called TME 10
GEM Applications Policy Manager (APM), which manages a company′s business
systems. A business system is comprised of multiple applications which perform
a particular function for a company, such as an airline reservation system. A
business system′s management definitions are defined in AMS description files,
and used by APM to manage the business systems.
In addition to the AMS development tools and application management products
that are available, Tivoli is also making available application management
modules for large client/server applications. When integrated into the TME 10
environment, these application management modules will allow for automatic full
life cycle management of the client/server application. At the time of writing of
this redbook, three of these application management modules are currently
available: the TME 10 Module for SAP R/3, the TME 10 Module for
Domino/Notes, and the TME 10 Module for MQSeries. Others are currently being
developed.

Chapter 1. Applications Management Overview
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Chapter 2. Planning For and Designing a Management-Ready
Application
Building management readiness into an application is a critical success factor in
ensuring smooth deployment and ongoing operations of an application. Using
the Applications Management Specification standard to define the needed
application management objects will provide an administrator with all the
necessary information to distribute, monitor, administer, and upgrade an
application. The Tivoli Developer Kit provides a graphical user interface for
creating the description files for these management objects. It is also possible
to add Tivoli asynchronous event calls directly to the application using interfaces
provided with the application development tools, such as VisualAge for
Smalltalk, to create a tighter link with the TME environment. Because the
Developer Kit and the Applications Management Specification do not require any
changes to an application to make it manageable, it supports legacy and
commercial ″off-the-shelf″ applications as well as new in-house developed
applications.
The following sections provide guidelines that will assist an application
developer in building management-ready applications to be managed in a TME
environment. Many of these concepts can be applied to existing applications,
but some of them must be considered and implemented in the initial design of
the application.

2.1 The Tivoli Developer Kit
The Tivoli Developer Kit is the most efficient way to define the following
management objects for application components:
•

Directory Names - Where is the code now and where does it get installed?
Directory names define symbolic references to the source and destination
directories for application components for use during software distribution.
The symbolic names can then be altered to point to different physical
locations when the application is transferred into a production environment.

•

File Lists - What files make up this application component?
The file list defines the set of files that make up application components.
These file lists are used to build file packages used by a software distribution
tool when the application is deployed.

•

Dependencies - What will it take for this component to work properly?
Dependencies are the environmental requirements for an application
component to successfully install and run on a target system. Dependencies
can include such things as required physical memory or required operating
system version for a component.

•

Installation Programs - How do you activate or remove this component?
Installation programs are run as part of the component installation process,
including before and after operations for such activities as backing up a
file or removing temporary files.

•
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Monitors - How do you verify the health of this component when it is
running?
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Monitors are programs or scripts that can be executed to check an
application component′s state and alert the application administrator to
potential problems, such as an application server process that has
terminated or a database table that has grown too big.
•

Tasks - How do you operate this component on a day-to-day basis?
Tasks are programs or scripts that the application administrator can use to
manage the application and respond to application events. Operational
tasks can include such things as trimming log files or restarting failed
application processes.

The Tivoli Developer Kit captures the definition of these application management
objects in application description files (ADFs), specifically a Global Description
File (GDF) and Component Description Files (CDFs). There is a single GDF per
application, which describes information that applies to the entire application.
There is a CDF for each individual component of the application, which describes
management information specific to that particular component. All ADFs are
standard Management Information Format (MIF) files. The ADFs are imported
into the management environment in order to create the management objects for
the application. Today, component description files can be imported into the
TME 10 Framework, Sentry, and TME 10 Software Distribution products.
If you do not already have a copy of the Tivoli Developer Kit, a free copy may be
obtained from the Tivoli Web site at www.tivoli.com. At the time of writing of this
redbook, there were three kits available:
•
•
•

Tivoli Developer Kit for Applications Version 2.0
Tivoli Developer Kit for PowerBuilder Version 2.0
Tivoli Developer Kit for VisualAge Version 2.0

All three of the Tivoli Developer Kits contain a set of generic templates. The
generic templates can be used for creating definitions for an application
regardless of the application development tool that was used or is being used to
create the application.
You will only want to use the VisualAge for Smalltalk and C++ templates for
applications that you are writing with those application development tools, as
some pieces of the CDFs will be automatically populated for you, such as the
directory definitions and file list. In the event that you need to define a
component that does not fit into the predefined component list that has been
defined for the VisualAge AD tool that you are using, you can use the generic
template to create that component definition.
We used the version of the Developer Kit, Tivoli Developer Kit for VisualAge,
Version 2.0, that was shipped as a part of the Tivoli Connection in VisualAge for
Smalltalk Version 4.0 while writing Chapter 3, “Creating a VisualAge for
Smalltalk Management-Ready Application” on page 15.
Supported platforms for all three versions of the Developer Kit are Windows NT,
Windows 95, or Windows 3.x with WIN32s installed.
When installing the Developer Kit from the VisualAge for Smalltalk CD, copy the
self-extracting file, tdkva.exe, from the WINDOWS/TIVOLI CD directory to a local
working directory on the system that you wish to install the Developer Kit on.
When downloading the Developer Kit from the Web, you will receive the same
self-extracting file. To install, begin by executing the self-extracting file. Once
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the files have been extracted, execute setup.exe to begin the installation of the
Developer Kit. At the beginning of the installation you will be prompted for a
destination directory where you wish the code to be installed to. Once the
installation has completed, you can start the Developer Kit by double-clicking on
amst.exe in the installation directory.

2.2 Planning the Application Components
At the heart of making an application management-ready, in accordance with
Tivoli′s applications management specification, is breaking an application into
components. Aside from all the technical considerations that guide an
application developer to structuring an application into components, another
consideration, which is just as important, is consideration for the ease of
deployment over the life of the application. For example, you should look to
group static and volatile application functions separate from one another, so that
the distributions of these functions can be separated. Another example would be
to separate from the rest of the application the portion of an application that has
the capability of being mounted remotely on a file server and shared, as you
would not want to distribute this part of the application to each client if they will
be accessing it from a remote file server.

2.2.1 Naming and Identifying Components
A common naming and versioning convention should be adopted and adhered to
early when developing an in-house application. The standard versioning
scheme, which the Application Management Specification utilizes, is a three-part
versioning method consisting of a major version, a minor version, and a revision
level.

2.2.2 Grouping Related Components into Functions
Another important part of planning your components for management is to group
related components into functions. The Applications Management Specification
supports this concept of application functions, which allows a system
administrator to easily group and distribute a subset of an application′ s
components that together perform a common function on a system. Typical
functions include an application server, a database server, or a client. This
grouping is achieved in the TME 10 environment through the use of policy
regions, profile managers, and nested file packages.

2.3 Planning for Application Distribution and Installation
When installing an application, the following steps almost always are performed:
1. Checking for dependencies on target systems, such as adequate memory or
disk space.
2. Determining configuration options, including what optional features should be
installed or where prerequisite components are installed.
3. Moving files to their correct location, which may be done through extracting
an archived image on the target system, or by actually distributing the entire
executable image.
4. Performing required post-distribution tasks, such as creating a registry entry
or a program folder and icon.

Chapter 2. Planning For and Designing a Management-Ready Application
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When creating an application, in order for the installation to be scalable, it must
be capable of being non-interactive, or not requiring any end-user input during
the installation. Scalable distribution implies that systems that will be receiving
this application do not all require vastly different configurations. Standardization
is key to the management of a large number of systems. In addition to these
two requirements, there are a few other guidelines which should be adhered to
when writing an installation program:
•

The information needed to configure an installation and the installation
procedure itself should be separated, and the configuration information
should be passed to the installation procedure as an external file or as
command line parameters. Separating this information will allow for the
possibility of creating tasks that can create and modify an installation
program′s configuration files as well as act as an ongoing operational task
for the application. You should also look to separate before and after
installation processing (restarting or shutting down applications or
databases, for example), as they may also be reusable for everyday
administering of the application.

•

If there is a software component that has multiple implementations that
result in major differences between the files that are to be distributed, these
differences should be handled either through separate components or
through the installation mechanism itself. If it is accomplished through the
installation mechanism, then it should also clean up any unneeded files on
the target system, since it must be assumed that all files of a given
component will be distributed.

•

Dependency checking should be thought of as a planning and configuration
activity, not as an installation activity. These checks should be made before
the installation is scheduled so that failed distributions as a result of failed
dependency checks can be avoided.

•

For installations where the original media will be on tape, the process of
loading the install image should be separated from the rest of the installation
procedure.

With these guidelines in place, it makes it much easier to create component
definitions using the AMS standard to allow for the distribution and installation of
your application.

2.3.1 Defining the Directory Structure
There are a number of options in building a component′s directory structure in
the component description file. Perhaps most important is reflecting the
flexibility that the application has in regard to the placement of files. For
example, if the program files can be in a completely separate directory from its
data files, this should be reflected in the CDF. If they must be in a common root
directory, then they should not be in separate directories, but should be reflected
as relative path names under the same directory. When defining your directory
structure, you should use the DMTF predefined directories fully. Utilize the
user-defined directories when necessary.
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2.3.2 Building the File Lists
How you build your file list is dependent on your deployment methodology. One
deployment method is to distribute an archived image of the application to the
target system and then perform the extraction there. This method is usually
chosen for shrink-wrapped applications, as these applications, especially those
destined for an Intel-based system, typically come with a single system
installation process that can be run using a script file for a ″silent″ installation.
This is the easiest method to use to get an application distributed and installed.
However, it also requires that there be adequate disk space for both the
archived image and the installed executable image. Another slight disadvantage
to this method is that the true structure of the installed executeable image tends
to be hidden from the administrator. This may make verifying the success of the
installation or determining whether or not a system already has the application
installed more difficult. The second method is to distribute an executable image
to the target location. Distributing with this method will typically require
installing the application to a system and using this to mirror the distribution to
other systems. This method is difficult if the administrator doesn′t have a utility
or installation option to store all the changes that have occurred to the system
during the installation.

2.3.3 Checking for Dependencies
As mentioned earlier, dependency checking should be a separate activity from
the actual installation procedure. The Applications Management Specification
and the Tivoli Developer Kit provide a number of common, predefined
dependency checks that you may select to include in your component
description files. These predefined dependency checks include available disk
space, memory, registry entry inclusion or exclusion, operating system version,
and file existence. If there are other dependency checks that need to be made
for your application that have not been predefined as a part of the AMS, it also
provides you with the flexibility of writing and defining your own dependency
checks. The dependency checks are simply tasks that return a zero value if the
dependency is satisfied, and a non-zero value if it is not.

2.4 Planning for Application Monitoring and Administering
Monitoring the health of an application generally includes managing both faults
or events of the application as well as monitoring the performance of the
applications. The desired approach for both fault and performance management
should be to monitor the application itself as well as the underlying
infrastructure that the application resides on, and to automate handling of the
information gathered where possible.
Viewing event data can warn an administrator of such problems as low disk
space or swap space on a server, or the inability of a client application to
connect to a database or application server. An administrator will be able to
take actions against problems detected by executing operational tasks. These
tasks can be written by the developer of the application and packaged with the
application program so they can be set to work automatically in response to a
monitored condition or executed manually by an administrator. What an
administrator can or cannot do to manage an application is dependent on what
the application developer decided to implement in his or her program. Just as
with any other part of application design, it is much easier to develop and
specify the applications management requirements up front rather than try and
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add them after the application has been developed. What type of error
conditions that occur in the program component should be reported as events to
a monitor? Should there be an API provided so a monitor program can look
inside the application to determine particular states?

2.4.1 Deciding What to Monitor
When deciding what to monitor, you should always focus on monitoring only
those things that will reliably indicate a real problem that needs to be addressed
by the system administrator. The last thing an administrator wants is to be
flooded by alerts that do not require his or her attention.
There is a fairly standard set of monitors that are built for most applications and
should be a good starting point for your application.
•

Determining if key processes are up and running
Using the TME 10 Distributed Monitoring ″application status″ or ″application
instances″ monitors will generate an event whenever a particular process is
started or stopped. You will typically want to trigger this event when the
status changes to UP or changes to DOWN, so that you get one event when
the change occurs, as opposed to generating an event when it returns a
particular value, which could generate duplicate events for the same
problem.

•

Monitoring available disk space
Typically, a certain amount of free disk space is needed by an application for
such things as a log file, database, or work space. The system administrator
will want to be notified when free disk space reaches a certain value to
prevent a critical shortage.

•

Monitoring middleware
Choosing to monitor middleware can provide a significant amount of
information relative to the work involved in creating the monitor. Many
middleware products provide interfaces to access performance information
that can be wrapped into monitors. Some examples can be as simple as
sending an e-mail message at some regular interval and having a monitor at
the other end verify receipt of the mail messages, or telneting into a
particular port to verify that a process at the other end is still up and
communicating.

•

Monitoring file size
If an application has a file that it regularly writes to, for example a log file, it
should be monitored to ensure that it does not grow to an excessive size or
that it does not grow too quickly.

•

Matching file patterns
If an application writes errors to a log file, then that file can be searched for
specific patterns that would identify a critical error. Care should be taken
when using this approach, as you do not want to bombard the management
console with events that do not need any action.

•

Monitoring performance metrics
Performance metrics can be collected through an applications API or CLI, or
by utilizing Tivoli′s standard monitoring collections. Monitoring performance
metrics is another area where one should err on the conservative side and
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be sure that it is actually something that needs an action to be taken against
it.
TME 10 Distributed Monitoring provides a number of predefined monitors that
can be used to manage your application and application environment. Take
advantage of these monitors where you can.

2.4.2 Deciding Where to Put the Monitors
There are two different techniques to generate events for applications:
1. Asynchronous events embedded internal to the application
2. Synchronous monitoring probes that are external to the application
Asynchronous notification is dependent on having instrumentation built into an
application where it will generate events when a particular condition is met,
without being prompted by a management product. The event can be generated
in a number of ways, such as written to a log file, issued as an SNMP trap and
delivered to an SNMP trap monitor, or delivered directly to T/EC using Tivoli′ s
Event Integration Facility. The advantages to asynchronous events is that there
is very little or no overhead in the detection of an event and information that is
available only internally to the application can be contained in the event. The
disadvantage, of course, is that the administrator has little control over the
events that have been chosen to be generated by the application developer. It is
usually not difficult to suppress asynchronous events, but it is more difficult to
add one. Asynchronous notifications should also be supplemented by
synchronous monitors, so you are not completely dependent on a particular
application component for the receipt of certain events.
Synchronous monitors are composed of code written outside of your application
that, when executed, writes a value to standard out. The management
application runs the monitor on a regular schedule, checks the value returned,
and can take action to correct a problem automatically and/or generate events.
The obvious advantage to this technique is that the adminstrator has complete
control over how often the monitor is run and what actions take place when a
specific condition is met. An application that provides a CLI or API, allowing it to
receive requests and return a value to the monitor, can greatly enhance the
synchronous monitoring capabilities for the application.
Synchronous monitoring techniques can be defined for the application using the
Tivoli Developer Kit and available for management when the description files are
imported into the management product.

2.4.3 Automating Application Management
As mentioned in the beginning of 2.4, “Planning for Application Monitoring and
Administering” on page 11, automating the handling of the information
generated from monitors is key to the success of the management of an
application. This will help in preventing operators from being overloaded with
information, and as a result should be included in the initial implementation of
the application.
Areas that can be looked at to automate the processing of events are:
•

Reducing Events
Reducing the number of events that an operator must contend with includes
detecting duplicate events and removing them, creating monitors that only
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generate one event when a condition has changed, not one every time a
condition has been met, and being able to link events together in a cause
and effect relationship.
•

Automating processing
You should try to process events when possible by automating actions such
as paging your support analyst or creating a trouble ticket.

•

Automating investigation
Gathering debugging data as soon as an event has been received can
greatly reduce the time it takes to solve the problem that generated the
event.

•

Automating correction
While automatically correcting a problem detected by a monitor may not
always be an appropriate action, there are simple or unusual conditions that
may occur where you would want to automatically resolve a problem.

Using the Tivoli Developer Kit, operational tasks can be defined and can be
specified as an action to be taken in response to a synchronous monitor ′ s
threshold being met.
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Chapter 3. Creating a VisualAge for Smalltalk Management-Ready
Application
In this chapter we will step through creating a sample management-ready
client/server application using VisualAge for Smalltalk V 4.0 and the Tivoli
Connection shipped with this release. The Tivoli Connection provides several
components that enable you to develop VisualAge for Smalltalk applications that
are management-ready for Tivoli:
•

A Developer Kit that assists VisualAge for Smalltalk developers in defining
management information about their applications in accordance with Tivoli ′ s
Applications Management Specification (AMS).

•

A set of event parts that allow you to generate standard Tivoli asynchronous
events from your application.

•

A DLL interface to a Tivoli/Enterprise Console server and a configuration file
used by the DLL that defines the event server and your application.

Our VisualAge for Smalltalk sample application that we will be discussing and
using as an example throughout this chapter has been created with the intent of
showing you the process of creating the AMS definitions and Tivoli asynchronous
events for a VisualAge for Smalltalk application using the Tivoli Connection. Our
sample application has not been tested fully and, as a result, you may discover
some bugs in the application. However, we feel the sample will be of benefit
when going through this process of creating a management-ready application.
We have made all of the application files, application description files,
application source files and the other management files described in this chapter
that are needed to run and manage our sample VisualAge for Smalltalk
application accessible from an anonymous FTP server at the
http://www.redbooks.ibm.com Downloads link. All files are placed in an
SG242114 subdirectory on the server. Please see the readme.txt file in this
subdirectory if you would like to use the sample application and files.
Note that any application can be AMS-enabled using the Tivoli Developer Kit,
regardless of the application development environment it was built with. We
chose to use a VisualAge for Smalltalk example to show the integration points
between VisualAge for Smalltalk and the Tivoli Developer Kit and T/EC, allowing
for the application to be managed by a TME 10 environment. As mentioned in
Chapter 1, “Applications Management Overview” on page 1, PowerBuilder and
VisualAge for C++ also have integration points with the Developer Kit and T/EC
at this time. The generic templates supplied with the Developer Kit can be used
for any application to define the needed description files to make it manageable
in a TME 10 environment.

3.1 Building Our Sample Management-Ready Application
We developed a sample client/server application, which we have named
Personal Information, using VisualAge for Smalltalk. In the application, we
attempted to exploit as many components of the Tivoli Developer Kit as possible.
Therefore, you may find the architecture of the application to be slightly more
complicated than it needs to be. Since the aim of this example is not to show
you how to use the VisualAge for Smalltalk application development tool to
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create an application, we will not discuss at any length the VisualAge for
Smalltalk implementation in this redbook. We will instead focus on how to define
the application description files using the Tivoli Developer Kit and how to add
asynchronous event calls to our application. In this section, we will briefly
describe the functionality and architecture of our sample Personal Information
application. We will also apply the Applications Management Specification to
describe the needed management information for our application, such as the
application′s functions and components, directory structure, file lists, desired
monitors and operational tasks.

3.1.1 Personal Information Application Description
Our application is a simple, personal information inquiry application that stores
and retrieves such information as an individual′s social insurance number (SIN),
last name, first name, sex and date of birth. The application was implemented
using a client/server architecture, and therefore we have two major functions,
client and server. The communication protocol between the client and server is
TCP/IP. We have developed our application to run on the Windows 95 and NT
platforms.

Figure 1. Personal Information Application Architecture

3.1.1.1 The Server Function
The main functions of the server are to receive predefined data from the client
via TCP/IP and perform the following tasks:
•

Validate given user ID and password

•

Query personal information corresponding to given SIN

•

Add personal information corresponding to given SIN after making sure the
given SIN does not already exist

All the data requested for the above tasks is stored in two tables in a text file
database. The SECURITY table, security.txt, contains the user ID and password
data. The data should be entered in the form ″userid″,″password″ with one user
ID and password per line. The data is case sensitive. The PERSON table,
person.txt, contains the personal information data. The server also has a
settings file, va_ser.ini, which is shown below:
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[NLS Config]
nlspath=c:\va_nls;
[Application]
logFile=c:\va_ser\server.log
logMode=ON
hostId=hebble2
port=1000
idlePeriod=120
In the NLS Config section, the value of the nlspath parameter is the directory
where the Native Language System files reside. In the Application section, the
value of the logFile parameter is defined to be the path and file name of the
server′s log file. The value of the logMode parameter indicates whether the
system will log application messages to the log file or not (ON/OFF). The default
value is ON. The value of the hostId parameter is defined to be the host name of
the server machine, and the value of the port parameter is defined to be the
TCP/IP port number, which will be used by the application to listen on. The value
of the idlePeriod parameter is defined to be the amount of time to pass, in
seconds, that the server has had no activity before an idle event is generated.
This file should be edited to tailor your environment′s needs before the server
code is distributed to its target system(s).
The main window for the server component is shown below:

Figure 2. The Server Application Window

The values of the Host Name and Port No. fields are read from the va_ser.ini file.
You can override the values from this window if you wish. To activate the server
listening on the specfied TCP/IP port number, click on the TCP/IP Start push
button. At this point, the server component is listening on the given port, waiting
to receive messages from the client and perform the corresponding functions.
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To deactivate the connection between the client and server, click on the TCP/IP
Stop push button. There are also two other push buttons, Application Error and
SQL Error, which allow you to generate these two types of Tivoli asynchronous
events when they are selected and send them to the Tivoli/Enterprise Console
(T/EC) server. When the server application is started, it will generate a Tivoli
initialize event, which initializes the teceif.dll for forwarding events to the T/EC
server, and a startup event, which is forwarded to the T/EC server. If the server
does not receive any data from any clients within the time specified in the
idlePeriod value of the va_ser.ini file, then the server will generate an idle event
and send it to the T/EC server. When the server application is being closed by
clicking on the Close push button, it will generate the Tivoli shutdown event, and
the close event, which closes the teceif.dll. We will go into a bit more detail
about these events in 3.1.2.3, “ Application Monitoring and Administration” on
page 24.

3.1.1.2 The Client Function
The main function of the client component is to provide an interface to the server
for logging on, querying, or adding a personal information record. The client
component also has a settings file, va_clt.ini, which is shown below:

[NLS Config]
nlspath=c:\va_nls;
[Application]
logFile=c:\va_clt\client.log
logMode=ON
hostId=hebble2
port=1000
idlePeriod=120
All the values of the parameters are the same as the settings file for the server,
except for the value of the logFile parameter which is c:\va_clt\client.log,
instead of c:\va_ser\server.log. Note that the hostId parameter should be set to
the host name of the server that this client will be connecting to, and the port
parameter should be set to the TCP/IP port number on the server to connect to.
The client has two windows, the USER LOGON window and the Personal
Information window. The USER LOGON window, shown in Figure 3 on page 19,
is where you must enter a valid user ID and password in order to connect to the
server. If you logged on successfully, then the Personal Information window
(Figure 4 on page 19) is brought up, where you can query or add a personal
information record. If a valid user ID and password were not provided, a dialog
box with an error message is displayed, and if logMode=ON in the va_ser.ini
file, the message is logged in the server′s log file.
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Figure 3. The Client USER LOGON Application Window

After you have logged on successfully and the Personal Information window is
brought up, you can query or add personal information about an individual. To
query an individual′s personal information, you must enter the person′s SIN and
click on the Search push button. If the person exists, then all the fields are filled
in with the appropriate information. Otherwise, a dialog box is popped up with
the error message PERSON DOES NOT EXIST and a message is logged in the client
and server log file if logMode=ON in their respective INI files. To add a
personal information record, you must enter all the data in the appropriate fields
and click on the Add push button. If the person does not already exist in the
database, then the person is added into the database. If the person already
exists in the database, then a dialog box is popped up with the error message
PERSON ALREADY EXISTS and the data will not be added to the database table. A
message will also be logged in the client and server log files if logMode=ON.

Figure 4. The Client Personal Information Application Window

Just as with the server, when the client application starts and shuts down, it will
generate the appropriate events (initialize, startup, shutdown, close). It will also
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generate an idle event if no data has been sent or received within the time
specified in the idlePeriod field in the va_clt.ini file.

3.1.2

Applying the Applications Management Specification
To make our application management-ready, we must specify all aspects of our
application in application description files that can be read by an AMS-compliant
applications management product, such as TME 10. This section will describe
the analysis of our application to determine the information that will be entered
into the Tivoli Developer Kit to create the application description files.

3.1.2.1

Identifying Application Functions and Components

Because we are using a client/server architecture to implement the application
and it has distinct client and server application functions, we can easily break
our application into these two major functions for management. We designed
the server and client so that these functions could be executed on the same or
different machines. The Tivoli Developer Kit has a number of predefined
component templates specific to applications written with VisualAge for
Smalltalk. We will take advantage of these templates, as some of the work of
filling in the information for the component description files has been done for us
with these. If a component definition is required that does not fit any of the
VisualAge for Smalltalk templates that have been predefined for you, the generic
template can be used to create the component definition.
The server function can be logically broken into five parts: the application
runtime files generated from the VisualAge for Smalltalk Development Tool, the
database itself, the database connectivity drivers, TCP/IP and the Tivoli
Connection. Since we are using a text file database, we do not have the
database management system (DBMS) parts in our application. The server
accesses the database through the Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) drivers.
The communication between a client and the server will be accomplished by
TCP/IP, which is a feature provided by VisualAge for Smalltalk 4.0. The server
application can generate and send Tivoli asynchronous events to the Tivoli
Enterprise Console (T/EC) server using the Tivoli Connection feature in
VisualAge for Smalltalk 4.0. Our server function will be broken down into eight
components, as shown below:
•

Server Function
−

ODBC Driver Components: System programs required for any application
that will communicate with a database using ODBC.
- Windows NT ODBC Driver
- Windows 95 ODBC Driver

−

Text File Database Components: The actual database (tables, indexes,
etc.) file that stores the application data. This file is the same for both
operating systems, but we created two separate components for the
operating systems because we defined synchronous monitors for the
Windows NT Text File Database (see 3.1.2.3, “ Application Monitoring and
Administration” on page 24). At the time of writing of this redbook,
monitors are only supported on managed nodes, which are UNIX and
Windows NT platforms only.
- Windows NT Text File Database
- Windows 95 Text File Database
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−

TCP/IP for Personal Information Server Component: The TCP/IP feature
in VisualAge for Smalltalk builds the National Language Support (NLS)
file, which also should be distributed with our application.

−

Tivoli Connection for Personal Information Server Component: A support
DLL, configuration file, and NLS file to enable asynchronous event
generation to a T/EC server.

−

Runtime Files for Personal Information Server Components: The actual
application runtime, executable, and INI files that are necessary to run
the server.
- Windows NT Runtime Files for Personal Information Server
- Windows 95 Runtime Files for Personal Information Server

The client function can be logically broken into three parts: the application
runtime files generated from the VisualAge for Smalltalk Development Tool,
TCP/IP and the Tivoli Connection. The client application runtime files provide
the interfaces to the server for you via the USER LOGON and Personal
Information windows. The connectivity from a client to the server is
accomplished by TCP/IP, which is a feature provided by VisualAge for Smalltalk
4.0. The client generates and sends Tivoli asynchronous events to the Tivoli
Enterprise Console (T/EC) server using the Tivoli Connection feature. We will
break our client function into five components as shown below:
•

Client Function
−

TCP/IP for Personal Information Client Component: The TCP/IP feature in
VisualAge for Smalltalk builds the National Language Support (NLS) file
which also should be distributed with our application.

−

Tivoli Connection for Personal Information Client Component: A support
DLL, configuration file, and NLS file to enable asynchronous event
generation to a T/EC server.

−

Runtime Files for Personal Information Client Components: The actual
application runtime, executable, and INI files that are necessary to run
the client.
- Windows NT Runtime Files for Personal Information Client
- Windows 95 Runtime Files for Personal Information Client

3.1.2.2

Distribution and Installation

The distribution and installation procedure that we will implement is to transfer
all the needed files of a component from our software server to our target
systems, and then make the necessary configuration changes to the target
systems through installation programs. Alternatively, we could have built an
installation image that could be distributed to the target machines and then
executed through an installation program, where the application files would be
uncompressed and all the necessary configuration changes would be made.
In this section, we will briefly describe, as it applies to our sample Personal
Information application, the directory structure on the software server and target
machines, the file lists that contain all the files that must be distributed to the
target machines, the dependencies that are the system-specific requirements for
the application, and the windows configuration changes that must be made on
the target machine.
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Directory Structure: We need to create a directory structure on a system where
we will keep the master files for distribution (our software server). In a TME 10
environment, this system needs to be a managed node (NT or UNIX). In our
environment, we used an AIX system, rs60008, to place the master files on. We
created the following subdirectories in which to store the appropriate source
files for our application:

/software_server
/VA
/Win-95 (the ctl3d32.dll and odbc32.reg files for Windows 95)
/Win-NT (the ctl3d32.dll and odbc32.reg files for Windows NT)
/Win32 (all 32 bit files except for ctl3d32.dll. This
is Windows 95 or NT specific)
/nls
(the nls files for client and server)
/db
(text file database)
/batch (all the application management batch program
files)
/ser_exe (server application runtime files)
/clt_exe (client application runtime files)
/ams
(application description files)
We now need to plan where, on our target machines, the application will be
installed. Since the server and client portion of our application can be installed
on two different machines, we decided to define two separate directory
structures for these two functions. The directory structure of a Personal
Information server will be as follows:

\va_ser (server application runtime, executable, and INI files)
\va_nls (NLS files for Tivoli Connection, TCP/IP, and database)
\ODBCSAMP (database files)
\windows
\system (ODBC Drivers for Windows 95)
\winnt
\system32 (ODBC Drivers for Windows NT)
The directory structure of the client is simpler because the client application will
not have the database or ODBC drivers on its machine. The following
directories will be created for a client target machine:

\va_clt (client application runtime, executable, and INI files)
\va_nls (NLS files for Tivoli Connection and TCP/IP)
The files do not have to be installed in these particular directory names, with the
exception of the ODBC files. ODBC must go in the operating system′s system
directory, which by default is windows\system directory for Windows 95 or
winnt\system32 directory for Windows NT. The only catch to putting the other
files somewhere else on target systems is to reflect that change throughout the
application program and management programs, such as in the INI settings files
and in the synchronous monitor and operational task programs.
The Applications Management Specification and Tivoli Developer Kit allow you to
associate a symbolic name with the application′s source and target directories.
Defining symbolic names to the directories allow a directory location to be easily
updated throughout the application description files, simply by making one
change to the symbolic directories, as it is the symbolic directory names that are
referenced throughout the application description files for the application
distribution file lists, operational tasks, synchronous monitors, etc.
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File Lists: We also must define which files go into the directory structures that
we defined above, and then ensure that a copy resides on the software server.
As a part of the Tivoli Connection with VisualAge Smalltalk V4.0, the Tivoli
Developer Kit has pre-populated the file lists of the VisualAge for Smalltalk
components for us and associated a symbolic directory definition with them.
Taking advantage of this pre-populated information will reduce the amount of
time you spend creating the component description files. However, you have the
flexibility of editing this information to meet your application′s specific needs,
and you will need to do some tailoring of this information. All VisualAge for
Smalltalk components have pre-populated file lists. We will describe these files
in more detail when we fill in the information using the Developer Kit in 3.2.2,
“Creating the Component Description Files” on page 33.
Dependencies: Along with system-specific requirements, some of the
components are dependent on another already being installed. As a result of
this dependency, the installation order of the server′s components will be very
important.
We have defined the following system requirements for the Runtime Files for
Personal Information Server components:
•

•

Disk space
− Windows 95 and NT: 5 MB
Memory
− Windows 95 and NT: 8 MB

We added the following system requirements for the ODBC Driver components:
•

•

Disk space
− Windows 95 and NT: 2 MB
Memory
− Windows 95 and NT: 4 MB

The server′s ODBC Driver component must be installed prior to the server′s Text
File Database component.
The server′s Text File Database component must be installed prior to the
server′s Runtime Files component.
We have defined the following system requirements for the Runtime Files for
Personal Information Client component:
•

Disk space
−

•

Windows 95 and NT: 5 MB

Memory
−

Windows 95 and NT: 8 MB

Note: The current TME 10 AMS support does not include the predefined or
user-defined dependency information that we can define using the Tivoli
Developer Kit. However, we chose to create these definitions, since upcoming
versions of TME 10 will include this support.

System Configuration: Once the files are distributed, we need to add
configuration information to the registry for Windows 95 and NT. The ODBC
components install shared DLLs and an application that need to be registered.
We will also be adding a program group and icon for the ODBC administrator
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with the ODBC driver components. The text file database that is defined in the
text file database components also has to be registered after it is distributed.
We must be able to define exactly what needs to happen, using the Tivoli
Developer Kit, to consider the application installed and ready for use. These
changes will be described in detail in 3.2.2.1, “ODBC Driver Components” on
page 34 and 3.2.2.2, “Text File Database Components” on page 62.

3.1.2.3

Application Monitoring and Administration

As discussed in 2.4, “Planning for Application Monitoring and Administering” on
page 11, applications may be monitored externally or internally. The VisualAge
for Smalltalk Tivoli Connection provides you with tools to allow you to monitor an
application by either means, and we have incorporated both types of monitoring
with our Personal Information application. You should be aware that the internal
event generation method described in this section is not a part of the AMS
standard; it generates Tivoli-proprietary events to a T/EC server. Monitoring the
application externally as described in this section and later in the chapter is a
part of the AMS standard,
As a part of the Tivoli Connection feature in VisualAge for Smalltalk V4.0, you
can add internal instrumentation to a VisualAge for Smalltalk application that will
allow asynchronous events to be generated and sent to a T/EC server. By
generating Tivoli events in your application, you can communicate information to
T/EC about your application′s status. In order to get your events delivered
properly to the T/EC server, you need two files:
1. teceif.dll
This DLL provides the interface between the events generated by your
application and the event integration facility of a T/EC server.
2. teceif.cfg
This configuration file defines the event server and describes your
application. This file must be located in the same directory as the teceif.dll.
The teceif.dll reads this file when it is initialized.
The following is a sample teceif.cfg file:

ServerLocation=rs60008
TestMode=YES
Application=Personal Info App
AdminRevision=Rev1
Component=Runtime Files for Personal Info Server
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Server

Host name of the system that receives the events
(default is unknown). This field is required, even when
TestMode=YES.

TestMode

If YES, events are not sent to the event server and the
teceif.dll creates a teceif.log file in its directory to log
events. If NO, events are sent to the event server
without being logged in the teceif.log file. This field is
required and YES is the default value.

Application

Name of the application. If specified, this value
becomes the source value for all Tivoli events
generated by this application. If the Developer Kit has
been used to define the application, then this should
be the name of the application specified in the
Component Name field when defining the application
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data for the global description file for the application.
If this value is not specified in this file, the source
value that was specified for the Initialize Tivoli Event
DLL will be used as the event source.
AppVersion

Version of the application. If the Developer Kit has
been used to define the application, then this should
be the value defined in the version field when defining
the application data for the global description file for
the application.

AdminRevision

An administrator revision string supplied when the
application is distributed.

Component

Name of the component. If specified, this value
becomes the event subSource value for all the events
generated from this application. If the Developer Kit
has been used to define the application component,
then this should be the name of the component
specified in the Component Name field when defining
the component data for the component description file
that contains the .EXE that is generating the events. If
this value is not specified in this file, the subSource
value that was specified for the Initialize Tivoli Event
DLL will be used as the event subSource.

Note: The values that you specify here for Application, AdminRevision, and
AppVersion together become the event source value. These values are
concatenated together, separated by XxXx, by the teceif.dll. For our
teceif.cfg example, the event source would be ″Personal Info AppXxXxRev1″.
As a result of our testing with our sample application, we recommend that
you do specify a value for the AdminRevision and do not specify a value for
AppVersion in the teceif.cfg file. Following the recommended AppVersion
format, if we provided a value of AppVersion=1.0.a in our teceif.cfg file, our
event source would be ″Personal Info AppXxXx1.0.aXxXxRev1″. When
defining this event source to T/EC, the system administrator will receive an
error, as T/EC does not accept periods (.) as valid characters in a source
name. Although optional, if you do not specify an AdminRevision, your
system administrator may run into additional problems with viewing events
generated by your application. When we did not specify an AdminRevision,
our event source was ″Personal Info AppXxXx ″ (notice the blank at the end
of the string). We did not have any success in getting this source name
properly defined to T/EC, even when specifying the name in single quotes.
T/EC would allow us to add a blank at the end of the event source, or
encapsulate the event source name in quotes, but we were never able to see
the events on the T/EC console. Adding an AdminRevision to the teceif.cfg
file and updating the event source name on T/EC resolved the problem. You
can easily test the values of the event slots by setting the TestMode variable
to YES (see 4.2.4, “Verifying Asynchronous Event Generation” on page 138
for additional information). The system administrator can update the
teceif.cfg file her/himself prior to distributing the application, but if you, the
application developer, are aware of these problems and fix them first, it only
will make the implementation of managing your application easier.
These two files, teceif.dll and teceif.cfg, can be obtained from the teceif
subdirectory of the Tivoli Developer Kit installation directory. There is also an
eif.txt file in this subdirectory, which contains some additional information
Chapter 3. Creating a VisualAge for Smalltalk Management-Ready Application
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pertaining to instrumenting your VisualAge application to generate and send
Tivoli events that you may find helpful.
Up to this point, we have kept our discussions about the Tivoli Connection
feature at a high level, without getting into details about the VisualAge for
Smalltalk development environment itself. In the rest of this section, we will
discuss a bit further the Tivoli Connection feature in terms of the VisualAge for
Smalltalk development environment so that those with VisualAge for Smalltalk
experience will have more details on instrumenting applications for asychronous
event generation to a T/EC server. Additional information can be found in the
Tivoli Connection Guide and Reference Version 1.0 .
The VisualAge for Smalltalk development environment provides a visual and
non-visual method of adding event parts to an application with the Tivoli
Connection feature. When added to your application, these event parts generate
asynchronous events and translate the events to the proper format for the
teceif.dll. The teceif.dll will forward the events on to a T/EC server, using the
information provided in the teceif.cfg file.
The following Tivoli events are available with VisualAge for Smalltalk and can be
added to your application visually or non-visually:
•

Initialize Tivoli Event DLL

•

Application Startup Event

•

Application Close Event

•

Application Shutdown Event

•

Application Idle Event

•

Application Error Event

•

SQL Error Event

•

Application Send Event

You can add the event parts visually from the VisualAge Composition Editor.
The events are in the Tivoli Connection category on the parts palette. Visually
connecting event parts to add events to your application consists of selecting a
Tivoli event part and dropping it on the free-form surface of your application, and
then connecting an application event to the action of the part. Below is an
example of connecting Tivoli event parts visually to our Personal Information
server application.
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Figure 5. Visually Adding Tivoli Event Parts

Note: By default, the SQL Error and Application Send Event parts are not
available from the VisualAge Composition Editor. However, you may manually
add them to the Composition Editor so that you can add those event parts to
your application visually as well.
If you wish to add events non-visually to your application, you do so by adding
event messages to your scripts, or methods. The non-visual parts are defined in
the TivoliConnectionRunApp class and the message interface for each event is
described below:
The Initialize Tivoli Event DLL is generated by the application to initialize the
teceif.dll. It is sent once and must precede other events.
tvInitTamEvents: source with: subSource
where

source is the application name
subSource is the application component name that generates this event
Example:
TivInitTAMEvent new tvInitTamEvents: ′Personal Information′ with: ′Runtime
Files for Personal Info Server′
The Application Startup Event is generated when the application is started.
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tvSendStartupEvents: aString
where aString is a text message
Example:
TivApplicationStartupEvent new tvSendStartupEvents: ′Personal Information′,
Date dateAndTimeNow
The Application Shutdown Event is generated when the application is shutting
down.
tvSendShutdownEvents: aString
where aString is a text message
Example:
TivApplicationShutdownEvent new tvSendShutdownEvents: ′Personal
Information′, Date dateAndTimeNow
The Application Close Event is generated to close the TECEIF.DLL.
tvTecClose
Example: TivApplicationCloseEvent new tvTecClose
The Application Idle Event is generated when the application enters an extended
period of inactivity.
tvSendIdleEvent: aString
where aString is a text message
Example:
TivApplicationIdleEvent new tvSendIdleEvent: ′Personal Information′
The Application Error Event is generated when a critical application error occurs.
tvSendApplicationError: errorNum with errorString
where errorNum is an error number, errorString is an appropriate error
message sting
Example:
TivApplicationErrorEvent new tvSendApplicationError: 14 with ′myapp.dll not
found′
The SQL Error Event is generated when an application encounters an error when
interfacing with an SQL database. If information is not available for some of the
database fields, an empty string should be specified.
tvSendSQLError: anArray
where anArray is anArray object that contains:
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•

at: 1 - an integer that contains standard SQL error code

•

at: 2 - a string that contains name of database server

•

at: 3 - a string that contains name of database

•

at: 4 - a string that contains the name of the table in the database

•

at: 5 - a string that contains an appropriate message
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The Application Send Event sends a generic event to the teceif.dll. This event
must also be defined to the event server by a change to its BAROC file.
tecTvSendEvent: anArray
where anArray is an array of the event definition
Note: We did not define any Application Send Events in our example and
will not go into further details about the tecTvSendEvent: function. If you want
to know more about defining the Application Send Event, please refer to the
VisualAge for Smalltalk Tivoli Connection Guide and Reference, Version 1.0 .
With our application, we have allowed for two events, Application Error and SQL
Error, to be artificially created by clicking on a control push button on the
Personal Information Server window. The others are embedded in the code just
as they should be for a real application, with the exception of the Application
Send Event, which we did not define in our application.
We also will define synchronous monitors for our Personal Information
application′s server function with the Tivoli Developer Kit. In the Windows NT
Text File Database component, we will define a synchronous monitor for
checking the size of the database files. If the size is greater than a specified
amount, then the monitor will trigger an event and run the backup operational
task, which we describe in “ Operational Tasks” below. For the Windows NT
Runtime Files for Personal Information Server component, we will create two
synchronous monitors. The first monitor will check to see if the server
application process is up. If the server application process is not available in
the system, then the monitor will trigger an event. The second synchronous
monitor for the Windows NT Runtime Files for Personal Information Server
component checks the message log file that was defined in the va_ser.ini file. If
the number of invalid logon attempted messages exceeds a specified number,
then it will trigger an event. We wrote these three monitors ourselves, and
defined them in the appropriate component′s description file. As mentioned
earlier, the reason why only the Windows NT components have synchronous
monitors defined to them is that at the time of writing of this redbook,
synchronous monitors were only supported on managed nodes, which can only
run on UNIX and Windows NT platforms.

Operational Tasks: Once the application is deployed and executing, there may
be routine administrative tasks that need to be accomplished. For our
application we will include three tasks, all of which we wrote and defined to the
server′s Text File Database Components. User.bat allows an administrator to
add new user login IDs and passwords to the security.txt table of the
application′s database. Backup.bat and restore.bat allows an administrator to
back up and restore the application′s database, respectively.

3.2 Creating Application Description Files using Tivoli′s Developer Kit
The process of creating application description files along with detailed
information about each of the windows and its fields and controls can be found
in the Tivoli Developer Kit User ′ s Guide . There is a soft copy named tdkug.htm,
in HTML format, in the DOCS subdirectory of the Tivoli Developer Kit installation
directory.
The procedure to follow when using the Developer Kit to create the application
description files is to first define the application data in the global description file
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and then create the component description files. The global description file
describes the application as a whole. The component description files describe
only the function that particular component performs. Each application that you
AMS-enable will have only one global description file and will have at least one
component description file.
There are two ways to define your application′s components in the Developer
Kit: create all the component files first and then go back and fill in the
description data for each component, or create a component file and fill in the
data immediately, repeating this for all components. In the example that follows,
we will use the second option to make it easier to explain everything about a
particular component in one location. When you have experience with entering
descriptions and have your application description design already laid out, you
will probably find the first option faster.
Note: When using either of the above methods to generate your component
description files, it is important to completely define the application data in the
global description file before defining the components, as information provided in
the Application Data window needs to be inherited by all of the components. If
that data hasn′t been defined when the CDFs are created, the information will
not be inherited.
Once your application data has been defined in your global description file, your
application′s component description files can be defined in any order. The
current import method of the component description files in a TME 10
environment is not sensitive to the order that the components were defined in
the Developer Kit. For our example, we want to ensure that the server ′s ODBC
Driver components are distributed and installed prior to the server′s Text File
Database components, and that the server′s Text File Database components are
distributed and installed prior to the server′s Runtime Files components. The
distribution order of components in TME 10 should be controlled through the
nesting of the component′s file packages, which is independent of the
component creation order with the Developer Kit. We will create the application
description files in the order shown below:
•
•

•

•
•
•

3.2.1

Global Description File
ODBC Driver Components (one for each of the server′s target operating
systems).
Text File Database Components (one for each of the server′s target
operating systems).
TCP/IP Components (server and client application function).
Tivoli Connection Components (server and client application function).
VisualAge for Smalltalk Runtime Components (one for each of the server′ s
and client′s target operating systems).

Creating the Global Application Files
Our first step in AMS-enabling our application using the Tivoli Developer Kit is
defining our application as a whole. This general information about the
managed application will be stored in a global description file (GDF). When you
start the Developer Kit for the first time, it automatically opens the Select File
Type window with the Application Data radio button selected.
If you were already working with an application, the Developer Kit opens with
that application description automatically loaded. To create a new application,
you must click on the New icon on the tool bar or click on New from the File
pull-down menu and select the Application Data radio button as the selected file
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type. You can close the former application′s files in the Developer Kit before
you start to create the new application description files if you wish. If you don′ t
close them, when you save the information in the Application Data window for
the new application, all the former application′s files will be closed and the new
application file will be created.

Figure 6. Creating the Global Application Files

When creating the global description file, select the VisualAge for Smalltalk
template. We next enter a name for our global description file in the Filename
field. Note that the file name is limited to eight characters to be compatible with
any file system. You should not add a file extension because the Developer Kit
will create two different file types (.aof and .gdf) with the value in the filename
field as the file name for you. We provided a file name of va_demo. In the
Component (Application in this case) Name field, we have entered the
descriptive name, Personal Information Application, for our application. Last,
we must enter an application version. This is required and important information
when it becomes time to upgrade your application to a new level. As this is our
first version, we have entered 1.0.a in the Version fields.
After all the needed information in this window has been specified, click on the
Create Application Files button. This will create the application object file (.aof)
and the global description file (.gdf) for your application program in the files
subdirectory of the Developer Kit installation directory.
Be aware that clicking on Done only closes the window. To create the .aof and
.gdf files, you must click on the Create Application Files button. The global
description file, va_demo.gdf, contains application information that we will fill in
shortly. At this point it only contains the information we provided in Figure 6.
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The application object file, va_demo.aof, contains the application name and a
reference to the global description file, va_demo.gdf, and will contain references
to the component description files that we will be creating later. At this time, the
va_demo.aof file only contains an abbreviated application name line.
At this point, we must fill in the global description file with the application data to
allow our CDFs to properly inherit information defined in the GDF, so click on
Done on the Select File Type window. We will revisit this window to define the
components in 3.2.2, “Creating the Component Description Files” on page 33.

Figure 7. Default Application Data Window

You should now see two windows on the Tivoli Developer Kit desktop: a window
that displays the contents of the application object file, va_demo.aof, and an
Application Data window, whose information will be put into the global
description file, va_demo.gdf, when completed.
The Application Name and the Application Version in the Application Data
window comes from the information we entered in Figure 6 on page 31. The
rest of the fields are optional, but should be filled in when appropriate. These
fields are useful in that they can uniquely identify the application and can be
used to facilitate customer problem reporting. This information will be viewable
from within the TME 10 Software Distribution file package for this component if
you choose to import the optional information when you import the file package
information into the TME 10 Software Distribution product. Be sure to click on
the Apply push button to save the information to memory before closing the
window. When you close the Application Data window, the information in
memory will automatically be saved to the va_demo.gdf file. To save information
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to the va_demo.aof file as you are creating the description files, click on Save
from the File pull-down menu or the Save icon on the tool bar.
Note: If you close the Application Data window without clicking on Apply, the
information will not be saved. You must click on Apply to save the information to
memory before you can save the information to disk. You may click on Save
from the File pull-down menu or the Save icon on the tool bar at any time;
however, this will only save information stored in memory.

Figure 8. Completed Application Data Window

3.2.2 Creating the Component Description Files
In the previous section, the va_demo.aof file was created, which lists all the files
that are part of the application, and the va_demo.gdf file was created, which
contains general application information. We will now begin to define the
software components for our sample application. Each component will have its
own component description file (.cdf) and be listed in the va_demo.aof file.
As explained in 3.1.2, “ Applying the Applications Management Specification” on
page 20, our VisualAge for Smalltalk application example is composed of two
major functions implemented by 12 components total. We must create a
component description file for each of these components in order to fully
manage our sample application.
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As we stated earlier, for each component, the following categories of information
can be defined using the Tivoli Developer Kit:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Component Data
Directory Definitions
File List
Installation Dependencies
Define New Dependency
Installation Programs
Windows Configuration
Operational Task Definitions
Synchronous Monitors
Component Relationship

Not all of these categories will be, or need to be, defined for every component.
We will not be defining a component relationship in any of components, as this
functionality is not currently utilized in the TME 10 AMS support. We also
mentioned in “Dependencies” on page 23, that the current TME 10 AMS support
does not import the predefined or user-defined dependencies groups. However,
we have chosen to define this information in the component description files, as
enhanced AMS support will be available soon with the TME 10 environment,
where these definitions will be supported. As we step through our example, the
first time a category is defined, the process will be explained in detail. Once the
procedure is explained, we will only explain what to enter when the same
category is being defined later for another component.

3.2.2.1 ODBC Driver Components
The first set of components we will define lists the ODBC System software
necessary for a server to connect to a database using ODBC (open database
connectivity). Once this component is installed for its operating system, the
operating system will support ODBC connections and an ODBC Administrator
program can be used to add, change, or delete ODBC configurations. The first
component we will describe is the ODBC component for Windows NT. After that
we will create an ODBC for Windows 95 component.
To begin defining a component, we must create a component file from the Select
File Type window. From the Tivoli Developer Kit main window, select New from
the File pull-down menu or click on the New icon on the tool bar to open the
Select File Type Window. Since we have already defined the application data in
the global description file (and there can only be one global description file per
managed application), the Component Data radio button is automatically selected
in the Select a File Type section.
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Figure 9. Initial Select File Type Window

The Templates selection list box displays templates in a hierarchical structure
the same way a Windows File Manager or Explorer does. Expanding and
shrinking the tree is done exactly the same way also. Expand the VisualAge for
Smalltalk template and select the ODBC template. In the Filename field we
entered vaodbcnt, again without an extension because the Developer Kit will
create the file with a .cdf (component description file) extension. We entered a
descriptive Component Name of Win NT ODBC Driver. This component name will
be displayed in the Developer Kit application object file window, and will be
pulled into the TME 10 Software Distribution file package′s Optional Information
window for this component.
The component name should be meaningful, so that by looking at the name you
are aware of what it is and what function it performs for the application. The
Tivoli Developer Kit User ′ s Guide suggests that you do not include the version or
platform in the component name. We chose to include the platform for a couple
of reasons. One, each component name must be unique. Since we will be
defining two ODBC connectivity drivers, we must do something to make them
unique and adding the target operating system would do that. Second, in the
Developer Kit′s application object window and in TME 10, when you are selecting
a component or component management object, all you have to choose from is
the component name. If the ODBC connectivity components were not
differentiated by the platform being included in the same name, you would not
know which one was which.
We specified a Version of 1.0.a. Click on the Create Component File button.
Just as with the application files, you must do this to create the component
description file. Clicking on Done will only close the window and not create
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anything. Once you have created the file, you will see a .cdf file with the file
name you assigned in the window in the FILES subdirectory of the Developer Kit
installation directory. At this point, the .cdf file is essentially an outline that will
ultimately contain all the necessary information about the component to be
managed. We will fill this in shortly. This component description file will be
added to the .aof file after the component data window is closed and you click on
the Save icon on the tool bar or exit the Developer Kit. Click on the Done push
button to close the Select File Type window.

Figure 10. Creating Win NT ODBC Driver Component File

You will now see a window with a title that matches the name that we specified
in the Component Name field in Figure 11 on page 37. This is where you will
enter all the information an administrator needs to manage this component.
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Figure 11. Win NT ODBC Driver Component Data

The left side of the window shows a tree of all the different categories of data for
a component. The right side shows the specific entries for the selected category
on the tree. The Tivoli Developer Kit User ′ s Guide thoroughly describes the
various component categories and fields within these categories. You should
use this User′s Guide as a reference when filling in these fields for your
application.
Looking at the Component Data category, the Component Name and Component
Version fields contain the information entered in Figure 10 on page 36. The
Component function section allows you to designate a major function which this
component is a part of. Clicking on the drop-down arrow in the Function field
reveals several predefined functions. You may also define your own function by
clicking on <add new entry> and entering a function name in the Function edit
field. Since the ODBC drivers are part of the server application, we will select
the server function value.
The Destination field refers to the operating system on which this component will
run. Click on the drop-down arrow and select one of the predefined operating
systems. If this component will run on more than one target operating system,
you will have to create a separate component for each operating system.
Note: For every rule there is an exception and Win32 is an exception. Win32 is
the programming API used in both Windows 95 and NT. The AMS allows it to be
treated as an operating system for the destination, if there are no unique
requirements for either operating system that need to be defined in the
component description file.
We have created separate ODBC components for our Windows NT and Windows
95 operating systems for a couple of reasons. First, there is one ODBC 32 bit file
that is different for Windows NT and Windows 95. Second, changes need to be
made to the windows system directories, and by default, these directory names
are different on Windows NT and Windows 95. As a result, we created two
ODBC components for our application.
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For the first ODBC component, we will select Windows NT for the Destination
field. This destination field is used by the TME 10 environment to determine the
correct target operating system for the component.
The Description field allows free-form text comments about the component,
which is pulled into the component′s TME 10 Software Distribution′s file package
Optional Information window, if you choose to import this information into the file
package. Be sure to click on Apply before going to any other component data
category or closing the window to save this information to memory.
Note: To save the information to disk, click on Save from the File pull-down
menu or the Save icon on the tool bar.
The next category we will fill in is the Directory Definitions. Click on N e x t > > to
move to this category.
Note: Clicking on N e x t > > will move you down one component category in the
tree. < < P r e v will move you up one component. To go directly to a component
category, click on the desired category.
The Directory Definitions category allows you to enter symbolic directory names
for specifying the location of files for distribution, installation actions, monitors,
and tasks (see the File List, Installation Programs, Synchronous Monitors, and
Operational Task Definition categories) rather than a literal path name. When
distributing an application, TME 10 Software Distribution will need to know where
the master files are located (source on the software server) and where they
should be sent (destination on a managed or PC managed node). By using
symbolic directory names, if you ever need to change these paths, you only have
to change the directory path once, at this window.
Select the Symbolic Name by clicking on the drop-down arrow in the Symbolic
Name field. You will see a long list of predefined Symbolic Names from which to
choose. If you do not want to use one of the predefined names, you can create
your own by clicking on User Defined. When first coming to this window, you will
notice that a symbolic directory definition has already been added (appears in
the list box at the bottom of the window) without literal source and destination
paths defined to it. For the ODBC template, this symbolic directory name is
product base . This has been added because it is the symbolic name that has
been associated with the pre-populated file list for you. You can update this
symbolic name and provide a source and destination directory path for it, or you
can delete the entry and add your own. If you delete the entry and use another
to associate the pre-populated file list with, be aware that you will have to
update the symbolic directory definition name of each file that you need in the
file list window before you can delete the predefined symbolic name.
Since the ODBC files will need to be installed in the Windows system directory,
we chose to add a system library directory symbolic name for the common
ODBC 32 bit files and delete the predefined product base symbolic directory
name. We felt that the system library symbolic name more closely described the
location of these ODBC files than the product base symbolic name. We will want
to use the product base symbolic name to refer to the location of the actual
sample application runtime, executable, and INI files that we will define later in
other component description files. To add our new symbolic name, from the
Symbolic Name drop-down list box, select System library directory. In the
Source path field, specify /software_server/VA/Win32, and in the Destination path
specify c:\winnt\system32. These are the source and destination paths that we
discussed in “Directory Structure” on page 22.
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Note: The challenge here is with the Windows system directory. As we
mentioned earlier, there are different default windows system directories for the
different versions of Windows. In addition, the person installing the operating
system can choose to use their own name rather than the default.
Click on the Add push button to add the directory definition to the list box. Next
we need to define the location of our executables that we will be using to
manage our application with, such as before and after installation programs,
synchronous monitor programs, and operational task programs. We will select
the Product executables directory symbolic name to refer to this location and
specify /software_server/VA/batch for the Source path field and no Destination
path, as we have chosen not to distribute these files to our target systems. Click
on the Add push button.
We are also going to add one user-defined symbolic directory for the ODBC
32-bit operating system-specific files that we have stored in our source software
server′s NT directory. Click on the drop-down arrow in the Symbolic Name field
and click on User Defined. For the Source path field, we specified
/software_server/VA/Win-NT. We will not define a user-defined destination path,
since we want these files to be distributed to the system library symbolic
destination directory of c:\winnt\system32, which we have already defined.
Lastly, we click on the Add push button to add the directory definition to the list
box.
If you want to change a directory definition entry, click on that entry in the list
box and its values will be placed in the Symbolic Name, Source path, and
Destination path edit fields. Retype what you wish to change and click on the
Update push button. To remove a definition, select it from the list box and click
on the Delete push button. Before we can delete the product base symbolic
directory name, we will need to move to the file list window and remove the
reference of that symbolic name from the files.

Figure 12. Win NT ODBC Driver Directory Definitions

The File List category must list all the files that you will be distributing to a target
machine that are part of the component you are defining. Those files that will be
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used as installation, monitor, and task programs do not need to be defined here
if you do not want them to reside on your target systems. When you select File
List from the component category tree, you will see the list of files that have
already been defined for you as a part of the Tivoli Connection. All VisualAge
component templates will have pre-populated file lists. For each file, we can
specify its file name, whether the destination directory is fixed or not, the source
directory path, and the destination directory path. The template automatically
specified the symbolic directory name product base directory for every file in the
list, which we will want to change to a symbolic name of system library
directory, as we mentioned previously. The literal values for both the source
and destination symbolic names are shown in the path field in the Source
Directories and Destination Directories sections.
Before we update the files in the list to point to our system library directories,
we will want to remove a number of the files, as there are many listed which we
do not need. All ODBC driver files are defined here, including files for other
operating systems or ODBC driver files that support other database systems
such as Oracle, Sybase, INFORMIX, etc. For our sample application, we are
using a Text File database and this component is for Windows NT, so we need
the Windows NT ODBC drivers for a text file database. We will remove all the
other files that we do not need to save on disk space. We determined which
files were needed for our application by comparing the Windows system
directory file lists of a machine with the Text File Database ODBC driver already
installed and one without this ODBC driver installed. Our final file list is shown
in Table 1.
File Name

Source Directory Symbolic Name

Destination Directory Symbolic Name

/software_server/VA/Win-NT (User Defined)

System Library

odbcad32.exe

System Library

System Library

ds16gt.dll

System Library

System Library

ds32gt.dll

System Library

System Library

ibbas09.dll

System Library

System Library

ibflt09.dll

System Library

System Library

ibtxt09.dll

System Library

System Library

ibtxt09.hlp

System Library

System Library

ibutl09.dll

System Library

System Library

ivib.lic

System Library

System Library

odbc16gt.dll

System Library

System Library

odbc32gt.dll

System Library

System Library

odbc32.dll

System Library

System Library

odbcinst.dll

System Library

System Library

odbcinst.hlp

System Library

System Library

odbccp32.dll

System Library

System Library

odbccp32.cpl

System Library

System Library

odbccr32.dll

System Library

System Library

odbcint.dll

System Library

System Library

odbc32.reg

/software_server/VA/Win-NT (User Defined)

System Library

ctl3d32.dll

Table 1. Win NT ODBC Driver Files
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Notes:
1. Although ODBC-related files, odbcad32.exe, ibtxt09.hlp, ibutl09.dll,
odbcinst.hlp, and odbccp32.cpl were not in the predefined file list template
for VisualAge for Smalltalk′s ODBC component. We added them into the file
list.
2. The odbc32.reg file is not an ODBC driver file, but will be distributed with the
ODBC driver files. This file contains registry entries that will be merged into
the Windows NT registry and will be described in more detail when we
discuss the Windows Configuration and Installation Program definitions for
this component.
3. All of these files, with the exception of odbc32.reg, are shipped with
VisualAge for Smalltalk. However, we encountered problems getting the
ODBC Text File Database driver to initialize properly when using these
provided files. We discovered some of the ODBC files shipped with
VisualAge for Smalltalk had earlier dates and different sizes than those on
another system that had this ODBC driver installed with a different method.
To get around this problem, we copied the newer files from our ″test″
machine to our source software server and used those files in place of the
VisualAge for Smalltalk provided files.
The files that are not in the above table had to be deleted from the file list box.
For example, to delete the ibsyb09.dll file that is not used for our application,
select the ibsyb09.dll file in the list box and click on the Delete push button.
All of the remaining files must have their source and destination directories
updated. All of the files will be stored in the system library source directory with
the exception of the ctl3d32.dll file, which we placed in a different source
directory from our other ODBC 32 bit files since it is operating system specific,
and all files, including ctl3d32.dll will have a destination symbolic directory of
system library. To update the symbolic directory definitions for a file, scroll
down to the file name and click on it to place its values in the edit fields. Click
on the drop-down arrow in the Source Directories Symbolic name field and
select the appropriate value from the drop-down list box. The Destination
Directories Symbolic name field is changed in the same manner. Make sure you
click on the Update push button to save changes to a file definition to the list box
before moving to another file. You will see the new values in the list box.
To add our odbc32.reg file, click on the New push button. Enter odbc32.reg in the
file name field. Select the user-defined directory of /software_server/VA/Win-NT
for the source symbolic directory name and System library directory for the
destination symbolic directory name and then click on the Add push button.
Follow the same process to add the other missing files (odbcad32.exe,
ibtxt09.hlp, ibutl09.dll, odbcinst.hlp, and odbccp32.cpl).
There are a couple other methods that can be used to populate this file list box.
You can add a file to this file list box by dragging it from the File Manager or
Windows Explorer to the File List category window. You can also define multiple
files to this file list by organizing all the files into one directory and specifying
the directory name in the File name field. When you select the New push button,
the directory name will be added to the file list box. When the component is
distributed, all the files in that directory on the source software server will be
distributed to the specified destination directory on the target system(s).
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Figure 13. Win NT ODBC Driver File List

Now that there are no files that reference the product base symbolic directory
name, we can go back to the Directory Definitions category, select the product
base directory name from the list box, and select the Delete push button to
remove the unneeded definition.
The next category to define for this component is Installation Dependencies.
This category allows you to put conditions on whether or not this component will
be installed.
To see all the predefined dependency checks, click on the drop-down arrow in
the Type name field. These dependencies allow you to either make sure a
certain condition exists (such as enough disk space or a required disk file) or
doesn′t exist (such as the component files are not already present). If you do
not see the dependency you want, you can create your own by selecting the
Define New Dependency category from the Component Data tree.
For our example, we want to make sure there is sufficient memory on the target
system to install this component. Select required memory for the Type name.
There is only one parameter for this dependency, the number of megabytes. We
are requiring 4MB of RAM, so type 4 in this field and click on the Add push
button.
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Figure 14. Win NT ODBC Driver M e m o r y Dependency

Also, all of the ODBC driver files require approximately 2MB of disk space;
therefore, we select the required disk space dependency from the Type name
drop-down list box. Enter c: into the file system or drive ID field and 2 into the
number of megabytes field. Once you have entered the information, click on the
Add push button. You will now see this dependency in the list box at the bottom
of the window.

Figure 15. Win NT ODBC Driver Disk Space Dependency

Another dependency for our application is to determine if the ODBC component
is already installed. If it is, we do not need to install it again. To determine this,
we will check the registry and see if the ODBC system files are registered.
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If the Text driver has been installed, then we can find a VisualAge 2.12 32-BIT
Text driver entry with an Installed value in
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\ODBC Drivers key of
the registry. Therefore our approach is to check if there is a VisualAge 2.12
32-BIT Text driver entry with an Installed value in the
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\ODBC Drivers key of
the registry. If it exists, then we assume the text driver has already been
installed. Another check that the ODBC text driver has been installed is to verify
that all the ODBC files for the text driver have been registered in
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\ODBC Core\FileList
key. We didn′t think that it was necessary to check all of them, since if any
ODBC file is not successfully installed and registered, then the VisualAge 2.12
32-BIT Text driver entry with Installed will not be registered either.
Select registry entry excluded from the Type name drop-down list. For the fully
qualified key path enter HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\ODBC
Drivers. In the value entry name field we enter VisualAge 2.12 32-BIT Text
driver and the required entry value field should be Installed. Once you have
entered the information, click on the Add push button to save the dependency to
the list. The completed Installation Dependencies window for this component is
displayed in Figure 16. If this registry key and value exist on the target system,
the dependency check will fail and the component will not be installed.

Figure 16. Win NT ODBC Driver Installation Dependencies

We will not define any new dependencies for this component, so we will skip that
category and move to the Windows Configuration category. (We do have
installation programs to define for this component, and we will go to that
template to define them in a moment.)
The Windows Configuration category allows you to specify values that should go
into an INI file or into a Windows registry. It also allows you to specify desktop
configurations. For our example, we need to register the ODBC component files
and add a program icon for the odbcad32 program in an ODBC program group.
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We used the same technique to determine which registry entries needed to be
added for the Text File Database ODBC driver that we used to determine the
ODBC driver file list. We compared the registry entries between a machine with
the ODBC driver installed and one without the ODBC driver installed. The
following table shows all the entries and values in the registry that we can define
here for the Windows NT ODBC Driver Component:
Table 2. HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE Registry Base Key Entries
Registry Key

Registry I t e m

SOFTWAREM i c r o s o f t W i n d o w s CurrentVersionA p p
PathsODBCAD32.EXE

Registry Value

C:WINNTSYSTEM32ODBCAD32.EXE

SOFTWAREODBCODBCINST.INIODBC CoreFileList

CTL3D32.DLL

C:WINNTSYSTEM32CTL3D32.DLL

SOFTWAREODBCODBCINST.INIODBC CoreFileList

DS16GT.DLL

C:WINNTSYSTEM32DS16GT.DLL

SOFTWAREODBCODBCINST.INIODBC CoreFileList

DS32GT.DLL

C:WINNTSYSTEM32DS32GT.DLL

SOFTWAREODBCODBCINST.INIODBC CoreFileList

IBBAS09.DLL

C:WINNTSYSTEM32IBBAS09.DLL

SOFTWAREODBCODBCINST.INIODBC CoreFileList

IBFLT09.DLL

C:WINNTSYSTEM32IBFLT09.DLL

SOFTWAREODBCODBCINST.INIODBC CoreFileList

IBUTL09.DLL

C:WINNTSYSTEM32IBUTL09.DLL

SOFTWAREODBCODBCINST.INIODBC CoreFileList

IVIB.LIC

C:WINNTSYSTEM32I V I B . L I C

SOFTWAREODBCODBCINST.INIODBC CoreFileList

MSVCRT20.DLL

C:WINNTSYSTEM32MSVCRT20.DLL

SOFTWAREODBCODBCINST.INIODBC CoreFileList

MFC30.DLL

C:WINNTSYSTEM32MFC30.DLL

SOFTWAREODBCODBCINST.INIODBC CoreFileList

ODBC16GT.DLL

C:WINNTSYSTEM32ODBC16GT.DLL

SOFTWAREODBCODBCINST.INIODBC CoreFileList

ODBC32GT.DLL

C:WINNTSYSTEM32ODBC32GT.DLL

SOFTWAREODBCODBCINST.INIODBC CoreFileList

ODBC32.DLL

C:WINNTSYSTEM32ODBC32.DLL

SOFTWAREODBCODBCINST.INIODBC CoreFileList

ODBCCP32.DLL

C:WINNTSYSTEM32ODBCCP32.DLL

SOFTWAREODBCODBCINST.INIODBC CoreFileList

ODBCCP32.CPL

C:WINNTSYSTEM32ODBCCP32.CPL

SOFTWAREODBCODBCINST.INIODBC CoreFileList

ODBCCR32.DLL

C:WINNTSYSTEM32ODBCCR32.DLL

SOFTWAREODBCODBCINST.INIODBC CoreFileList

ODBCINST.DLL

C:WINNTSYSTEM32ODBCINST.DLL

SOFTWAREODBCODBCINST.INIODBC CoreFileList

ODBCINST.HLP

C:WINNTSYSTEM32ODBCINST.HLP

SOFTWAREODBCODBCINST.INIODBC Drivers

VisualAge 2.12 32-Bit Text
Driver

Installed

SOFTWAREODBCODBCINST.INIVisualAge 2.12 32-Bit
Text Driver

APILevel

1

SOFTWAREODBCODBCINST.INIVisualAge 2.12 32-Bit
Text Driver

ConnectFunctions

YYN

SOFTWAREODBCODBCINST.INIVisualAge 2.12 32-Bit
Text Driver

Driver

C:WINNTSYSTEM32IBTXT09.DLL

SOFTWAREODBCODBCINST.INIVisualAge 2.12 32-Bit
Text Driver

DriverODBCVer

02.50

SOFTWAREODBCODBCINST.INIVisualAge 2.12 32-Bit
Text Driver

FileExtns

*.*

SOFTWAREODBCODBCINST.INIVisualAge 2.12 32-Bit
Text Driver

FileUsage

1

SOFTWAREODBCODBCINST.INIVisualAge 2.12 32-Bit
Text Driver

Setup

C:WINNTSYSTEM32IBTXT09.DLL

SOFTWAREODBCODBCINST.INIVisualAge 2.12 32-Bit
Text Driver

SQLLevel

0

SOFTWAREODBCODBCINST.INIVisualAge 2.12 32-Bit
Text Driver FileList

IBTXT09.DLL

C:WINNTSYSTEM32IBTXT09.DLL

SOFTWAREODBCODBCINST.INIVisualAge 2.12 32-Bit
Text Driver FileList

IBTXT09.HLP

C:WINNTSYSTEM32IBTXT09.HLP

Due to a limitation with this version of the Developer Kit, we cannot
files that require a registry data type (value) other than string using
Configuration template, which means we will not be able to register
shared DLLs and their usage counts for our application through this

register any
the Windows
the ODBC
window.
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The following registry entries also need to be made for this component but have
doubleword values, not string values:
Table 3. HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE Registry Base Key Entries
Registry Key

Registry I t e m

Registry Value

SOFTWAREM i c r o s o f t W i n d o w s CurrentVersionSharedDLLs

C:WINNTSYSTEM32CTL3D32.DLL

dword:00000001

SOFTWAREM i c r o s o f t W i n d o w s CurrentVersionSharedDLLs

C:WINNTSYSTEM32IBUTL09.DLL

dword:00000001

SOFTWAREM i c r o s o f t W i n d o w s CurrentVersionSharedDLLs

C:WINNTSYSTEM32DS16GT.DLL

dword:00000001

SOFTWAREM i c r o s o f t W i n d o w s CurrentVersionSharedDLLs

C:WINNTSYSTEM32DS32GT.DLL

dword:00000001

SOFTWAREM i c r o s o f t W i n d o w s CurrentVersionSharedDLLs

C:WINNTSYSTEM32IBBAS09.DLL

dword:00000001

SOFTWAREM i c r o s o f t W i n d o w s CurrentVersionSharedDLLs

C:WINNTSYSTEM32IBFLT09.DLL

dword:00000001

SOFTWAREM i c r o s o f t W i n d o w s CurrentVersionSharedDLLs

C:WINNTSYSTEM32IBTXT09.DLL

dword:00000001

SOFTWAREM i c r o s o f t W i n d o w s CurrentVersionSharedDLLs

C:WINNTSYSTEM32IBTXT09.HLP

dword:00000001

SOFTWAREM i c r o s o f t W i n d o w s CurrentVersionSharedDLLs

C:WINNTSYSTEM32I V I B . L I C

dword:00000001

SOFTWAREM i c r o s o f t W i n d o w s CurrentVersionSharedDLLs

C:WINNTSYSTEM32MSVCRT20.DLL

dword:00000001

SOFTWAREM i c r o s o f t W i n d o w s CurrentVersionSharedDLLs

C:WINNTSYSTEM32ODBC16GT.DLL

dword:00000001

SOFTWAREM i c r o s o f t W i n d o w s CurrentVersionSharedDLLs

C:WINNTSYSTEM32ODBC32GT.DLL

dword:00000001

SOFTWAREM i c r o s o f t W i n d o w s CurrentVersionSharedDLLs

C:WINNTSYSTEM32ODBC32.DLL

dword:00000001

SOFTWAREM i c r o s o f t W i n d o w s CurrentVersionSharedDLLs

C:WINNTSYSTEM32ODBCCP32.DLL

dword:00000001

SOFTWAREM i c r o s o f t W i n d o w s CurrentVersionSharedDLLs

C:WINNTSYSTEM32ODBCCP32.CPL

dword:00000001

SOFTWAREM i c r o s o f t W i n d o w s CurrentVersionSharedDLLs

C:WINNTSYSTEM32ODBCCR32.DLL

dword:00000001

SOFTWAREM i c r o s o f t W i n d o w s CurrentVersionSharedDLLs

C:WINNTSYSTEM32ODBCINST.DLL

dword:00000001

SOFTWAREM i c r o s o f t W i n d o w s CurrentVersionSharedDLLs

C:WINNTSYSTEM32ODBCINST.HLP

dword:00000001

SOFTWAREODBCODBCINST.INIODBC Core

UsageCount

dword:00000001

SOFTWAREODBCODBCINST.INIVisualAge 2.12 32-Bit
Text Driver

UsageCount

dword:00000001

We will get around this limitation by storing the entries that fall into this category
into a .reg file (our odbc32.reg file that we added to the file list) and merge the
entries into the registry as an after install program, which we will talk about
more when we move to the Installation Programs category.
To define our entries in Table 2 on page 45, select Windows Configuration from
the Component Data tree and click on the Configure push button. The Windows
Configuration window has three tabs: one for INI Settings, one for Registry
Entries, and one for Program Group Setup. To add all the registry entries, we
will select the Registry Entries tab.
Our first registry entry is the application path for odbcad32.exe. Click on the
drop-down arrow in the Registry base key field and select
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE. In the Registry key field enter
SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\App Paths\ODBCAD32.EXE. We would
like the Registry item to be blank so that the default value item would be used;
however, to add a registry entry into the list in the Developer Kit, it must have
something entered for each field. Entering ″″ for the Registry item field will
satisfy this condition. Adding anything into this Registry Item field would have
been fine. We will manually edit the .bat file created by this configuration
process to remove this work-around before the component is distributed to a
target system. Enter C:\WINNT\SYSTEM32\ODBCAD32.EXE as the Registry value. Click
on the Add push button to add the information to the list box at the bottom of the
window. We follow the same procedure for the rest of the registry entries, filling
in the appropriate fields with the specified values in Table 2 on page 45.
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Figure 17. Win NT ODBC Driver Windows Configuration Registry Entries

Once all of the registry entries have been defined, we will click on the Program
Group Setup tab to add an icon for the ODBC administrator to an ODBC program
group. Enter ODBC as the name of the Program Group that will contain this icon.
If it does not exist, it will be created. Enter ODBC 32 Adminstrator in the
Descriptive name for icon field, which will be associated with the program icon
and displayed in the specified Program Group. Enter
C:\WINNT\SYSTEM32\ODBCAD32.EXE in the Command line for program field, which is
the command that will execute when this icon is selected. Click on the Add push
button to add this entry to the list box.
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Figure 18. Win NT ODBC Driver Windows Configuration Program Group Setup

Click on the OK push button to return to the initial Windows Configuration
window for the component. A pop-up window will inform you that a vaodbcnt.bat
file was created that contains commands to create the configuration information
specified in this window. We will add this as an after-install program in the
Installation Programs category in a moment. Click on the OK push button to
continue.

Figure 19. Created VAODBCNT.BAT Information Window

Back at the main Windows Configuration window, you should see all of the
configuration entries in their respective list boxes, as shown in Figure 20 on
page 49.
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Figure 20. Win NT ODBC Driver Windows Configuration

We will now look at the vaodbcnt.bat file that was created. It will be in the FILES
subdirectory of the Developer Kit installation window and contains the
commands that will make the specified changes to the registry and add the icon
to the Windows Program Manager. Adding this batch file, displayed below, as
an after install program will allow the information to be executed on a target
system when the component is distributed to it using TME 10 Software
Distribution.

@echo off
rem ″vaodbcnt.bat″ - an installation program for Windows Configuration
if ″x%CHILD_OF_OSERV%″ == ″x″ goto PCmn
rem NT managed node, utility commands are in path
set WSETERR=wseterr
set WSETVAL=wsetval
set WEDITINI=weditini
set WADDICON=wrunui waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn
rem PC managed node, find utility commands
if not exist CLI\WSETERR.EXE goto PCmn2
set WSETERR=cli\wseterr
set WSETVAL=cli\wsetval
set WEDITINI=cli\weditini
set WADDICON=cli\waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn2
if ″%TMECLI%″ == ″″ goto PCmn3
if not exist ″%TMECLI%″\WSETERR.EXE goto PCmn3
set WSETERR=″%TMECLI%″\wseterr
set WSETVAL=″%TMECLI%″\wsetval
set WEDITINI=″%TMECLI%″\weditini
set WADDICON=″%TMECLI%″\waddicon
goto doit
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:PCmn3
if not exist WSETERR.EXE goto PCmn4
set WSETERR=wseterr
set WSETVAL=wsetval
set WEDITINI=weditini
set WADDICON=waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn4
if not exist WIN32\CLI\WSETERR.EXE goto noUtils
set WSETERR=win32\cli\wseterr
set WSETVAL=win32\cli\wsetval
set WEDITINI=win32\cli\weditini
set WADDICON=win32\cli\waddicon
goto doit
:doit
%WADDICON% -c ″C:\WINNT\SYSTEM32\ODBCad32.exe″ -g ″ODBC″ -t ″ODBC 32 Administrator″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
-k ″SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\App Paths\ODBCAD32.exe″
-n ″″″″ -v ″C:\WINNT\SYSTEM32\ODBCAD32.exe″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE -k ″SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\ODBC Core\FileList″
-n ″CLT3D32.DLL″ -v ″C:\WINNT\SYSTEM32\CLT3D32.DLL″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE -k ″SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\ODBC Core\FileList″
-n ″DS16GT.DLL″ -v ″C:\WINNT\SYSTEM32\DS16GT.DLL″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE -k ″SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\ODBC Core\FileList″
-n ″DS32GT.DLL″ -v ″C:\WINNT\SYSTEM32\DS32GT.DLL″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE -k ″SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\ODBC Core\FileList″
-n ″IBBAS09.DLL″ -v ″C:\WINNT\SYSTEM32\IBBAS09.DLL″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE -k ″SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\ODBC Core\FileList″
-n ″IBFLT09.DLL″ -v ″C:\WINNT\SYSTEM32\IBFLT09.DLL″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE -k ″SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\ODBC Core\FileList″
-n ″IVIB.LIC″ -v ″C:\WINNT\SYSTEM32\IVIB.LIC″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE -k ″SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\ODBC Core\FileList″
-n ″MFC30.DLL″ -v ″C:\WINNT\SYSTEM32\MFC30.DLL″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE -k ″SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\ODBC Core\FileList″
-n ″MSVCRT20.DLL″ -v ″C:\WINNT\SYSTEM32\MSVCRT20.DLL″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
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%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE -k ″SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\ODBC Core\FileList″
-n ″ODBC16GT.DLL″ -v ″C:\WINNT\SYSTEM32\ODBC16GT.DLL″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE -k ″SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\ODBC Core\FileList″
-n ″ODBC32.DLL″ -v ″C:\WINNT\SYSTEM32\ODBC32.DLL″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE -k ″SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\ODBC Core\FileList″
-n ″ODBC32GT.DLL″ -v ″C:\WINNT\SYSTEM32\ODBC32GT.DLL″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE -k ″SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\ODBC Core\FileList″
-n ″ODBCCP32.DLL″ -v ″C:\WINNT\SYSTEM32\ODBCCP32.DLL″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE -k ″SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\ODBC Core\FileList″
-n ″ODBCCP32.CPL″ -v ″C:\WINNT\SYSTEM32\ODBCCP32.CPL″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE -k ″SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\ODBC Core\FileList″
-n ″ODBCCR32.DLL″ -v ″C:\WINNT\SYSTEM32\ODBCCR32.DLL″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE -k ″SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\ODBC Core\FileList″
-n ″ODBCINST.DLL″ -v ″C:\WINNT\SYSTEM32\ODBCINST.DLL″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE -k ″SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\ODBC Drivers″
-n ″VisualAge 2.12 32-BIT Text driver″ -v ″Installed″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
-k ″SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\VisualAge 2.12 32-BIT Text driver″
-n ″APILevel″ -v ″1″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
-k ″SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\VisualAge 2.12 32-BIT Text driver″
-n ″ConnectFunctions″ -v ″YYN″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
-k ″SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\VisualAge 2.12 32-BIT Text driver″
-n ″Driver″ -v ″C:\WINNT\SYSTEM32\IBTXT09.DLL″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
-k ″SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\VisualAge 2.12 32-BIT Text driver″
-n ″DriverODBCVer″ -v ″02.50″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
-k ″SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\VisualAge 2.12 32-BIT Text driver″
-n ″FileExtns″ -v ″*.*″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
-k ″SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\VisualAge 2.12 32-BIT Text driver″
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-n ″FileUsage″ -v ″1″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
-k ″SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\VisualAge 2.12 32-BIT Text driver″
-n ″Setup″ -v ″C:\WINNT\SYSTEM32\IBTXT09.DLL″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
-k ″SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\VisualAge 2.12 32-BIT Text driver″
-n ″SQLLevel″ -v ″0″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
-k ″SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\VisualAge 2.12 32-BIT Text driver\FileList″
-n ″IBTXT09.DLL″ -v ″C:\WINNT\SYSTEM32\IBTXT09.DLL″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
-k ″SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\VisualAge 2.12 32-BIT Text driver\FileList″
-n ″IBTXT09.HLP″ -v ″C:\WINNT\SYSTEM32\IBTXT09.HLP″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE -k ″SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\ODBC Core\FileList″
-n ″IBUTL09.DLL″ -v ″C:\WINNT\SYSTEM32\IBUTL09.DLL″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
goto normExit
:noUtils
echo Error in vaodbcnt.bat: did not find CLI utilities
goto end
:errExit
%WSETERR% 1
goto end
:normExit
%WSETERR% 0
goto end
:end

Notes:
1. By entering ″″ for the value name when adding this registry entry, you
satisfied the Developer Kit requirement that something was in that edit field.
When you look at the vaodbcnt.bat file that results, you will find a wsetval
command for that registry entry. Notice that the value name flag and
argument is -n ″″″″. You must change this to ″″ to indicate no value name
and cause the registry value to go into the key′s default value. Make this
change before you copy this file to the software server machine. We′ve left
it in our batch file so that it will load into the Developer Kit for you, if you
wish to, as is.
2. You will notice that, in the beginning of the batch file, there are a number of
search routines for the CLI utilities (which are installed as a part of Tivoli′ s
managed and PC managed nodes) that this batch program needs to be set in
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order to make these configuration changes. When we tested the distribution
of our application on a Windows NT PC managed node, we noticed that the
CLI path was not being successfully found by the default search routines.
We made a change in the :PCmn4 routine, changing the search path and
variable assignment paths from WIN32\CLI\ to
\TIVOLI\TMEAGENT\WIN32\CLI\, since that is the resulting directory structure
for the CLI commands on a Windows NT system when the default directory is
chosen during the installation of the TMEAGENT (PC managed node). As a
result, this is the path that needs to be searched for and assigned variables
to for the utility commands on that platform. Without this change, TME 10
Software Distribution was unable to find the CLI utilities needed in order to
execute the commands in the :doit routine. We will make the same changes
to the other .bat files that the Developer Kit creates in this chapter from the
Windows Configuration information supplied so that the search paths suit our
particular environment. After you have tested the management of your
application using the definitions you have created with the Developer Kit, you
may find that you need to make similar changes for the Windows
Configuration batch programs to be executed correctly in your environment
as well. For information on testing your application management definitions,
see Chapter 4, “Verifying Your Application′s Management Definitions” on
page 129.
Our next step is to define the installation programs. Select Installation Programs
in the component category tree. There are several different types of installation
programs: before install, after install, before remove, after remove, commit, and
on error. These are all described in detail in the Tivoli Developer Kit User ′ s
Guide ; however, the names are fairly self explanatory. If you are not familiar
with database transactions, commit might not be as familiar. If a distribution
must go to several computers and must succeed on all the computers before it
is considered installed, the distribution can take place in two steps. The first is
the actual distribution of the files. The second step, the commit, will take place
only if the first step was successful on all the computers. The commit will do the
final activation of the new software on each computer and will only happen if the
software successfully made it to each computer.
For our example, the vaodbcnt.bat will be an after-install program to update the
registry and add the program group icon once the files have been distributed to
the target computer. In the Program Function field, select After Install. Enter
vaodbcnt.bat in the Program file name field. We will store this after-install file in
the product executables directory, which is where we are keeping all of the
management programs for our application. Select Product executables directory
for the symbolic file name. Click on the Add push button to add this installation
program to the list box.
We now must create a program that will merge our odbc32.reg file into the
registry on the target machine. This is how we are getting around the limitation
of only being able to add string values into the registry that we discussed in the
Window Configuration category of the Developer Kit. The registry can be
changed by merging a file that contains registry entries (in the proper form) and
an extension of ″.reg″. This will accomplish what we want but it is not foolproof.
Ideally, to update the shared DLLs, we would check each DLL individually and
see if there was a registry key value (DWORD). If there was, we would
increment the doubleword by one. If not, we would create the key and give it a
value of one. When merging registry entries from a .reg file, no logic is applied.
The registry entries in the .reg file are added to or replace existing entries in the
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registry. Since we do not know ahead of time how many of the shared DLLs will
already exist, we set the number for each entry to one. If a shared DLL did
already exist, it will be given a value of one, which is not quite right, but will
work. Where you might get in trouble is when a smart uninstall program comes
along and removes a program. If that program used a shared DLL, it should
check the value for the shared DLL and decrease it by one if it is greater than
one. If it is one, it should remove the key. Because the number was set to one
by our .reg merge, an uninstall program might remove the shared DLL entry
when we don′t want it to. Just be aware of this potential problem if you use this
technique.
Your first thought might be to add the command necessary to merge the registry
information into the vaodbcnt.bat file since it is going to be run after the
installation already. This would work if you never modified the Windows
configuration definition again through the Developer Kit. However, if you do
make a change using the Developer Kit, a new vaodbcnt.bat file would be
created that would not contain the additional code. The best thing to do is
create another batch file to run after the distribution. We created a batch file
named reg-nt.bat with only one line:

Start /w c:\winnt\regedit c:\winnt\system32\odbc32.reg
This will run the regedit program and have it merge the registry entries in
odbc32.reg with the complete registry. The start /w means that this line will wait
for the command to finish before going on to the next line (or exiting in our
case).
Our odbc32.reg file, in the proper format, is shown below:

REGEDIT4
[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\SharedDLLs]
″C:\\WINNT\\SYSTEM32\\CTL3D32.DLL″=dword:00000001
″C:\\WINNT\\SYSTEM32\\IBUTL09.DLL″=dword:00000001
″C:\\WINNT\\SYSTEM32\\DS16GT.DLL″=dword:00000001
″C:\\WINNT\\SYSTEM32\\DS32GT.DLL″=dword:00000001
″C:\\WINNT\\SYSTEM32\\IBBAS09.DLL″=dword:00000001
″C:\\WINNT\\SYSTEM32\\IBFLT09.DLL″=dword:00000001
″C:\\WINNT\\SYSTEM32\\IBTXT09.DLL″=dword:00000001
″C:\\WINNT\\SYSTEM32\\IBTXT09.HLP″=dword:00000001
″C:\\WINNT\\SYSTEM32\\IVIB.LIC″=dword:00000001
″C:\\WINNT\\SYSTEM32\\MSVCRT20.DLL″=dword:00000001
″C:\\WINNT\\SYSTEM32\\ODBC16GT.DLL″=dword:00000001
″C:\\WINNT\\SYSTEM32\\ODBC32.DLL″=dword:00000001
″C:\\WINNT\\SYSTEM32\\ODBC32GT.DLL″=dword:00000001
″C:\\WINNT\\SYSTEM32\\ODBCCR32.DLL″=dword:00000001
″C:\\WINNT\\SYSTEM32\\ODBCCP32.CPL″=dword:00000001
″C:\\WINNT\\SYSTEM32\\ODBCCP32.DLL″=dword:00000001
″C:\\WINNT\\SYSTEM32\\ODBCINST.HLP″=dword:00000001
″C:\\WINNT\\SYSTEM32\\ODBCINST.DLL″=dword:00000001
[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\ODBC Core]
″UsageCount″=dword:00000001
[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\VisualAge 2.12 32-BIT Text driver]
″UsageCount″=dword:00000001
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We can now add the reg-nt.bat as an after-installation program in the same way
we added vaodbcnt.bat. It will also go in the product executables source
directory. Be sure to select After Install again as the program function to enable
the Add push button and clear the program file name′s previous entry.

Figure 21. Win NT ODBC Driver Installation Programs

There will be no Operational Task Definition, Synchronous Monitors, or
Component Relationship category entries for this component, so this completes
the description of the NT ODBC Driver component. Close the window to save all
the changes to the vaodbcnt.cdf file.
The Windows 95 ODBC Driver component will be very similar to the Win NT
ODBC Driver component. Essentially, the only differences between the two
components are the Windows system directory names, which are defined in the
CDF, the two after-install programs, and the odbc32.reg file. Because of the
similarities, to save some time in generating the Windows 95 ODBC Connectivity
Driver component, we will create a copy of the vaodbcnt.cdf file and open it into
the Developer Kit and make changes to it for the Windows 95 ODBC Connectivity
Driver component.
Start by looking at the FILES subdirectory of the Developer Kit′s installation
directory. At this time you should have four files: vaodbcnt.bat, vaodbcnt.cdf,
va_demo.aof, and va_demo.gdf. Make a copy of the vaodbcnt.cdf file and name
it vaodbc95.cdf. You should also make a copy of the vaodbcnt.bat file and name
it vaodbc95.bat. You should now have six files in the FILES subdirectory.
Changes to the system paths need to be made in the vaodbc95.bat after install
batch program. All references to C:\WINNT\SYSTEM32 need to be changed to
C:\WINDOWS\SYSTEM. You can use any editor to open and modify this file.
Instead of editing the vaodbc95.bat file, we could have chosen to make the
operating system path changes through the Developer Kit′s Windows
Configuration template, but there were so many entries, it would be quicker to
use an editor and make one global change. Our updated vaodbc95.bat file is
shown below:
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@echo off
rem ″vaodbc95.bat″ - an installation program for Windows Configuration
if ″x%CHILD_OF_OSERV%″ == ″x″ goto PCmn
rem NT managed node, utility commands are in path
set WSETERR=wseterr
set WSETVAL=wsetval
set WEDITINI=weditini
set WADDICON=wrunui waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn
rem PC managed node, find utility commands
if not exist CLI\WSETERR.EXE goto PCmn2
set WSETERR=cli\wseterr
set WSETVAL=cli\wsetval
set WEDITINI=cli\weditini
set WADDICON=cli\waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn2
if ″%TMECLI%″ == ″″ goto PCmn3
if not exist ″%TMECLI%″\WSETERR.EXE goto PCmn3
set WSETERR=″%TMECLI%″\wseterr
set WSETVAL=″%TMECLI%″\wsetval
set WEDITINI=″%TMECLI%″\weditini
set WADDICON=″%TMECLI%″\waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn3
if not exist WSETERR.EXE goto PCmn4
set WSETERR=wseterr
set WSETVAL=wsetval
set WEDITINI=weditini
set WADDICON=waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn4
if not exist WIN32\CLI\WSETERR.EXE goto noUtils
set WSETERR=win32\cli\wseterr
set WSETVAL=win32\cli\wsetval
set WEDITINI=win32\cli\weditini
set WADDICON=win32\cli\waddicon
goto doit
:doit
%WADDICON% -c ″C:\WINDOWS\SYSTEM\ODBCAD32.EXE″ -g ″ODBC″ -t ″ODBC 32 Administrator″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
-k ″SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\App Paths\ODBCAD32.exe″
-n ″″″″ -v ″C:\WINDOWS\SYSTEM\ODBCAD32.exe″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE -k ″SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\ODBC Core\FileList″
-n ″CLT3D32.DLL″ -v ″C:\WINDOWS\SYSTEM\CLT3D32.DLL″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
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%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE -k ″SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\ODBC Core\FileList″
-n ″DS16GT.DLL″ -v ″C:\WINDOWS\SYSTEM\DS16GT.DLL″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE -k ″SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\ODBC Core\FileList″
-n ″DS32GT.DLL″ -v ″C:\WINDOWS\SYSTEM\DS32GT.DLL″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE -k ″SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\ODBC Core\FileList″
-n ″IBBAS09.DLL″ -v ″C:\WINDOWS\SYSTEM\IBBAS09.DLL″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE -k ″SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\ODBC Core\FileList″
-n ″IBFLT09.DLL″ -v ″C:\WINDOWS\SYSTEM\IBFLT09.DLL″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE -k ″SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\ODBC Core\FileList″
-n ″IVIB.LIC″ -v ″C:\WINDOWS\SYSTEM\IVIB.LIC″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE -k ″SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\ODBC Core\FileList″
-n ″MFC30.DLL″ -v ″C:\WINDOWS\SYSTEM\MFC30.DLL″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE -k ″SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\ODBC Core\FileList″
-n ″MSVCRT20.DLL″ -v ″C:\WINDOWS\SYSTEM\MSVCRT20.DLL″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE -k ″SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\ODBC Core\FileList″
-n ″ODBC16GT.DLL″ -v ″C:\WINDOWS\SYSTEM\ODBC16GT.DLL″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE -k ″SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\ODBC Core\FileList″
-n ″ODBC32.DLL″ -v ″C:\WINDOWS\SYSTEM\ODBC32.DLL″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE -k ″SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\ODBC Core\FileList″
-n ″ODBC32GT.DLL″ -v ″C:\WINDOWS\SYSTEM\ODBC32GT.DLL″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE -k ″SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\ODBC Core\FileList″
-n ″ODBCCP32.DLL″ -v ″C:\WINDOWS\SYSTEM\ODBCCP32.DLL″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE -k ″SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\ODBC Core\FileList″
-n ″ODBCCP32.CPL″ -v ″C:\WINDOWS\SYSTEM\ODBCCP32.CPL″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE -k ″SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\ODBC Core\FileList″
-n ″ODBCCR32.DLL″ -v ″C:\WINDOWS\SYSTEM\ODBCCR32.DLL″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE -k ″SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\ODBC Core\FileList″
-n ″ODBCINST.DLL″ -v ″C:\WINDOWS\SYSTEM\ODBCINST.DLL″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE -k ″SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\ODBC Drivers″
-n ″VisualAge 2.12 32-BIT Text driver″ -v ″Installed″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
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%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
-k ″SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\VisualAge 2.12 32-BIT Text driver″
-n ″APILevel″ -v ″1″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
-k ″SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\VisualAge 2.12 32-BIT Text driver″
-n ″ConnectFunctions″ -v ″YYN″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
-k ″SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\VisualAge 2.12 32-BIT Text driver″
-n ″Driver″ -v ″C:\WINDOWS\SYSTEM\IBTXT09.DLL″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
-k ″SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\VisualAge 2.12 32-BIT Text driver″
-n ″DriverODBCVer″ -v ″02.50″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
-k ″SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\VisualAge 2.12 32-BIT Text driver″
-n ″FileExtns″ -v ″*.*″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
-k ″SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\VisualAge 2.12 32-BIT Text driver″
-n ″FileUsage″ -v ″1″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
-k ″SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\VisualAge 2.12 32-BIT Text driver″
-n ″Setup″ -v ″C:\WINDOWS\SYSTEM\IBTXT09.DLL″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
-k ″SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\VisualAge 2.12 32-BIT Text driver″
-n ″SQLLevel″ -v ″0″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
-k ″SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\VisualAge 2.12 32-BIT Text driver\FileList″
-n ″IBTXT09.DLL″ -v ″C:\WINDOWS\SYSTEM\IBTXT09.DLL″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
-k ″SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\VisualAge 2.12 32-BIT Text driver\FileList″
-n ″IBTXT09.HLP″ -v ″C:\WINDOWS\SYSTEM\IBTXT09.HLP″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE -k ″SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\ODBC Core\FileList″
-n ″IBUTL09.DLL″ -v ″C:\WINDOWS\SYSTEM\IBUTL09.DLL″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE -k ″SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\ODBC Core\FileList″
-n ″ODBCINST.HLP″ -v ″C:\WINDOWS\SYSTEM\ODBCINST.HLP″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
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goto normExit
:noUtils
echo Error in vaodbc95.bat: did not find CLI utilities
goto end
:errExit
%WSETERR% 1
goto end
:normExit
%WSETERR% 0
goto end
:end
You′ll also want to ensure that you make Windows 95 versions of reg-nt.bat and
odbc32.reg. Our updated reg-95.bat file, which will be stored in our product
executables directory (/software_server/VA/batch) with our other management
files, is the one line shown below:

Start /w c:\windows\regedit c:\windows\system\odbc32.reg
The Windows 95 odbc32.reg file that will be stored in the
/software_server/VA/Win-95 source directory needs to have the system paths
changed from C:\WINNT\SYSTEM32 to C:\WINDOWS\SYSTEM.
We now need to make updates to the component description file. From the
Developer Kit, select Open from the File pull-down menu. You will see the Open
window defaulting to display files with a .aof extension.

Figure 22. Initial Open Window

In the File name field, change *.aof to *.cdf and press Enter. You should now
see all the .cdf files in the Developer Kit installation files subdirectory, including
the newly created vaodbc95.cdf file.
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Figure 23. Open Window for *.CDF Files

Select vaodbc95.cdf and click on the Open push button. You will receive a
pop-up asking you to confirm incorporating this new CDF into our existing
application. Select OK. This component file will now be added to the
component list in the va_demo.aof window and the new vaodbc95.cdf component
window will be opened. Note that the new component name displayed in the
va_demo.aof window is the same as our previous Windows NT ODBC component
name, since we have not updated the component name field yet.

Figure 24. After Opening the VAODBC95.CDF File

In the component data window, change the Component Name to Win 95 ODBC
Driver and change the Destination entry to Windows 95. Click on the Apply push
button. This will save the changes to memory. Click on Save from the File
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pull-down menu or the Save icon on the tool bar to save the information to disk.
Your new component name should now be reflected in the va_demo.aof window
and file.

Figure 25. Win 95 ODBC Driver Component Data

We now need to make a couple of changes to the Directory Definitions entries.
Click on the Directory Definitions category. If it is not already selected, click on
User Defined in the Directory Definitions list box. In the Source path entry,
change Win-NT to Win-95. Click on the Update push button to save the changes
to the list box. Select System library in the list box. Change the Destination
path entry to c:\windows\system and click on the Update push button. Our other
directory definition does not need to be changed.

Figure 26. Win 95 ODBC Driver Component Directory Definitions
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Changing the Directory Definitions automatically corrected the file list since they
are all stated in symbolic directory terms. The last thing to change is the
Installation Programs category. Click on this category to display the installation
program information. Select the vaodbcnt.bat entry and change the Program file
name to vaodbc95.bat. Be sure to click on the Update push button to save the
change back to the list box. We need to follow the same procedure to update
the reg-nt.bat program file name to reg-95.bat.

Figure 27. Win 95 ODBC Driver Installation Programs

That is it for the Windows 95 ODBC Driver Component. You might want to look
at the other information categories to see that everything we entered for the
vaodbcnt.cdf is also in the vaodbc95.cdf, but you shouldn′t have any problems
there. When you are finished, close the window and save all the changes to
disk.

3.2.2.2 Text File Database Components
The next set of software components which we will define are the Text File
Database components. These components will distribute the database files
which include the index file, the table files and the NLS file for the text file
database. We will also update the ODBC portion of the registry to make the
database a valid ODBC source, and verify that the text file database ODBC driver
is already installed on the target system, prior to installing the database
components. Although the files being distributed in this component are the
same for Windows NT and Windows 95, we defined two separate components for
our application′s supported operating systems for a couple of reasons. First, the
registry entries required for this component reference the Windows system
directories, whose names are different by default on Windows NT and Windows
95. Second, we want to define a synchronous monitor with this component, and
at the time of writing of this redbook, in TME 10 environments, synchronous
monitors can only run on UNIX and Windows NT platforms. They are not
supported on Windows 95.
We will first create the Text File Database component for Windows NT. From the
Developer Kit, click on New from the File pull-down menu or click on the New
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icon on the tool bar. Make sure the Component Data radio button is selected.
Expand the VisualAge for Smalltalk parent in the template tree and scroll down
to the Database template. Select this template and enter data for the filename,
component name and version. We specified a filename of vadbnt, a component
name of Win NT Text File Database, and a version of 1.0.a. Click on the Create
Component File push button to create the VADBNT.CDF file and then click on the
Done push button to close the Select File Type window.

Figure 28. Creating Win NT Text File Database Component File

The categories we will use for this component are Component Data, Directory
Definitions, File List, Installation Dependencies, Installation Programs, Windows
Configuration, Operational Task Definition, and Synchronous Monitors. For those
categories that we already discussed in detail in 3.2.2.1, “ODBC Driver
Components” on page 34, we will only describe what to enter for the fields. We
will describe the Operational Task Definition and Synchronous Monitors
categories in a bit more detail when we get to them in this section.
For Component Data, the Component Name and Component Version fields have
already been defined, as in the previous section, from the information provided
in Figure 28. Select server as the component function and Windows NT in the
Destination field. We also updated the description for the component in the
Description box. Click on the Apply push button before continuing to the next
category, Directory Definitions.
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Figure 29. Win NT Text File Database Component Data

Click on the Directory Definitions category to display its fields. You will see that
the product base directory symbolic name has already been added for you. The
two NLS files defined in the File List category needed for this component have
been predefined with this symbolic name associated with them. We have
decided to separate our NLS files from the rest of our application′s base files
into their own directory. We will define a symbolic product library directory
name for the NLS database files. From the drop-down list box, we select
Product library and enter /software_server/VA/nls in the source path field and
c:\va_nls for the destination path. Click on the Add push button to add the
directory definition to the component description file. Remember, we cannot
delete the unneeded product base directory for this component until the NLS
files in the File List category are no longer associated with that directory name.
We will also create a separate User Defined directory definition for the database
files. From the drop-down list box in the Symbolic Name field, select User
Defined. In the source path field, we entered /software_server/VA/db and
c:\ODBCSAMP as our destination path. Select the Add push button to add these
paths to the list box. As we did in 3.2.2.1, “ODBC Driver Components” on
page 34, we will also define a product executables directory to our component,
where we will store all of our executables that we will use to manage our
application with (installation programs, synchronous monitor programs,
operational task programs). From the Symbolic Name drop-down list box, select
Product executables, enter /software_server/VA/batch as the source path and
select the Add push button.
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Figure 30. Win NT Text File Database Directory Definitions

The next category we will define is the File List. We will distribute the NLS,
index, and table files of the database, which are listed in Table 4.
Table 4. Text File Database Files
File Name

Source Directory Symbolic Name

Destination Directory Symbolic Name

abtdbe40.mpr

Product Library

Product Library

abtdre40.mpr

Product Library

Product Library

qetxt.ini

/software_server/VA/db (User Defined)

C:\ODBCSAMP (User Defined)

person.txt

/software_server/VA/db (User Defined)

C:\ODBCSAMP (User Defined)

security.txt

/software_server/VA/db (User Defined)

C:\ODBCSAMP (User Defined)

Clicking on the File List category we should see two file names already defined
in the list box, which are abtdb?40.mpr and abtdr?40.mpr. They are the two
needed NLS files for the database component. We must modify these NLS files
to reflect the language that our application is supporting, English, by changing
the question mark (?) in the file names to the letter e . First, we select the
abtdb?40.mpr file name in the list box and change it to abtdbe40.mpr in the File
name field. In the Source Directories Symbolic name field, select Product library
directory, whose literal value is /software_server/VA/nls. In the Destination
Directory Symbolic name field, we also want to select Product library directory,
whose literal value is c:\va_nls. Click on the Update push button and repeat the
procedure to update the abtdr?40.mpr file name and directories. Next, we add
the database files into the list box. First, click on the New push button and enter
qetxt.ini in the File name field. In the Source Directories Symbolic name field,
we select the path for the source directory which was user defined in the
Directory Definitions category, /software_server/VA/db. In the Destination
Symbolic name field, we also want to select the destination directory which was
user defined in the Directory Definitions category, c:\ODBCSAMP. Click on the
Add push button to add this file and its directories to the list box. Following the
same procedure, add person.txt and security.txt to the file list.
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Figure 31. Win NT Text File Database File List

Now that the NLS files have been updated, we can go back to the Directory
Definitions category and delete the unneeded product base directory symbolic
name.
Next we will define the Installation Dependencies. For the Text File Database
component, we need an installation dependency to determine if the text file
database ODBC drivers have been installed. A simple way to check this is to
look at the registry key
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\ODBC Drivers and
see if there is an entry for VisualAge 2.12 32-BIT Text driver with a value of
Installed.
Click on the Installation Dependencies category. From the Type name field
select registry entry. In the fully qualified key path field, we need to enter
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\ODBC Drivers. For the value entry
name, we must specify VisualAge 2.12 32-BIT Text driver. In the required entry
value(s) field, we must specify the value Installed. Click on the Add push button
to add this registry entry to the list box.
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Figure 32. Win NT Text File Database Installation Dependencies

Now we will enter the Windows Configuration information required for this
component. We need to add the database parameters to the Windows registry
to make the text file database a valid ODBC source. We used the same
technique to determine which registry entries needed to be added for the text file
database as we used to determine the registry entries for the ODBC driver. We
compared the registry entries between a machine that had the text file database
installed and one that did not. Select Windows Configuration from the
component category tree. From the Windows Configuration window, select the
Configure push button and then click on the Registry Entries tab. Enter all of the
following registry entries, with HKEY_CURRENT_USER and HKEY_USERS
specified in the Registry base key field. Select the Add push button after
entering each entry.
Note that there are two entries in the table (four items total) without a value. We
will again have to assign a value (we′ll use a set of double quotes as we did with
the ODBC components) to the item to get around the Developer Kit requirement
and edit the batch file that is generated from the entries to remove the values
assigned here.
Table 5 (Page 1 of 2). HKEY_CURRENT_USERSoftware & HKEY_USERS.DefaultSoftware Registry Base
Key Entries
Registry Key
HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software

HKEY_USERS.Default Software

Registry I t e m

Registry Value

ODBCODBC.INIO D B C S A M P

ODBCODBC.INIO D B C S A M P

CacheSize

4

ODBCODBC.INIO D B C S A M P

ODBCODBC.INIO D B C S A M P

Database

C:O D B C S A M P

ODBCODBC.INIO D B C S A M P

ODBCODBC.INIO D B C S A M P

DataFileExtension

TXT

ODBCODBC.INIO D B C S A M P

ODBCODBC.INIO D B C S A M P

Delimiter

ODBCODBC.INIO D B C S A M P

ODBCODBC.INIO D B C S A M P

Description

SAMPLE Database in Text Format

ODBCODBC.INIO D B C S A M P

ODBCODBC.INIO D B C S A M P

Driver

C:WINNTSYSTEM32IBTXT09.DLL

ODBCODBC.INIO D B C S A M P

ODBCODBC.INIO D B C S A M P

ExtraExtensions

ODBCODBC.INIO D B C S A M P

ODBCODBC.INIO D B C S A M P

FileOpenCache

0

ODBCODBC.INIO D B C S A M P

ODBCODBC.INIO D B C S A M P

FirstOpenCache

0
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Table 5 (Page 2 of 2). HKEY_CURRENT_USERSoftware & HKEY_USERS.DefaultSoftware Registry Base
Key Entries
ODBCODBC.INIO D B C S A M P

ODBCODBC.INIO D B C S A M P

FirstLineName

ODBCODBC.INIO D B C S A M P

ODBCODBC.INIO D B C S A M P

IntlSort

0

ODBCODBC.INIO D B C S A M P

ODBCODBC.INIO D B C S A M P

ScanRows

25

ODBCODBC.INIO D B C S A M P

ODBCODBC.INIO D B C S A M P

TableType

Comma

ODBCODBC.INIO D B C S A M P

ODBCODBC.INIO D B C S A M P

UndefinedTable

GUESS

ODBCODBC.INIO D B C S A M P

ODBCODBC.INIO D B C S A M P

UseLongQualifiers

0

ODBCODBC.INIODBC Data
Sources

ODBCODBC.INIODBC Data
Sources

ODBCSAMP

VisualAge 2.12 32-Bit Text Driver

Note:

0

Each table entry should be registered in HKEY_CURRENT_USER & HKEY_USERS keys

After all of the entries have been added, click on the OK push button to close the
window. You will see the pop-up window notifying you that a vadbnt.bat file was
created that needs to be added as an after-install script in the Installation
Programs category. You will then return to the main Windows Configuration
window, where all of the registry entries should be displayed in the list box, as
shown in Figure 33.

Figure 33. Win NT Text File Database Windows Configuration

The content of vadbnt.bat is shown below:

@echo off
rem ″vadbnt.bat″ - an installation program for Windows Configuration
if ″x%CHILD_OF_OSERV%″ == ″x″ goto PCmn
rem NT managed node, utility commands are in path
set WSETERR=wseterr
set WSETVAL=wsetval
set WEDITINI=weditini
set WADDICON=wrunui waddicon
goto doit
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:PCmn
rem PC managed node, find utility commands
if not exist CLI\WSETERR.EXE goto PCmn2
set WSETERR=cli\wseterr
set WSETVAL=cli\wsetval
set WEDITINI=cli\weditini
set WADDICON=cli\waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn2
if ″%TMECLI%″ == ″″ goto PCmn3
if not exist ″%TMECLI%″\WSETERR.EXE goto PCmn3
set WSETERR=″%TMECLI%″\wseterr
set WSETVAL=″%TMECLI%″\wsetval
set WEDITINI=″%TMECLI%″\weditini
set WADDICON=″%TMECLI%″\waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn3
if not exist WSETERR.EXE goto PCmn4
set WSETERR=wseterr
set WSETVAL=wsetval
set WEDITINI=weditini
set WADDICON=waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn4
if not exist WIN32\CLI\WSETERR.EXE goto noUtils
set WSETERR=win32\cli\wseterr
set WSETVAL=win32\cli\wsetval
set WEDITINI=win32\cli\weditini
set WADDICON=win32\cli\waddicon
goto doit
:doit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_CURRENT_USER -k ″Software\ODBC\ODBC.INI\ODBCSAMP″
-n ″CacheSize″ -v ″4″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_CURRENT_USER -k ″Software\ODBC\ODBC.INI\ODBCSAMP″
-n ″Database″ -v ″C:\ODBCSAMP″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_CURRENT_USER -k ″Software\ODBC\ODBC.INI\ODBCSAMP″
-n ″DataFileExtension″ -v ″TXT″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_CURRENT_USER -k ″Software\ODBC\ODBC.INI\ODBCSAMP″
-n ″Description″ -v ″Text file Database″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_CURRENT_USER -k ″Software\ODBC\ODBC.INI\ODBCSAMP″
-n ″Driver″ -v ″C:\WINNT\SYSTEM32\IBTXT09.DLL″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_CURRENT_USER -k ″Software\ODBC\ODBC.INI\ODBCSAMP″
-n ″FileOpenCache″ -v ″0″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
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%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_CURRENT_USER -k ″Software\ODBC\ODBC.INI\ODBCSAMP″
-n ″FirstLineNames″ -v ″0″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_CURRENT_USER -k ″Software\ODBC\ODBC.INI\ODBCSAMP″
-n ″IntlSort″ -v ″0″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_CURRENT_USER -k ″Software\ODBC\ODBC.INI\ODBCSAMP″
-n ″ScanRows″ -v ″25″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_CURRENT_USER -k ″Software\ODBC\ODBC.INI\ODBCSAMP″
-n ″TableType″ -v ″Comma″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_CURRENT_USER -k ″Software\ODBC\ODBC.INI\ODBCSAMP″
-n ″UndefinedTable″ -v ″GUESS″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_CURRENT_USER -k ″Software\ODBC\ODBC.INI\ODBCSAMP″
-n ″UseLongQualifers″ -v ″0″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_CURRENT_USER -k ″Software\ODBC\ODBC.INI\ODBCSAMP″
-n ″ExtraExtensions″ -v ″″″″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_CURRENT_USER -k ″Software\ODBC\ODBC.INI\ODBCSAMP″
-n ″Delimiter″ -v ″″″″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_CURRENT_USER -k ″Software\ODBC\ODBC.INI\ODBC Data Sources″
-n ″ODBCSAMP″ -v ″VisualAge 2.12 32-BIT Text driver″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_USERS -k ″ . Default\Software\ODBC\ODBC.INI\ODBCSAMP″
-n ″CacheSize″ -v ″4″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_USERS -k ″ . Default\Software\ODBC\ODBC.INI\ODBCSAMP″
-n ″Database″ -v ″C:\ODBCSAMP″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_USERS -k ″ . Default\Software\ODBC\ODBC.INI\ODBCSAMP″
-n ″DataFileExtension″ -v ″TXT″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_USERS -k ″ . Default\Software\ODBC\ODBC.INI\ODBCSAMP″
-n ″Description″ -v ″Text file Database″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_USERS -k ″ . Default\Software\ODBC\ODBC.INI\ODBCSAMP″
-n ″Driver″ -v ″C:\WINNT\SYSTEM32\IBTXT09.DLL″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
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%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_USERS -k ″ . Default\Software\ODBC\ODBC.INI\ODBCSAMP″
-n ″FileOpenCache″ -v ″0″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_USERS -k ″ . Default\Software\ODBC\ODBC.INI\ODBCSAMP″
-n ″FirstLineNames″ -v ″0″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_USERS -k ″ . Default\Software\ODBC\ODBC.INI\ODBCSAMP″
-n ″IntlSort″ -v ″0″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_USERS -k ″ . Default\Software\ODBC\ODBC.INI\ODBCSAMP″
-n ″ScanRows″ -v ″25″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_USERS -k ″ . Default\Software\ODBC\ODBC.INI\ODBCSAMP″
-n ″TableType″ -v ″Comma″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_USERS -k ″ . Default\Software\ODBC\ODBC.INI\ODBCSAMP″
-n ″UndefinedTable″ -v ″GUESS″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_USERS -k ″ . Default\Software\ODBC\ODBC.INI\ODBCSAMP″
-n ″UseLongQualifier″ -v ″0″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_USERS -k ″ . Default\Software\ODBC\ODBC.INI\ODBCSAMP″
-n ″ExtraExtensions″ -v ″″″″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_USERS -k ″ . Default\Software\ODBC\ODBC.INI\ODBCSAMP″
-n ″Delimiter″ -v ″″″″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_USERS -k ″ . Default\Software\ODBC\ODBC.INI\ODBC Data Source″
-n ″ODBCSAMP″ -v ″VisualAge 2.12 32-BIT Text driver″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
goto normExit
:noUtils
echo Error in vadbnt.bat: did not find CLI utilities
goto end
:errExit
%WSETERR% 1
goto end
:normExit
%WSETERR% 0
goto end
:end
Note: We need to make the same changes with this installation program as we
did with vaodbcnt.bat, as noted on page 52. We must remove the extra set of
double quotes that we added in the Developer Kit for the registry items that had
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no value associated with them prior to distribution of the component, and we
also updated the :PCmn4 routine to point to the default Windows NT PC managed
node CLI directory.
Click on the Installation Programs component category. In the Program Function
field select After Install. Enter vadbnt.bat in the Program file name field. We will
store this batch file with all the other executables being used to manage the
application, so select Product executables directory as the symbolic name where
the program will be accessed. Click on the Add push button to add this
installation program to the list box.

Figure 34. Win NT Text File Database Installation Programs

Next, we will define three operational tasks for this component which will allow
an administrator to create a new user login ID and password for the server, back
up the database files, and restore the database files. We wrote all three of these
operational tasks ourselves. The Developer Kit does not generate them, it only
correctly defines them in the component description file for management use.
Click on the Operational Task Definition category. The window will be shown as
Figure 35 on page 73.
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Figure 35. Win NT Text File Database Operational Task Definition

First, we define the task for creating new user logon information, user.bat, and it
is shown below:

@echo off
rem This is a sample program for adding user logon information
rem into a given text file table (VisualAge 2.12 32-BIT text driver).
rem This program does not detect any errors, e.g. record already exists.
if ″%1″ == ″″ goto err
if ″%2″ == ″″ goto err
echo ″%1″,″%2″ >> c:\odbcsamp\security.txt
goto end
:err
echo Syntax Error: user USER_ID PASSWORD
:end
From the Operational Task Definition window, enter Create new user login into
the Task name field and user.bat into the Program name field. Then click on the
drop-down arrow in the Source Directory Symbolic name field and select Product
executables directory. In the Description field, we enter Add the new user
information into the security table. User ID and Password are case sensitive..
In the Privilege field, you can specify a user that this task must run under. If you
leave the field blank, TME 10 will set this attribute to run as ″root″ on a UNIX
system and ″Administrator″ on a Windows NT system. This field has no
significance on other platforms. If you do not wish to impose any special
privilege requirements on the task execution, you can specify a value of
″nobody″. ″nobody″ is a standard ID on most UNIX systems and is a user ID
created by TME 10 on NT managed nodes. We entered nobody in the Privilege
field as we did not want to impose any restrictions for executing this task. For
the user.bat program, two arguments, user ID and password, are required as
input. We add these two arguments into the Argument Label field, one at a time,
and select the Add push button after each one. The arguments are positional,
and our user.bat program expects the user ID to be the first argument and the
password as the second. Click on the Add to Tree push button to add this
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operational task to the category tree. It will become a child in the Operational
Task Definition category.

Figure 36. Win NT Text File Database Create New User Login Operational Task Definition

Our next task to define is the task that will back up the application′s database
files into a specified directory. It is called backup.bat and is shown below:

@echo off
rem This is a sample backup files program that will back up the database
rem files into the directory specified via the input argument.
rem The input argument should be a fully-qualified directory name.
rem There is no error checking to ensure that the input argument is a
rem fully-qualified directory name, only that an input argument is
rem provided.
rem The program will create the directory if it does not already exist.
if ″%1″ == ″″ goto empty
if exist %1\nul goto copy
md %1
:copy
copy c:\odbcsamp\*.* %1
goto end
:empty
echo Syntax Error: backup DEST_DIR
:end
Enter Backup database files into the Task name field and backup.bat into the
Program name field. Then select Product executables directory for the Source
Directory Symbolic name field. In the Description field, we entered Backup all
the database files into the fully-qualified directory specified., and for the
Privilege field, we enter nobody. Backup.bat requires one argument, the directory
location to back up the files to, so in the argument label field, we enter
destination directory and then click on the Add push button. Select the Add to
Tree push button to complete the second operational task definition.
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Figure 37. Win NT Text File Database Backup Database Files Operational Task Definition

The last operational task to add is the task to restore the database files,
restore.bat. The program is shown below:

@echo off
rem This is a sample restore files program that restores the database
rem files from the directory specified in the input argument to
rem c:\odbcsamp, the default database files directory for our
rem application.
rem The input argument for this program should be a fully-qualified
rem directory name.
if ″%1″ == ″″ goto empty
if not exist %1\nul goto notexist
copy %1\*.* c:\odbcsamp
goto end
:empty
echo Syntax Error: restore SOURCE_DIR
goto end
:notexist
echo Directory %1 does not exist
:end
Following the same procedure, in the Task name field enter Restore database
files, for the Program name field specify restore.bat, for the Source Directory
Symbolic name field select Product executables directory, for the Description
field enter Restore the database files to the ODBCSAMP directory., for the
Privilege field enter nobody, and add one argument label, source directory. After
clicking on the Add to Tree push button to add the last operational task to the
category tree, you should see three children under the Operational Task
Definition.
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Figure 38. Win NT Text File Database Restore Database Files Operational Task Definition

There is one Synchronous Monitor that we will add here that will monitor the
cumulative size of all the database files for the NT Text File Database
component. Just as with the operational tasks, we wrote the synchronous
monitor program ourselves. The Developer Kit correctly defines the monitor and
its instances in the component description file for management use. The
synchronous monitor program, check.sh, is shown below:

#!/bin/sh
#
# This shell script displays the size of the default database files
# directory, c:\odbcsamp, in kilobytes.
#
cd c:\odbcsamp
du -s | cut -d. -f1
exit 0
Note: At the time of writing of this redbook, synchronous monitor programs
must be written as shell scripts. This is a TME 10 Distributed Monitoring/Sentry
limitation.
Click on the Synchronous Monitors category. You will see the window as shown
in Figure 39 on page 77.
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Figure 39. Win NT Text File Database Initial Synchronous Monitors

Click on the New Monitor push button and you will be brought to the Description
window. We fill in the Descriptive name for this monitor field with Monitor
cumulative size of all database files and in the Event Class Choices group, we
select the Application_low_on_resources from the Predefined Event Classes
drop-down list box. This is the event type that will be generated to be sent to
the Tivoli/Enterprise Console (T/EC) when a threshold has been exceeded and
the option to generate an event has been selected. We provided a description
for the monitor as well.
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Figure 40. Win NT Text File Database Synchronous Monitor Description

Note: All of the event classes listed in the predefined event classes drop-down
list box are BAROC classes that have already been defined for you in a
tma.baroc file, and can be found in the TECEIF subdirectory of the Developer Kit
installation directory. This BAROC file will need to be copied to the T/EC server
and added to a rulebase so that the T/EC server will be able to understand and
process our application′s events. Only use the user-defined event classes field if
you have created your own, new BAROC class. The process of defining a new
BAROC class is defined in the redbook SG24-4867-00, TME 10 Cookbook for AIX
Systems Management and Networking Applications .
Click on the Next push button and fill in the Program definition. We enter
check.sh for the program name and select Product executables directory for the
source directory name. We expect to run the check.sh program daily.
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Figure 41. Win NT Text File Database Synchronous Monitor Program Definition

After we have defined the Program definition, we are going to define what type
of value the program will return. Click on the Next push button to proceed to the
Return Type window. Here we select the return type of Numeric and select
KiloBytes from the Return Unit drop-down list box.
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Figure 42. Win NT Text File Database Synchronous Monitor Return Type

Click on the Next push button to go the Define Args window.
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Figure 43. Win NT Text File Database Synchronous Monitor Set Args

Our check.sh program does not require any arguments; therefore, we enter
nothing in the Define Args window and click on the Finish push button to add the
monitor to the Monitor definitions and instances work area, shown in Figure 44.

Figure 44. Win NT Text File Database Synchronous Monitor

Now we have to create a new instance for the monitor. Click on the New
Instance push button to start the process of creating a new instance.
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Figure 45. Win NT Text File Database Synchronous Monitor Set Args

The first window of the new instance is the Set Args window (Figure 45 ). Our
monitor program does not require any arguments; therefore, there are no entries
to be made in this window. We only need to click on the Next push button to
proceed to the next window. From the Thresholds window, we will set the
thresholds for the instances of the monitor program we are defining. We wish to
define a threshold when the size of the database files is greater than 50000 KB.
We select Warning for the severity level and Greater than as the operator. We
enter 50000 as the threshold value and we also chose to send an event when the
threshold condition is met.
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Figure 46. Win NT Text File Database Synchronous Monitor Thresholds

Select Next to proceed to the Response window. From here, we can select an
operational task to be executed as a response to the monitor when a threshold
has been exceeded. The operational tasks that are displayed in this window are
those tasks that have been defined in the Operational Task Definition category.
We wish to back up the database files if the threshold condition is met. We
select Backup database files from the Available tasks: drop-down list box and in
the Task arguments destination directory field, we enter in the fully qualified
directory name where the files will be backed up to, c:\backup. Click on the
Update push button to add the response task to the threshold.
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Figure 47. Win NT Text File Database Synchronous Monitor Instance

Click on the Finish push button to add the instance for the monitor. Back at the
main Synchronous Monitor Definition window, you can see the instance has been
added to the monitor.

Figure 48. Win NT Text File Database Synchronous Monitor Instance

We do not need to add any more information for this component, so we can
close the Win NT Text File Database window. This will save all the information
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to the vadbnt.cdf file. Click on the Save icon on the tool bar to update the
component list in the va_demo.aof file.
The Windows 95 Text File Database component will be very similar to the NT
Text File Database component, with the exception of changes to the operating
system path names in the Windows Configuration entries and the omission of the
synchronous monitor definition. Because of the similarities between the
Windows NT and Windows 95 components, we will use the same copy procedure
as mentioned in 3.2.2.1, “ODBC Driver Components” on page 34 to create the
Win 95 Text File Database component description file. Make a copy of the
vadbnt.cdf file and name it vadb95.cdf, and make a copy of vadbnt.bat and name
it vadb95.bat. Open the component description file with the filename vadb95.cdf.
In the Component Data window, change the Component Name entry to Win 95

Text File Database and select Windows 95 as the Destination entry.

Figure 49. Win 95 Text File Database Component Data

Click on the Apply push button. The next category we have to modify is
Installation Programs. From the Installation Programs category, select
vadbnt.bat in the Program list box and change the Program name to vadb95.bat.
Click on the Update push button to complete the modification to the Installation
Program category.
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Figure 50. Win 95 Text File Database Installation Program

We now will modify the Window Configuration category. Click on the Windows
Configuration category and modify the registry values that contain
C:WINNTSYSTEM32 to C:WINDOWSSYSTEM and select the Update push button after
the change has been made for each entry. There should be two entries that
require changes; the two entries that have a registry item of Driver and a value
of C:WINNTSYSTEM32 .

Figure 51. Win 95 Text File Database Windows Configuration
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Once the updates have been completed for the registry entries, click on the OK
push button to complete the Windows Configuration category and create the
updated vadb95.bat program. Don′t forget to update this file prior to distributing
this component, removing the extra set of double quote entries and updating the
:PCmn4 CLI path.
The last category that will be modified is Synchronous Monitors. We mentioned
earlier that synchronous monitors are not supported on the Windows 95 platform
at the time of writing of this redbook; therefore, we have to remove the monitor
and the instance from this component description file. Select the Synchronous
Monitors category and then expand the tree in the Monitor definitions and
instances work area.

Figure 52. Win 95 Text File Database Synchronous Monitors

You must delete the instance before you can delete the monitor. Select the
instance from the tree and click on the Delete Instance push button. A
confirmation dialog box will pop up as shown in Figure 53.

Figure 53. Deleting Instance Confirmation Dialog Box

Select Yes to delete the instance of the monitor. We can now select the monitor
and click on the Delete Monitor push button. Another confirmation dialog box
will pop up as shown in Figure 54 on page 88.
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Figure 54. Deleting Monitor Confirmation Dialog Box

Select Yes to delete the monitor. The Synchronous Monitor Definition window
should now be empty, as shown in Figure 55. We have completed the changes
required for the Win 95 Text File Database component. Close the window to
save the changes to the vadb95.cdf file and click on the Save icon to update the
component list shown in the va_demo.aof window to file.

Figure 55.

Win 95 Text File Database Synchronous Monitors After Deletion

This completes the Text File Database component definitions. Now we are ready
to move on to the TCP/IP component definitions.

3.2.2.3 TCP/IP Components
In this section, we will define two TCP/IP components for our application, one for
our application server and one for our application client. The TCP/IP
components define the VisualAge for Smalltalk-supplied TCP/IP NLS file for the
VisualAge for Smalltalk TCP/IP feature, which is the same on Windows 95 and
Windows NT, so we do not have to create operating system-specific TCP/IP
components for our application. The NLS file for the server and client are
identical. However, for organizational reasons, we wish to separate all of our
components into either a server or client function.
We will first create the TCP/IP component for our Personal Information
application server. Select New from the File pull-down menu or click on the New
icon on the tool bar. Expand the VisualAge for Smalltalk parent of the Templates
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tree and click on TCP/IP. In the File Name field, we will give this component
description file a name of vasrtcp and in the Component Name field, we will give
this component a name of TCP/IP for Personal Information Server. The version
is 1.0.a. Select the Create Component File push button, and then click on the
Done push button to close the Select File Type window.

Figure 56. Creating TCP/IP for Personal Information Server Component File

The categories we will use for this component are Component Data, Directory
Definitions, and File List. Each of these were discussed in detail in 3.2.2.1,
“ODBC Driver Components” on page 34; therefore, we will only describe what to
enter for the TCP/IP for Personal Information Server component in this section.
In the Component Data category, we select server in the Function field and
Win32(Win95/WinNT) as the destination. As with the previous components, the
Component Name and Version fields already have values in them from the
information specified in the previous window, and a meaningful description for
the component should be provided in the Description field. Select the Apply
push button to save the information before continuing on to the next category
that we need to define, Directory Definitions.
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Figure 57. TCP/IP for Personal Information Server Component Data

Click on the Directory Definitions category to display its information. When first
coming to this category, you will see that the Product base directory symbolic
name has already been defined for us as a part of the VisualAge for Smalltalk
integration points. This symbolic name has been defined to our NLS TCP/IP file
in the File List category for us. We have decided to separate our NLS files from
the rest of our application′s base files, so we will define a new symbolic
directory name here, product library directory, for the NLS file. From the
Symbolic Name drop-down list box, select Product library directory. For the
source path, we will provide a value of /software_server/VA/nls. For the
destination path, we will specify a value of c:\va_nls. Click on the Add push
button to add these paths to the list box.

Figure 58. TCP/IP for Personal Information Server Directory Definition
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Now that we have defined the product library directories, we can update the file
in the File List category to point to this symbolic directory definition. Once this
file is updated to no longer reference the product base directory, we can return
to the Directory Definition category and delete the product base symbolic
directory name. Click on the File List category. We will find a file which is
called abtcp?40.mpr and pre-designated with the Product base directory
symbolic file name. To modify the file name, select the file in the file list box
(this file should be selected by default) and change the file name to abtcpe40.mpr
in the File name field, as we did with the NLS files for the Text File Database
component (3.2.2.2, “Text File Database Components” on page 62). Change the
source and destination directory symbolic names to Product library directory.
Click on the Update push button.

Figure 59. TCP/IP for Personal Information Server File List

We can now go back to the Directory Definitions category and delete the
unneeded product base symbolic name entry.
Note: The current version of the Developer Kit, Version 2.0, does not correctly
add a value to an attribute in CDFs when Win32 is selected as a destination.
When Win32 is selected as a destination, after the CDF has been created, you
should edit the CDF file to add the missing value. In the Distributed Component
Information group, the Operating System Identification attribute should have a
value of ″All Win32″. Without this value specified, the import of the TME 10
Software Distribution information into a file package will fail with a slightly
misleading error message which reads: An unsupported OS type of ′ 0 ′ was

specified in the Target Operating System Attribute of the Software Component
Information Group.
We have completed the TCP/IP component description file for our Personal
Information application server and can close the TCP/IP for Personal Information
Server window and click on the Save icon to save all of our information for this
component. The TCP/IP component for the client is the same as the server
component with the exception of the description file name, the component name
and function.
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We click on the New icon again and then select the VisualAge for Smalltalk
TCP/IP template name from the Template tree. Fill in the File name field with
vacttcp and the Component Name field with TCP/IP for Personal Information
Client. Click on the Create Component File push button.

Figure 60. Creating TCP/IP for Personal Information Client Component File

Click on the Done push button to close the Select File Type window. In the
Component Data window, we will select client from the Function drop-down list
box and Win32(Win95/WinNT) from the Destination drop-down list box and enter
a description for the component. Click on Apply to save the information.
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Figure 61. TCP/IP for Personal Information Client Component Data

In the Directory Definitions category, we will add a product library directory
definition with /software_server/VA/nls as the source directory and c:\va_nls as
the destination directory.

Figure 62. TCP/IP for Personal Information Client Directory Definitions

In the File List category, as we did for the TCP/IP server component, we will
update the file name to abtcpe40.mpr and its source and destination symbolic
directory names to the product library directory.
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Figure 63. TCP/IP for Personal Information Client File List

Once the file definition has been updated, we can go back to the Directory
Definitions template and delete the product base directory symbolic name entry.
This is all we need to specify for the TCP/IP client component. Close the window
to save the information to the vacttcp.cdf file. Click on the Save icon on the tool
bar to update the component list in the va_demo.aof file. You′ll need to make
the same change in this CDF file as we did for vasrtcp.cdf as explained on page
91, specifying a value of ″All Win32″ for the Operating System Identification
attribute in the Distributed Component Information group.

3.2.2.4 Tivoli Connection Components
We will describe how to define the Tivoli Connection components in this section.
As was the case for the TCP/IP components, we will be creating two Tivoli
Connection components, one for our application server and one for our
application client. In addition to defining the VisualAge for Smalltalk-supplied
NLS file for the VisualAge for Smalltalk Tivoli Connection feature, these
components will also define two Tivoli files that are shipped as a part of the
VisualAge for Smalltalk Tivoli Connection and required for the application′ s
events to be properly formatted and forwarded on to a T/EC server, as discussed
in 3.1.2.3, “ Application Monitoring and Administration” on page 24. Different
versions of these files are not needed for our application′s supported operating
systems, Windows 95 and Windows NT, so we will not have to create operating
system-specific components. We have instrumented both the application server
and client to generate asynchronous events, so we need to ensure that these
Tivoli files are distributed to both the server and client for their events to be
properly forwarded.
We will create the component description file for the server first. From the Tivoli
Developer Kit window, select New from the File pull-down menu or click on the
New icon on the tool bar to bring you to the Select File Type window. Expand
the VisualAge for Smalltalk parent of the Templates tree and click on Tivoli
Connection. In the File Name field, we will give this component description file a
name of vasrtiv and in the Component Name field, we will provide a value of
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Tivoli Connection for Personal Information Server. The version is 1.0.a. Select
the Create Component File push button, and then click on the Done push button
to close the Select File Type window.

Figure 64. Creating Tivoli Connection for Personal Information Server Component File

The categories we will define for this component are Component Data, Directory
Definitions, and File List. Each of these were discussed in detail in 3.2.2.1,
“ODBC Driver Components” on page 34; therefore, we will only describe what to
enter for the Tivoli Connection for Personal Information Server Component in this
section.
In the Component Data category, we want to select server as the function and
Win32(Win95/WinNT) as the destination. The Component Name and Version
fields already have values in them from the information specified in the previous
window, and a meaningful description for the component should be provided in
the Description field. Select the Apply push button to save the information
before continuing on to our next category which we need to define, Directory
Definitions.
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Figure 65. Tivoli Connection for Personal Information Server Component Data

Click on the Directory Definitions category to display its information. There is
one predefined Symbolic name, Product base directory. We will update the
product base directory definition to add the source and destination paths. This
will be the source and destination paths for our two Tivoli files. It will also be
the source and destination paths for our application′s runtime, executable, and
INI files that we will define in 3.2.2.5, “Runtime Files Components” on page 101.
Select Product base directory from the Symbolic name drop-down list box (it
should already be selected by default). In the Source path field, specify a value
of /software_server/VA/ser_exe. In the destination path, enter a value of
c:\va_ser. Click on the Update push button to modify the entry in the list box. We
want to define another Symbolic directory name called Product library to store
the NLS file for the Tivoli Connection feature. Select Product library directory
from the Symbolic Name drop-down list box and specify the source path as
/software_server/VA/nls and the destination path as c:\va_nls. Click on the Add
push button to add the entry in the list box.
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Figure 66. Tivoli Connection for Personal Information Server Directory Definitions

Click on the File List category to display the file list information for the Tivoli
Connection component. All three files are predefined with the Product base
directory symbolic name defined as the source directory. We will update the two
Tivoli files, teceif.cfg and teceif.dll, so that their destination directory is also the
product base directory. Select the file name from the list box, select Product
base directory from the Destination Directory Symbolic name drop-down list box,
and click on the Update push button to save the change in the list box for each
file. We have to modify the abttv?.mpr file to reference the correct file name and
symbolic directory name for the source and destination paths. Select the file in
the file list box and change the file name to abttve40.mpr in the File name field.
Change the source and destination directory symbolic names to Product library
directory. Click on the Update push button.
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Figure 67. Tivoli Connection for Personal Information Server File List

This is all we need to specify for the server′s Tivoli Connection component.
Close the window to save the information to the vasrtiv.cdf file. Click on the
Save icon on the tool bar to write the updated component list shown in the
va_demo.aof window to disk. Since a destination of Win32 was specified with the
Developer Kit for this CDF, we need to edit the CDF file, as explained on page
91, and specify a value of ″All Win32″ for the Operating System Identification
attribute in the Distributed Component Information group.
Next, we will define the Tivoli Connection component for our client, which will be
exactly the same as the server component except for the filename, component
name, function, and source and destination directory of the symbolic product
base directory. To create the Tivoli Connection Component for our client, open
the Select File Type window. From this window, select Tivoli Connection as the
template, specify the file name as vacttiv, the component name as Tivoli
Connection for Personal Information Client, and the version as 1.0.a. Click on
the Create Component File push button and then click on the Done push button.
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Figure 68. Creating Tivoli Connection for Personal Information Client Component File

Select the Component Data category and select client as the component function
and Win32(Win95/WinNT) as the destination. Click on the Apply push button and
go to the Directory Definitions category.

Figure 69. Tivoli Connection for Personal Information Client Component Data
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In the Directory Definitions category, we update the Symbolic name Product base
directory to define the source path as /software_server/VA/clt_exe and the
destination path as c:\va_clt. We want to define the Product library directory
symbolic name, shown in Figure 70 on page 100, just as we did for the server′ s
Tivoli Connection component, with /software_server/VA/nls as the source path
and c:\va_nls as the destination path.

Figure 70. Tivoli Connection for Personal Information Client Directory Definitions

At the File List category, we will make the same changes as we did for our
server′s Tivoli Connection component. We must update the two Tivoli
Connection files so that they have the product base directory as the destination
directory, and we must update the NLS file name to abtve40.mpr and change the
source and destination directory names to the product library directory symbolic
name.
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Figure 71. Tivoli Connection for Personal Information Client File List

We have completed defining the client′s Tivoli Connection component. Don′ t
forget to edit the CDF file to specify a value of ″All Win32″ for the Operating
System Identification attribute in the Distributed Component Information group,
as explained on page 91. We are now ready to define our final set of
components for our Personal Information application.

3.2.2.5 Runtime Files Components
The last set of components to define are the server and client′s application
runtime files components. We will be creating four runtime files components all
together: Windows NT and 95 server components, and Windows NT and 95 client
components. We need to create components specific to our application′ s
supported operating systems for a couple of reasons. With our server
components, there are a couple files that only need to be distributed to a
Windows 95 system. We also have two synchronous monitors to define for this
component, which aren′t currently supported on a Windows 95 system in a TME
10 environment. We created a component for each of our client′s supported
operating systems because the runtime files for the client include two files that
need to be distributed only to a Windows 95 system.
We will create the server runtime files component description file for Windows
NT first. This CDF will define the runtime and configuration files for distribution,
the installation dependencies to check, the registry updates that need to be
made, and the synchronous monitors. Select New from the File pull-down menu
or click on the New icon on the tool bar to open the Select File Type window.
Expand the VisualAge for Smalltalk parent in the Templates tree and select
Runtime files. In the Filename field, specify a value of vasrrtnt. For the
Component Name entry specify Win NT Runtime files for Personal Info Server
and enter 1.0.a for the version. After all the information has been entered,
select the Create Component File push button to create the vasrrtnt.cdf file and
click on the Done push button to close the Select File Type window.
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Figure 72. Creating Win NT Runtime Files for Personal Info Server Component File

The categories we will define for this component are Component Data, Directory
Definitions, File List, Installation Dependencies, Installation Programs, Windows
Configuration, and Synchronous Monitors.
In the Component Data category for our Win NT server′s runtime files
component, we select server as the function, Windows NT as the destination, and
enter a description in the Description field. Select the Apply push button to save
the information before proceeding to the next category.
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Figure 73. Win NT Runtime Files for Personal Info Server Component Data

Click on the Directory Definitions category to proceed to our next category. The
Runtime files template has one symbolic name, product base directory, which we
need to update with a source and directory path. We will be storing all of our
runtime files here, including our application server executable and INI file.
Select Product base directory from the list box, and enter a source path of
/software_server/VA/ser_exe and a destination path of c:\va_ser. Click on the
Update push button to save the modifications to this entry in the list box. We
also need to add a Product executables directory symbolic name for our
installation and synchronous monitor programs for this component that we will
define in a moment. We select Product executables directory from the Symbolic
name list box and enter /software_server/VA/batch as the source path. No
destination path is specified because these files will not be distributed to target
systems. Select the Add push button to add this new entry to the list box.
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Figure 74. Win NT Runtime Files for Personal Info Server Directory Definitions

The next component category that we need to define is the File List category.
The runtime files template has a number of predefined files in the file list box.
Many of them are not applicable for our application; therefore, we will delete
them. We also need to add some files and update some that are already there
for our application. The final list of files that should be in the file list box are
shown below:
Table 6. Server Win NT Runtime Files
File Name

Source Directory Symbolic Name

Destination Directory Symbolic Name

va_ser.exe

Product base directory

Product base directory

va_ser.ini

Product base directory

Product base directory

cursors.obj

Product base directory

Product base directory

va_ser.icx

Product base directory

Product base directory

rgb.txt

Product base directory

Product base directory

spusage.es

Product base directory

Product base directory

map.es

Product base directory

Product base directory

cmethods.es

Product base directory

Product base directory

abteva40.dll

Product base directory

Product base directory

abtprm40.dll

Product base directory

Product base directory

esae40.dll

Product base directory

Product base directory

essci40.dll

Product base directory

Product base directory

esvm40.dll

Product base directory

Product base directory

Note: When adding a new entry, be sure to select the New push button to clear
the values entered previously from the input fields and enable the Add push
button.
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Figure 75. Win NT Runtime Files for Personal Info Server File List

We will now define the installation dependencies for our server′s runtime files
component. Since the application server function must access the text file
database in order to function properly, we want to define an installation
dependency to determine if the text file database has been installed. A simple
way to check this is to look at the registry key
HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\ODBC\ODBC.INI\ODBC Data Sources and see if
there is an entry for ODBCSAMP with a value of VisualAge 2.12 32-BIT Text
driver.
From the Installation Dependencies category, in the Type name list box select
registry entry. In the fully qualified key path field, we enter
HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\ODBC\ODBC.INI\ODBC Data Sources and in the value
entry name field, we enter ODBCSAMP. In the required entry value(s) field, we
specify VisualAge 2.12 32-BIT Text driver. Click on the Add push button to add
this registry entry to the list box. We also want to ensure that the target system
has enough disk space and memory for the runtime files. We select required
disk space and type C: in the file system or disk ID field and 5 in the number of
megabytes field. Click on the Add push button. For the memory requirement,
select required memory and enter 8 in the number of megabytes field. Click on
the Add push button to define this final installation dependency to our
component description file, vasrrtnt.cdf.
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Figure 76. Win NT Runtime Files for Personal Info Server Installation Dependencies

Next we need to define registry information in the Windows Configuration
category. We need to register the application path. Select Windows
Configuration from the component category tree. From the Windows
Configuration window, select the Configure push button, and then click on the
Registry Entries tab. We select HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE as the Registry base
key, and enter SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\App Paths\va_ser.exe
as the Registry key. Enter ″″ as the Registry item, noting that we really want to
leave this field blank, but need to work around the Developer Kit requirement
that a value be in this field. We will remove the extra set of double quotes after
the batch file is created and before we distribute the component to a target
system. Add c:\va_ser\va_ser.exe as the registry value. Select the Add push
button to add the entry to the list.
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Figure 77. Win NT Runtime Files for Personal Info Server Windows Configuration Registry Entries

Select the OK push button to return to the Windows Configuration window. You
will see the pop-up window informing you that a vasrrtnt.bat file has been
created that needs to be added as an after installation script in the Installation
Programs category. Select OK on the pop-up and you will be brought back to
the main Windows Configuration window, with our entry displayed in the Registry
entries list box.

Figure 78. Win NT Runtime Files for Personal Info Server Windows Configuration
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The following is a listing of the vasrrtnt.bat created in the FILES subdirectory of
the Developer Kit installation directory:

@echo off
rem ″vasrrtnt.bat″ - an installation program for Windows Configuration
if ″x%CHILD_OF_OSERV%″ == ″x″ goto PCmn
rem NT managed node, utility commands are in path
set WSETERR=wseterr
set WSETVAL=wsetval
set WEDITINI=weditini
set WADDICON=wrunui waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn
rem PC managed node, find utility commands
if not exist CLI\WSETERR.EXE goto PCmn2
set WSETERR=cli\wseterr
set WSETVAL=cli\wsetval
set WEDITINI=cli\weditini
set WADDICON=cli\waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn2
if ″%TMECLI%″ == ″″ goto PCmn3
if not exist ″%TMECLI%″\WSETERR.EXE goto PCmn3
set WSETERR=″%TMECLI%″\wseterr
set WSETVAL=″%TMECLI%″\wsetval
set WEDITINI=″%TMECLI%″\weditini
set WADDICON=″%TMECLI%″\waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn3
if not exist WSETERR.EXE goto PCmn4
set WSETERR=wseterr
set WSETVAL=wsetval
set WEDITINI=weditini
set WADDICON=waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn4
if not exist WIN32\CLI\WSETERR.EXE goto noUtils
set WSETERR=win32\cli\wseterr
set WSETVAL=win32\cli\wsetval
set WEDITINI=win32\cli\weditini
set WADDICON=win32\cli\waddicon
goto doit
:doit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE -k ″SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\Current\Version\
App Paths\va_ser.exe″ -n ″″″″ -v ″c:\va_ser\va_ser.exe
″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
goto normExit
:noUtils
echo Error in vasrrtnt.bat: did not find CLI utilities
goto end
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:errExit
%WSETERR% 1
goto end
:normExit
%WSETERR% 0
goto end
:end
Note: Don′t forget to remove the extra set of double quotes that we added in the
Developer Kit and update the :PCmn4 routine if your Windows NT PC managed
nodes have been installed in the default path provided by the installation prior to
distributing the component to a target system.
The next piece of information we need to add to this component description file
is this after-installation program that we just created through the Windows
Configuration category. Click on the Installation Programs category. In the
Program Function field, select After Install. For the Program file name, we
specify vasrrtnt.bat. We want this batch file to be run from the product
executables directory, so in the Symbolic name field, we select Product
executables directory, and select the Add push button to add this install program
to the list box.

Figure 79. Win NT Runtime Files for Personal Info Server Installation Programs

Now we will define the synchronous monitors for this component. We have two
monitoring programs to define. The first monitor that we will define, process.sh,
checks the status of the application service and is shown below:

#!/bin/sh
#
# This shell script searches the processes running on the NT system for
# the existence of va_ser, the Personal Information server process, and
# counts the number of times it is running.
#
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ntprocinfo | grep va_ser | wc -l
exit 0
Ntprocinfo is a utility that is installed as a part of the Windows NT managed node
product, and returns a list of the currently running processes in your Windows
NT system. grep and wc are both UNIX tools which have been ported to the
Windows NT platform as a part of the Windows NT managed node as well. We
are using the grep command to look for the occurrence of the string va_ser, the
name of our application′s server, and wc -l counts the lines of output. We expect
to get a value of 1 if the va_ser process is running, and 0 if it is not.
Click on the Synchronous Monitors category (Figure 80).

Figure 80. Win NT Runtime Files for Personal Info Server Initial Synchronous Monitors

Click on the New Monitor push button to be brought to the Description window.
In the Descriptive name for this monitor field we enter Check the Server
Application and in the Event Class Choices group, we select
Application_process_failure from the Predefined Event Classes drop-down list
box, and add a description for the monitor.
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Figure 81. Win NT Runtime Files for Personal Info Server Synchronous Monitor Description

We click on the Next push button to proceed to the Program Definition window.
We type process.sh for the program name and select Product executables
directory for the source directory name. We specify to run process.sh once per
hour.
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Figure 82. Win NT Runtime files for Personal Info Server Synchronous Monitor Program Definition

Click on the Next push button to proceed to the Return Type window. Here we
select the return type of Numeric and add our own return type of process status.
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Figure 83. Win NT Runtime Files for Personal Info Server Synchronous Monitor Return Type

Click on the Next push button to go the Define Args window. Our monitor
program does not have any arguments so we enter nothing in the Define Args
window and click on the Finish push button to add the monitor to the Monitor
definitions and instances list box (Figure 84).

Figure 84. Win NT Runtime Files for Personal Info Server Synchronous Monitor
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Now we will define an instance to the monitor. Click on the New Instance push
button.

Figure 85. Win NT Runtime Files for Personal Info Server Synchronous Monitor Set Args

There is nothing for us to specify in the Set Args window since the monitor
program does not use any arguments. We only need to click on Next to continue
with our definition. In the Thresholds window, we want to define a threshold for
when the server process does not exist. We select Fatal as the severity level and
Equal as the operator. We enter 0 to be the threshold value and we choose to
send an event when the threshold condition is met. Don′t forget to select Add to
add the instance.
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Figure 86. Win NT Runtime Files for Personal Info Server Synchronous Monitor Thresholds

Click on Next to proceed to the Response window. We will not define a task to
execute as a response, so click on the Finish push button to add the instance for
the monitor.

Figure 87. Win NT Runtime Files for Personal Info Server Synchronous Monitor Instance
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Our next monitor to define, chklog.sh, checks the application server′s message
log file for the number of invalid logon attempts to the server and is shown
below:

#!/bin/sh
# This program checks the application server′ s log file, whose name is
# specified as the input argument, for the number of messages that have
# been logged for invalid logon attempts.
#
# Checking if log file specified exists
#
if [[ ! -f c:\va_ser\$1 ]]; then
print ″No such log file found.″
exit 1
fi
#
# Creating ser_log.bk1 if it does not already exist.
#
if [[ ! -f c:\va_ser\ser_log.bk1 ]]; then
print log > c:\va_ser\ser_log.bk1
fi
#
# Creating ser_log.bk2 if it does not already exist.
#
if [[ ! -f c:\va_ser\ser_log.bk2 ]]; then
print log > c:\va_ser\ser_log.bk2
fi
#
# To obtain an accurate message count between executions, we are copying
# the content of the log file to a backup, and the content of the backup to
# a second backup, and checking for the presence of and counting each existence
# of the word ′ Invalid′ in the difference between the two backup logs.
#
cp c:\va_ser\ser_log.bk1 c:\va_ser\ser_log.bk2 1>nul 2>nul
cp c:\va_ser\$1 c:\va_ser\ser_log.bk1 1>nul 2>nul
diff c:\va_ser\ser_log.bk1 c:\va_ser\ser_log.bk2 | grep Invalid | wc -l
exit 0
Click on the New Monitor push button and we fill in the Descriptive name for this
monitor field with Check Message Log File, select Application_message_logged
from the Predefined Event Classes drop-down list box, and add a description for
the monitor.
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Figure 88. Win NT Runtime Files for Personal Info Server Synchronous Monitor Description

Click on the Next push button and fill in the Program definition. We enter
chklog.sh as the program name and select Product executables directory as the
source directory name. We define the monitor to run the chklog.sh program
once per hour.
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Figure 89. Win NT Runtime Files for Personal Info Server Synchronous Monitor Program Definition

Click on the Next push button to proceed to the Return Type window. We select
the return type of Numeric and define a new return type unit of Invalid logon
attempts.
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Figure 90. Win NT Runtime files for Personal Info Server Synchronous Monitor Return Type

Click on the Next push button to go the Define Args window. The monitor
program requires the log filename as an argument, so we enter filename as an
argument label. Click on the Add push button to insert the argument in the list
box.
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Figure 91. Win NT Runtime Files for Personal Info Server Synchronous Monitor Define Args

Click on the Finish push button to add the monitor to the Monitor definitions and
instances list box, shown in Figure 92.

Figure 92. Win NT Runtime files for VA Server Synchronous Monitor

Now we must define an instance for the monitor. Click on New Instance. In the
Set Args window, we need to provide the filename that we want the monitor
program to use as its input argument. We enter server.log in the filename field.
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Figure 93. Win NT Runtime Files for Personal Info Server Synchronous Monitor Set Args

From the Thresholds window, we will define two thresholds, one when the
number of invalid logon attempts is greater than 5 and one when the number is
greater than 20. We select Informational as the severity level and Greater than
as the operator, and enter 5 as the threshold value. We also choose to send an
event when the threshold condition is met and click on the Add push button to
add the threshold. Select the New push button to reset the fields and re-enable
the Add push button. For the second threshold, we select Warning as the
severity level, Greater than as the operator, and enter 20 as the threshold value.
We also choose to send an event when the threshold condition is met. Click on
the Add push button, giving us two thresholds total in the list box.
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Figure 94. Win NT Runtime Files for Personal Info Server Synchronous Monitor Thresholds

Our next window is the Response window. We choose not to execute any tasks
as a response to the thresholds when their conditions are met. Click on the
Finish push button to add the instance to the monitor.

Figure 95. Win NT Runtime Files for Personal Info Server Synchronous Monitor Instance

We have completed our definition of the Win NT Runtime Files for Personal Info
Server component, so we can close the window, saving the information to the
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vasrrtnt.cdf file. Click on the Save icon on the tool bar to write the updated
component list shown in the va_demo.aof window to disk.
We will use the same manual procedure as we did in 3.2.2.1, “ODBC Driver
Components” on page 34 to create the Windows 95 Runtime files component for
our server, since that component will be very similar to the Windows NT
component. In the FILES subdirectory of the Developer Kit installation directory,
we make a copy of the vasrrtnt.cdf and vasrrtnt.bat files, and name them
vasrrt95.cdf and vasrrt95.bat. Open the component description file with filename
vasrrt95.cdf from the main Tivoli Developer Kit window.
In the Component Data category, change the Component Name to Win 95 Runtime
Files for Personal Info Server, select Windows 95 as the destination, and
update the description if you have referenced the operating system in it, as we
did. In the File List category, add the two Windows 95-specific files, estko40.dll
and estkp40.dll, to the file list box with the product base directory being the
source and destination directory. In the Installation Program category, select
vasrrtnt.bat from the Program list and change the program name to
vasrrt95.bat. Our last change for this component will be to remove the two
synchronous monitors, Check Message log file and Check the Server
Application, from the Synchronous Monitors category. Remember that you must
delete the instance of a monitor before the monitor itself can be deleted. No
changes are needed in the other categories, so we have completed the Win 95
Runtime files for Personal Info Server component definition. Save the changes
by closing the component description file window and selecting the Save icon on
the Developer Kit main window tool bar.
Now we can move on to our client runtime files components. These client
components will be very similar to the server runtime files components, with the
main differences being the absence of the database installation dependency
check and the synchronous monitors.
We′ll first create the runtime files client component for the Windows NT platform.
Open the Select File Type window. The component data radio button should be
selected by default. Select the VisualAge for Smalltalk Runtime files template,
specify vactrtnt as the file name, enter Win NT Runtime files for Personal Info
Client as the component name, and 1.0.a as the version. Select the Create
Component File push button and then Done to close the Select File Type window.
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Figure 96. Creating Win NT Runtime Files for Personal Info Client Component File

In the Component Data window, we select client as the function, Windows NT as
the destination, and add a description for the component. Click on the Apply
push button and go to the Directory Definitions category.

Figure 97. Win NT Runtime Files for Personal Info Client Component Data
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Here we update the predefined symbolic name, product base directory, with a
source path of /software_server/VA/clt_exe and a destination path of c:\va_clt.
Select the Update push button to apply the change. We also need to add our
product executables directory symbolic name definition, which is where we will
store our installation program that we will be defining later in this section.
Select Product executables directory as the symbolic name and specify
/software_server/VA/batch as the source path. Select the Add push button to add
the entry to the list box.

Figure 98. Win NT Runtime Files for Personal Info Client Directory Definitions

Moving to the File List category, the list of files that we need to define here is
very similar to the file list of the server′s runtime files components and are listed
in Table 7.
Table 7. Client Win NT Runtime Files
File Name

Source Directory Symbolic Name

Destination Directory Symbolic Name

va_clt.exe

Product base directory

Product base directory

va_clt.ini

Product base directory

Product base directory

cursors.obj

Product base directory

Product base directory

va_clt.icx

Product base directory

Product base directory

rgb.txt

Product base directory

Product base directory

spusage.es

Product base directory

Product base directory

map.es

Product base directory

Product base directory

cmethods.es

Product base directory

Product base directory

abteva40.dll

Product base directory

Product base directory

abtprm40.dll

Product base directory

Product base directory

esae40.dll

Product base directory

Product base directory

essci40.dll

Product base directory

Product base directory

esvm40.dll

Product base directory

Product base directory
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The updated File List entries are shown in Figure 99 on page 126.

Figure 99. Win NT Runtime Files for Personal Info Client File List

In the Installation Dependencies category, we will check disk space and memory.
We select required disk space and then type c: in the file system or disk ID field
as well as 5 in the number of megabytes field. Click on the Add push button.
For the memory dependency, select required memory and enter 8 in the number
of megabytes field. Click on the Add push button again.

Figure 100. Win NT Runtime Files for Personal Info Client Installation Dependencies

In the Windows Configuration category, we wish to define our application′s path
in the registry. From the Windows Configuration Registry Entry tag, select
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE as the registry base key, add
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SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\App Paths\va_clt.exe as the registry
key and c:\va_clt\va_clt.exe as the registry value. We entered ″″ in the registry
item field to again bypass the Developer Kit requirement that an entry be in each
field. Click on the Add push button to add the entry to the list box.

Figure 101. Win NT Runtime Files for Personal Info Client Windows Configuration

Select OK to return to the main Windows Configuration window. You will see the
pop-up window informing you that a vactrtnt.bat file has been created that needs
to be added as an after-installation program in the Installation Programs
category. We will do this next.
Note: Don′t forget to remove the extra set of double quotes and update the
search paths if needed in the batch file before distributing the client to target
systems.
At the Installation Programs category, select After Install as the program
function, enter vactrtnt.bat as the program file name, and select Product
executables directory as the symbolic name location to run the program from.
Select Add to add the entry to the list box.
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Figure 102. Win NT Runtime Files for Personal Info Client Installation Programs

This completes our Win NT Runtime Files for Personal Info Client component
definition. Close the component description file window and click on the Save
icon on the Developer Kit′s main window tool bar.
Our last component will be the same runtime files component for our client, but
for the Windows 95 operating system. Since the component for the Windows 95
platform is very similar to the client component for the Windows NT platform, we
will replicate the Windows NT component description file and make updates to it.
From the Developer Kit′s FILE subdirectory, make a copy of vactrtnt.cdf and
rename it to vactrt95.cdf. Also make a copy of the after-installation program
vactrtnt.bat and rename it to vactrt95.bat. From the Tivoli Developer Kit window,
open the component description file vactrt95.cdf.
In the Component Data category, change the Component Name to Win 95 Runtime
Files for Personal Info Client, select Windows 95 as the destination, and
update the description if you referenced the operating system in it. In the File
List category, add the two Windows 95-specific files, estko40.dll and estkp40.dll,
to the file list box. In the Installation Program category, select vactrtnt.bat from
the Program list and change the Program name to vactrt95.bat. No changes
are needed in the other categories, so we have completed the Win 95 Runtime
files for Personal Info Client component definition. Close the component
description file window and click on the Save icon on the Developer Kit′s main
window tool bar.
This also completes the process of defining our Personal Information Application
with application description files using the Tivoli Developer Kit program. We
now need to test our definitions with an AMS-compliant management tool, which
we will discuss in Chapter 4, “Verifying Your Application′s Management
Definitions” on page 129.
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Chapter 4. Verifying Your Application′s Management Definitions
Now that we have completed defining our application and instrumenting it for
asynchronous event generation, we are ready to test what we have done. The
management of AMS-compliant applications using TME 10 is a redbook in itself,
so we will not be going into detail in regard to using the TME 10 environment.
We will limit our discussions to the steps needed to verify the AMS definitions
and the asynchronous event instrumentation for our application. For more
information on managing AMS-enabled applications in a TME 10 environment,
see the Redpiece titled Using the Applications Management Specification in a
TME 10 Environment on our ITSO Web page at http://www.redbooks.ibm.com.
Note: As we mentioned in 1.3, “Tivoli′s Applications Management Initiative” on
page 4, additional AMS-compliant applications management support will be
available with the TME 10 core applications shortly. When this functionality is
available and when the ITSO has a redbook available on this new functionality, it
will be referenced on the http://www.redbooks.ibm.com Redpiece Web page.
There are three pieces that we will want to verify to confirm that the
management definitions that we wrote and the asynchronous events that we
incorporated into our application are performing as we expected them to:
1. Definitions can be successfully imported
2. Expected management functions are performed
3. Asynchronous Tivoli events, if instrumented, are successfully generated

4.1 Transferring Files to a Managed Node
Before you can begin to verify the work that you have done, you must first be
sure that all of the files specified in the component description files are placed
on a managed node defined to your TMR server, which we have been referring
to as our software server, in the source directories specified in the CDFs. The
AMS description files must also reside on this managed node. We transferred
these files to our AIX managed node, rs60008, and are listed in Table 8.
Table 8 (Page 1 of 3). Personal Information Application Description and Management Files to be Transferred
Type of File

File Name

File Description

Application Object File

va_demo.aof

Application Object File

Application Description File

va_demo.gdf

Global Description File

Application Description File

vaodbcnt.cdf

Win NT ODBC Connectivity Driver
Component Description File

Application Description File

vaodbc95.cdf

Win 95 ODBC Connectivity Driver
Component Description File

Application Description File

vadbnt.cdf

Win NT Text File Database Component
Description File

Application Description File

vadb95.cdf

Win 95 Text File Database Component
Description File

Application Description File

vasrtcp.cdf

TCP/IP for Personal Information Server
Component Description File

Application Description File

vacttcp.cdf

TCP/IP for Personal Information Client
Component Description File

 Copyright IBM Corp. 1997
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Table 8 (Page 2 of 3). Personal Information Application Description and Management Files to be Transferred
Type of File

File Name

File Description

Application Description File

vasrtiv.cdf

Tivoli Connection for Personal
Information Server Component
Description File

Application Description File

vacttiv.cdf

Tivoli Connection for Personal
Information Client Component
Description File

Application Description File

vasrrtnt.cdf

Win NT Runtime Files for Personal Info
Server Component Description File

Application Description File

vasrrt95.cdf

Win 95 Runtime Files for Personal Info
Server Component Description File

Application Description File

vactrtnt.cdf

Win NT Runtime Files for Personal Info
Client Component Description File

Application Description File

vactrt95.cdf

Win 95 Runtime Files for Personal Info
Client Component Description File

Installation Program

vaodbcnt.bat

After Install Win NT ODBC Connectivity
Driver Windows Config Program

Installation Program

reg-nt.bat

After Install Win NT ODBC Connectivity
Driver Windows Registry Program

Installation Program

vaodbc95.bat

After Install Win 95 ODBC Connectivity
Driver Windows Config Program

Installation Program

reg-95.bat

After Install Win 95 ODBC Connectivity
Driver Windows Registry Program

Installation Program

vadbnt.bat

After Install Win NT Text File Database
Windows Config Program

Operational Task

user.bat

Win NT & 95 Text File Database Create
New User Login Program

Operational Task

backup.bat

Win NT & 95 Text File Database Backup
Database Files Program

Operational Task

restore.bat

Win NT & 95 Text File Database Restore
Database Files Program

Synchronous Monitor

check.sh

Win NT Text File Database Monitor
Database Files Directory Size Program

Installation Program

vadb95.bat

After Install Win 95 Text File Database
Windows Config Program

Installation Program

vasrrtnt.bat

After Install Win NT Runtime Files for
Personal Info Server Windows Config
Program

Synchronous Monitor

process.sh

Win NT Runtime Files for Personal Info
Server Monitor Server Process Program

Synchronous Monitor

chklog.sh

Win NT Runtime Files for Personal Info
Server Monitor Server Log File Program

Installation Program

vasrrt95.bat

After Install Win 95 Runtime Files for
Personal Info Server Windows Config
Program

Installation Program

vactrtnt.bat

After Install Win NT Runtime Files for
Personal Info Client Windows Config
Program
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Table 8 (Page 3 of 3). Personal Information Application Description and Management Files to be Transferred
Type of File

File Name

File Description

Installation Program

vactrt95.bat

After Install Win 95 Runtime Files for
Personal Info Client Windows Config
Program

In addition to the above files, the distribution (application source) files defined in
the Personal Information Application component description files in 3.2.2.1,
“ODBC Driver Components” on page 34, 3.2.2.2, “Text File Database
Components” on page 62, 3.2.2.3, “TCP/IP Components” on page 88, 3.2.2.4,
“Tivoli Connection Components” on page 94, and 3.2.2.5, “Runtime Files
Components” on page 101 must be moved to their defined source locations as
well. In addition, we need to edit the Windows Configuration installation
programs the Developer Kit created that contain an extra set of double quotes in
the WSETVAL commands that we had pointed out in 3.2.2.1, “ODBC Driver
Components” on page 34, 3.2.2.2, “Text File Database Components” on page 62,
and in 3.2.2.5, “Runtime Files Components” on page 101. We also need to edit
the CDFs that we specified a destination of Win32 (vasrtcp.cdf, vacttcp.cdf,
vasrtiv.cdf, and vacttiv.cdf), as explained on page 91, prior to verifying these CDF
definitions with the TME 10 Software Distribution wimprtcdffp command.
The current TME 10 AMS support does not utilize the application object file or
global description file that the Developer Kit creates, but it is a good idea to
store all of the files together, in the event that you do need these files in the
future.

4.2 Verification with TME 10 Core Applications
The current AMS support of TME 10 consists of three wimprtcdf commands
(wimprtcdffp, wimprtcdfmon, and wimprtcdftl) for the three TME 10 core
applications: TME 10 Framework, TME 10 Distributed Monitoring, and TME 10
Software Distribution. The following versions and their corresponding patches
are required for this support:
•
•
•

TME 10 Framework 3.1 and patch 3.1-TMP-0037
TME 10 Software Distribution 3.1 and patch 3.1-COU-0001
Sentry 3.02 and patch 3.0-SEN-0003

Asynchronous event generation can be verified by setting a test parameter in the
teceif.cfg file to generate the events to a log file, which we will discuss later in
this chapter.
As the names of the commands indicate, importing an application′s management
information that has been defined in description files is at a component level.
You must issue each wimprtcdf command for each component description file to
pull the appropriate management information into a file package, monitoring
collection, or task library. The application object file and global description file
that were created with the Developer Kit are not used with the current TME 10
support. As we mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, the component
description files, application management programs defined in the CDF
(installation, synchronous monitor, and operational task programs), and
application source files need to be transferred to a managed node defined to
your TMR server prior to being able to use the wimprtcdf commands and test the
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management definitions that you defined in the CDFs. These files are listed in
Table 8 on page 129.
Notes:
1. Currently the wimprtcdf commands are only supported on UNIX TMR servers.
2. Predefined or user-defined dependencies that were defined in the Tivoli
Developer Kit are not imported into the TME 10 environment with any of the
wimprtcdf commands. The same is true with the monitor instances that were
defined as a part of the synchronous monitor definitions.
3. Any changes made to the application definitions from TME 10 are not
reflected in the actual component description files (.cdfs). If there are
permanent, global changes that need to be made to the application
definition, these changes should be made using the Developer Kit.

4.2.1 Distributing and Installing the Application
You can import the distribution and installation information from a component
description file into a file package that you have created by using the
wimprtcdffp command. The syntax for executing the command is:

wimprtcdffp [-a] [-f [man_node:]filename] [-h src_host] [-n] fp_name
where:
-a

Append to existing file package

-f

Path to the component description file

-h

Changes or sets the source host for the file package

-n

Indicates not to pull in optional information from the CDF into the file
package

We used the following command to import the Win NT Text File Database CDF
distribution related groups into a file package we created with a name of FP_Win
NT Text File Database:

wimprtcdffp -f /software_server/VA/ams/vadbnt.cdf -h @rs60008
′ @FP_Win NT Text File Database′
After you have imported the distribution and installation information into a file
package, you should open the file package and verify that the file list, source and
destination directories, installation programs, correct platform, and optional
information were pulled into the file package as expected. The distribution
information that was pulled from our Win NT Text File Database component
description file is shown in the following three screen captures.
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Figure 103. File Package Properties Window

Figure 104. File Package Windows NT Window
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Figure 105. File Package Edit Optional Information Window

Once the accuracy of the information in the file package has been verified, you
can distribute the file package to selected subscribers just as you would any
other file package. In our VisualAge for Smalltalk application example we had
two application functions, client and server, which consisted of multiple
components for each. As a result, we would probably want to nest file packages
so that distributing one file package would result in the distribution of all the
applicable file packages for the application function you wish to distribute and
install.

4.2.2 Monitoring the Application
You can import the monitoring information from a component description file into
a Sentry monitoring collection by using the wimprtcdfmon command. Each
synchronous monitor that was defined in the CDF will be pulled into the Sentry
monitoring collection as a monitoring source. The syntax for executing the
command is:

wimprtcdfmon [-c collname] [-d dist_dir] [-i] [-o mcsl_path]
[-t template_path] cdf_path
where:
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-c

Name for the generated collection

-d

Directory on monitored hosts to distribute binary scripts (programs)
for the generated collection

-i

Installs synchronous monitors defined in the CDF into a monitoring
collection

-o

Name of a file (.csl file) to output the generated collection

-t

Name of a file to be used as a template for the generated collection
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Notes:
1. The wimprtcdfmon command invokes the Sentry mcsl command to install the
collection into Sentry, which requires the execution of a preprocessor to
compile a .csl file. However, wimprtcdfmon does not require that cpp, which
is the default preprocessor that mcsl attempts to use, be installed on the
host system. To avoid this requirement, when wimprtcdfmon is invoked, the
path for the preprocessor will be set to /bin/cat, unless the MCSLCPP
environment variable has been set.
2. The -o option will only create a monitor definition file. It will not compile and
load the collection into Sentry. The -i option should be used if you wish to
compile and load the synchronous monitors in the CDF into a Sentry
collection as you import the monitoring information from the CDF.
We used the following command to import the Win NT Text File Database CDF
monitor related groups into a monitoring collection:

wimprtcdfmon -c ′ CL_PIA_Win NT Text File Database′ -i
/software_server/VA/ams/vadbnt.cdf
Once you have imported the CDF monitoring information into a monitoring
collection, you may need to recycle the object dispatchers with the command
odadmin reexec all so that the monitoring collection and monitoring sources will
show up on the TME Desktop GUI. To verify that the monitoring collection and
sources were properly generated, you will need to create a Sentry profile, edit
its properties, and go to the Add Monitor to Tivoli/Sentry profile window where
the monitoring collections and their sources should be displayed. Our resulting
monitoring collection pulled from the monitoring definitions in our Win NT Text
File Database component description file is shown below.

Figure 106. Add Monitor to Tivoli/Sentry Profile Window

After you have verified that the synchronous monitors defined in the CDFs have
been installed into a monitoring collection as expected, you can add the monitor
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to the Sentry profile you created and distribute it to a subscriber as you normally
would with other Sentry profiles to verify that the monitors function as you had
anticipated.

4.2.3 Administering the Application
Importing the operational task information from a component description file into
a task library is accomplished through the wimprtcdftl command. Every
operational task that was defined in the CDF will be pulled into the task library
as a separate task. The syntax for executing the command is:

wimprtcdftl [-i] [-l lib_name] [-o tll_path] [-p policy_region]
[-r] [-t template_path] cdf_path
where:
-i

Installs operational tasks defined in the CDF into a task library

-l

Name for the generated task library

-o

Name of a file (.tll file) to output the generated task library

-p

Name of the policy region to place the task library

-r

Replace the task library instead of creating a new one

-t

Name of a file to be used as a template for the generated task library

Note: As was the case with the wimprtcdfmon command, the -o option will only
create a tll file. The -i option must be specified to install the operational tasks
defined in the CDF into a task library.
We used the following command to import the Win NT Text File Database CDF
task related groups into a task library:

wimprtcdftl -i -l ′ TL_Win NT Text File Database′ -p ′ Personal Information App′
/software_server/VA/ams/vadbnt.cdf
Once you have used the wimprtcdftl command to create a task library containing
the tasks defined in the CDF, you should open the task library to verify that all
the tasks have been installed in the task library as expected. You can edit each
task from the TME Desktop to verify that the platform type, execution privilege,
operational task program and source location have all been imported correctly.
The following two windows shows the tasks that were pulled into a task library
from the Win NT Text File Database component description file and the details of
one of the tasks.
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Figure 107. Task Library Window

Figure 108. Edit Task Window

After this information has been verified, you can execute each task just as you
would any other task against a subscriber to verify that the task correctly
performs its function.
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4.2.4 Verifying Asynchronous Event Generation
Testing that asynchronous event calls, which you incorporated into an
application, are correctly generated is quite simple. You must first install the
application or application function on a test system. The teceif.cfg file should be
included as a file that gets distributed with the application or application function
if the application is generating asynchronous events (see 3.2.2.4, “Tivoli
Connection Components” on page 94). Edit the teceif.cfg file so that the variable
TestMode is set to YES. This setting will cause a teceif.log file to be created on
the local system and all asynchronous events that are generated by the
application to be logged in the log file instead of being forwarded to the T/EC
server.
The teceif.cfg file that we distributed with the Personal Information Application
server to test our asynchronous events is shown below:

ServerLocation=rs60008
application=Personal Info App
AdminRevision=Rev1
component=Runtime Files for Personal Info Server
TestMode=YES
Recall that we omitted the AppVersion keyword in our teceif.cfg file here, since
the event source is the Application, AppVersion, and AdminRevision values
defined in the teceif.cfg file, concatenated with XxXx separating the values. The
AppVersion keyword contains periods (.) which are flagged as invalid characters
when you try to define your application as an event source on the T/EC Console
to view your application events.
An excerpt of the resulting teceif.log file that we received when we tested our
asynchronous event generation for the Personal Information Application server is
shown below:

Application_startup;
msg=′ Personal Information Server′ ;
sub_source=′ Runtime Files for Personal Info Server′ ;
origin=′9.24.104.29′;
hostname=′ WTR05309.itso.ral.ibm.com′ ;
adapter_host=′ WTR05309.itso.ral.ibm.com′ ;
severity=′ INFORMATIONAL′ ;
source=′ Personal Info AppXxXxRev1′ ; END
Application_System_error;
msg=′ Negative value encountered in function′ ;
sub_source=′ Runtime Files for Personal Info Server′ ;
origin=′9.24.104.29′;
hostname=′ WTR05309.itso.ral.ibm.com′ ;
adapter_host=′ WTR05309.itso.ral.ibm.com′ ;
severity=′ CRITICAL′ ;
error_number=5;
source=′ Personal Info AppXxXxRev1′ ; END
Application_SQL_error;
msg=′ ′ LASTNAMES′ is not a column of table′ ;
sub_source=′ Runtime Files for Personal Info Server′ ;
origin=′9.24.104.29′;
hostname=′ WTR05309.itso.ral.ibm.com′ ;
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adapter_host=′ WTR05309.itso.ral.ibm.com′ ;
severity=′ CRITICAL′ ;
sqlcode=-205;
server=′ ITSO SERVER′ ;
database=′ ODBCSAMP ′ ;
table=′ PERSON′ ;
source=′ Personal Info AppXxXxRev1′ ; END
Application_idle;
msg=′ Personal Information Server′ ;
sub_source=′ Runtime Files for Personal Info Server′ ;
origin=′9.24.104.29′;
hostname=′ WTR05309.itso.ral.ibm.com′ ;
adapter_host=′ WTR05309.itso.ral.ibm.com′ ;
severity=′ INFORMATIONAL′ ;
source=′ Personal Info AppXxXxRev1′ ; END
Verifying that your events are properly displayed in the teceif.log file should be
sufficient testing for your application. However, if you wish to verify the receipt
of events on the T/EC console, you should see the documentation in the
Redpiece Using the Applications Management Specification in a TME 10
Environment for details on setting up the T/EC server and console for viewing
asynchronous events generated by your application.
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Appendix A. Windows NT Text File Database CDF
The following Windows NT Text File Database component description file was
generated from the scenario of AMS-enabling our Personal Information
application in Chapter 3, “Creating a VisualAge for Smalltalk
Management-Ready Application” on page 15 using Tivoli′s Developer Kit for
VisualAge 2.0.

Start Component
Name = ″Win NT Text File Database″
Description = ″This component defines the files needed by the Text File
Database feature of VisualAge.″

Start Group
Name = ″ComponentID″
Class = ″DMTF|ComponentID|001″
ID = 1
Start Attribute
Name = ″Manufacturer″
ID = 1
Description = ″Manufacturer of this component″
Type = String(64)
Value = ″IBM/ITSO″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Product″
ID = 2
Description = ″Product name for this component″
Type = String(64)
Value = ″Sample Application Windows Client″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Version″
ID = 3
Description = ″Version number of this component.″
Storage = Specific
Type = String(64)
Value = ″1.0.a″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Serial Number″
ID = 4
Description = ″Serial number for this component″
Storage = Specific
Type = String(64)
Value = ″SN 22222″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Installation″
ID = 5
Description = ″The installation date of this component Manufacturer
should leave this blank″
Storage = Specific
Type = Date
Value = ″″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
 Copyright IBM Corp. 1997
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Name = ″Verify″
ID = 6
Description = ″A code that provides a level of verification that the
component is installed and working.″
Type = Start Enum
Name = ″Verify_type″
0 = ″An error occurred; check status code″
1 = ″This component does not exist″
2 = ″The verify is not supported″
3 = ″Reserved″
4 = ″This component exists, but the functionality is untested″
5 = ″This component exists, but the functionality is unknown″
6 = ″This component exists, and is not functioning correctly″
7 = ″This component exists, and is functioning correctly″
End Enum
Value = 2
End Attribute
End Group
Start Group
Name = ″Software Component Information″
Class = ″DMTF|Software Component Information|001″
ID = 2
Description = ″Contains additional identifying information about this
software component″
Start Attribute
Name = ″Major Version″
ID = 1
Description = ″Major version of this software component″
Type = String(32)
Value = ″1″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Minor Version″
ID = 2
Description = ″Minor version of this software component″
Type = String(32)
Value = ″0″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Revision″
ID = 3
Description = ″Revision of this software component″
Type = String(32)
Value = ″a″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Build″
ID = 4
Description = ″Manufacturer′ s internal identifier for this compilation.″
Storage = Specific
Type = String(32)
Value = ″006″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Target Operating System″
ID = 5
Description = ″The operating system for which this software component
is intended″
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Type = Start Enum
0 = ″Other″
1 = ″DOS″
2 = ″MACOS″
3 = ″OS2″
4 = ″UNIX″
5 = ″WIN16″
6 = ″WIN32″
7 = ″OPENVMS″
End Enum
Value = 6
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Language Edition″
ID = 6
Description = ″This identifies the language edition of this component″
Type = String(32)
Value = ″English″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Identification Code″
ID = 7
Description = ″Stock Keeping Unit (SKU) or Part Number″
Type = String(32)
Value = ″″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Installable State″
ID = 8
Type = Start Enum
1 = ″Unknown″
2 = ″Installable″
3 = ″Not Installable″
End Enum
Value = 1
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Executable State″
ID = 9
Type = Start Enum
1 = ″Unknown″
2 = ″Executable″
3 = ″Not Executable″
End Enum
Value = 1
End Attribute
End Group
Start Group
Name = ″Software Signature″
Class = ″DMTF|Software Signature|001″
Description = ″The Software Signature Group contains information that
can be used to detect this software component″
Key = 1
Start Attribute
Name = ″File Name″
ID = 1
Description = ″The name of a file that can be examined to detect this
software component″
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Type = String(256)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″File Size″
ID = 2
Description = ″The size in bytes of a file that can be examined to
detect this software component.″
Storage = Specific
Type = Integer
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″File Date and Time″
ID = 3
Description = ″The date and time of the file″
Storage = Specific
Type = Date
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″File Checksum″
ID = 4
Description = ″Checksum for the first 32 bytes of the file″
Storage = Specific
Type = Integer
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″File CRC 1″
ID = 5
Description = ″The 16-bit CRC (ITU-T) on the middle 512K of this file″
Storage = Specific
Type = Integer
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″File CRC 2″
ID = 6
Description = ″The 16-bit CRC (ITU-T) on the middle 512K of this file,
modulo 3″
Storage = Specific
Type = Integer
End Attribute
End Group
Start Group
Name = ″Distributed Component Information″
Class = ″AMS|DistComponent|001″
ID = 101
Description = ″Identifying information for a distributed software
component″
Start Attribute
Name = ″Component Function″
ID = 1
Description = ″Function of this component within the application″
Storage = Common
Type = Start Enum
Name = ″Function Type″
0 = ″other″
1 = ″client″
2 = ″server″
3 = ″application server″
4 = ″database server″
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End Enum
Value = 2
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Component Function String″
ID = 2
Description = ″Identifies function if value of Component Function
attribute is other′ ″
Type = String(64)
Value = ″″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Parent Manufacturer″
ID = 3
Description = ″Parent application identification: manufacturer″
Type = String(64)
Value = ″IBM/ITSO″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Parent Product″
ID = 4
Description = ″Parent application identification: product name″
Type = String(64)
Value = ″″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Parent Version″
ID = 5
Description = ″Parent application identification: version ID″
Type = String(64)
Value = ″1.0.a″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Operating System Identification″
ID = 6
Description = ″String uniquely identifying a specific operating system
name and major version″
Type = String(64)
Value = ″winNT″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Is Server″
ID = 7
Description = ″Whether this component is a server for some other
application component(s)″
Type = Start Enum
0 = ″No″
1 = ″Yes″
End Enum
Value = 0
End Attribute
End Group
Start Group
Name = ″Location″
Class = ″DMTF|Location|001″
Description = ″Identifies the various locations where parts of a
software component are installed″
Key = 1
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Start Attribute
Name = ″Index″
ID = 1
Description = ″table index of this location entity″
Type = Integer
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Type″
ID = 2
Description = ″The type of this location″
Type = Start Enum
1 = ″Unknown″
2 = ″Other″
3 = ″Product base directory″
4 = ″Product executables directory″
5 = ″Product library directory″
6 = ″Product configuration directory″
7 = ″Product include directory″
8 = ″Product working directory″
9 = ″Product log directory″
10 = ″Shared base directory″
11 = ″Shared executables directory″
12 = ″Shared library directory″
13 = ″Shared include directory″
14 = ″System base directory″
15 = ″System executables directory″
16 = ″System library directory″
17 = ″System configuration directory″
18 = ″System include directory″
19 = ″System log directory″
End Enum
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Path″
ID = 3
Description = ″The actual path of this location″
Type = String(256)
End Attribute
End Group
Start Group
Name = ″Software Source Location″
Class = ″AMS|SourceLocation|001″
Description = ″Identifies the various locations where component
software resides on before distribution″
Key = 1
Start Attribute
Name = ″Index″
ID = 1
Description = ″table index of this location entity″
Type = Integer
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Type″
ID = 2
Description = ″The type of this location″
Type = Start Enum
1 = ″Unknown″
2 = ″Other″
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3 = ″Product base directory″
4 = ″Product executables directory″
5 = ″Product library directory″
6 = ″Product configuration directory″
7 = ″Product include directory″
8 = ″Product working directory″
9 = ″Product log directory″
10 = ″Shared base directory″
11 = ″Shared executables directory″
12 = ″Shared library directory″
13 = ″Shared include directory″
14 = ″System base directory″
15 = ″System executables directory″
16 = ″System library directory″
17 = ″System configuration directory″
18 = ″System include directory″
19 = ″System log directory″
End Enum
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Path″
ID = 3
Description = ″The actual path of this location″
Type = String(256)
End Attribute
End Group
Start Group
Name = ″Component Relationship″
Class = ″AMS|CompRelation|001″
Description = ″Relationship definitions for this Component″
Key = 1
Start Attribute
Name = ″Name″
ID = 1
Description = ″Relationship Name″
Type = String(256)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Related Component Type″
ID = 2
Description = ″The type of component that this relationship relates to″
Type = String(64)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Relationship Type″
ID = 3
Description = ″type of relationship″
Type = Start Enum
0 = ″Other″
1 = ″Connection″
2 = ″Replica″
End Enum
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Relationship Type String″
ID = 4
Description = ″Relationship string if value of previous attribute is
other″
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Type = String(256)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Query Program Name″
ID = 5
Description = ″File name (or path) of the program that returns the
current value of this relationship″
Type = String(256)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Modify Program Name″
ID = 6
Description = ″File name (or path) of the program that modifies the
current value of this relationship″
Type = String(256)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Location″
ID = 7
Description = ″Location index of directory on target system where
query program (and change program) reside″
Type = Integer
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Minimum Version Major ID″
ID = 8
Description = ″Minimum version of related component: major version ID″
Type = String(64)
Value = ″″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Minimum Version Minor ID″
ID = 9
Description = ″Minimum version of related component: major version ID″
Type = String(64)
Value = ″″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Minimum Version Revision ID″
ID = 10
Description = ″Minimum version of related component: revision ID″
Type = String(64)
Value = ″″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Maximum Version Major ID″
ID = 11
Description = ″Maximum version of related component: major version ID″
Type = String(64)
Value = ″″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Maximum Version Minor ID″
ID = 12
Description = ″Maximum version of related component: minor ID″
Type = String(64)
Value = ″″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
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Name = ″Maximum Version Revision ID″
ID = 13
Description = ″Maximum version of related component: revision ID″
Type = String(64)
Value = ″″
End Attribute
End Group
Start Group
Name = ″Distribution File List″
Class = ″AMS|DistributionFileList|001″
Description = ″List of files that make up this application component″
Key = 1, 2
Start Attribute
Name = ″File Name″
ID = 1
Description = ″File name (or full path) for this file on distribution
server″
Type = String(256)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Target Location″
ID = 2
Description = ″Location index where this file is installed on target
system″
Storage = Common
Type = Integer
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Source Relative Location″
ID = 3
Description = ″Location index to find source file on the distribution
server, if File Name is relative″
Storage = Common
Type = Integer
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Target Location Fixed″
ID = 4
Description = ″Whether the Target Location is fixed and cannot be
changed″
Storage = Common
Type = Start Enum
0 = ″False″
1 = ″True″
End Enum
End Attribute
End Group
Start Group
Name = ″Distributed Installation″
Class = ″AMS|DistInstall|001″
Description = ″Installation Programs for this component″
Key = 1
Start Attribute
Name = ″Program Name″
ID = 1
Description = ″File name (or path) of this program on the distribution
server″
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Type = String(256)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Purpose″
ID = 2
Description = ″This attribute denotes when in the installation process
that program should be executed″
Storage = Common
Type = Start Enum
Name = ″Install Program Type″
0 = ″Before Install″
1 = ″After Install″
2 = ″Commit″
3 = ″Before Remove″
4 = ″After Remove″
5 = ″On Error″
End Enum
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Input File″
ID = 3
Description = ″File name (or path) on distribution server of file to
be passed as input to the Program″
Type = String(256)
Value = ″″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Location″
ID = 4
Description = ″Location index of source directory for program and
optional input file″
Type = Integer
End Attribute
End Group
Start Group
Name = ″Distribution Ordering″
Class = ″AMS|DistributionOrder|001″
Description = ″Lists other components that should be distributed before
or after this component″
Key = 1, 2
Start Attribute
Name = ″Component Function Name″
ID = 1
Description = ″Identifies another component(s) within this application″
Type = String(64)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Precedence″
ID = 2
Description = ″Whether the component(s) should be distributed before oo
after this component″
Type = Start Enum
1 = ″Before″
2 = ″After″
End Enum
End Attribute
End Group
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Start Group
Name = ″Generic Dependency Type″
Class = ″AMS|GenDepType|001″
Description = ″Generic dependencies of this application component″
Key = 1
Start Attribute
Name = ″Name″
ID = 1
Description = ″Name for this dependency type″
Type = String(64)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″File Name″
ID = 2
Description = ″File name (or full path) of dependency script″
Type = String(256)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Location″
ID = 3
Description = ″Location index of source directory for dependency script″
Type = Integer
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Description″
ID = 4
Description = ″A textual description of this dependency type″
Type = String(1024)
End Attribute
End Group
Start Group
Name = ″Generic Dependency Arguments″
Class = ″AMS|GenDepArg|001″
Description = ″Argument declarations for generic dependencies″
Key = 1, 2
Start Attribute
Name = ″Type Name″
ID = 1
Description = ″Which dependency type script this argument is for″
Type = String(64)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Argument Position″
ID = 2
Description = ″Position of this argument on the script command line″
Type = Integer
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Label″
ID = 3
Description = ″Text describing the purpose of this argument″
Type = String(256)
End Attribute
End Group
Start Group
Name = ″Generic Dependency Instance″
Class = ″AMS|GenDepInst|001″
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Description = ″Lists dependencies for this component″
Key = 1, 2
Start Attribute
Name = ″Type Name″
ID = 1
Description = ″The type of dependency″
Type = String(64)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Argument Value List″
ID = 2
Description = ″List of argument strings″
Type = String(1024)
End Attribute
End Group
Start Group
Name = ″Synchronous Monitor″
Class = ″AMS|SynchMonitor|001″
Description = ″Specifies an entity in this component that can be monitored″
Key = 1
Start Attribute
Name = ″Name″
ID = 1
Description = ″A name for this monitor″
Type = String(64)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Value Type″
ID = 2
Description = ″The type of data returned by this monitor″
Storage = Common
Type = Start Enum
Name = ″Value Data Type″
0 = ″Integer″
1 = ″String″
End Enum
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Value Description″
ID = 3
Description = ″Describes the information returned by this monitor″
Type = String(256)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Suggested Polling Interval″
ID = 4
Description = ″Recommended interval between polls to this monitor″
Type = Integer
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Program Name″
ID = 5
Description = ″File name (or full path) of program that returns the
monitor value″
Type = String(256)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Description″
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ID = 6
Description = ″A textual description of this monitor″
Type = String(1024)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Location″
ID = 7
Description = ″Location index of monitor program on target systems″
Type = Integer
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Event Classification″
ID = 8
Description = ″The name of the event type to generate if the monitor
value exceeds assigned thresholds″
Type = String(256)
Value = ″″
End Attribute
End Group
Start Group
Name = ″Synchronous Monitor Arguments″
Class = ″AMS|SynchMonitorArg|001″
Description = ″argument declarations for synchronous monitor programs″
Key = 1, 2
Start Attribute
Name = ″Monitor Name″
ID = 1
Description = ″Which monitor program this argument is for″
Type = String(64)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Argument Position″
ID = 2
Description = ″Position of this argument on the program command line″
Type = Integer
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Label″
ID = 3
Description = ″Text describing the purpose of this argument″
Type = String(256)
End Attribute
End Group
Start Group
Name = ″Synchronous Monitor Instance″
Class = ″AMS|SynchMonitorInstance|001″
Description = ″Provides parameterization for a specific instance of a
synchronous monitor″
Key = 1
Start Attribute
Name = ″Index″
ID = 1
Description = ″A unique identifier for this instance″
Type = Integer
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Monitor Name″
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ID = 2
Description = ″the monitor type name″
Type = String(64)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Argument Value List″
ID = 3
Description = ″List of argument strings for the monitor program″
Type = String(1024)
End Attribute
End Group
Start Group
Name = ″Monitor Threshold″
Class = ″AMS|SynchMonitorThreshold|001″
Description = ″Specifies a threshold and associated response for a
synchronous monitor instance″
Key = 1, 2, 3
Start Attribute
Name = ″Instance Index″
ID = 1
Description = ″Index identifying the monitor instance″
Type = Integer
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Threshold Value″
ID = 2
Description = ″Threshold value to check against″
Type = String(256)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Threshold Relative Operator″
ID = 3
Description = ″Defines how the monitor value should be compared to the
threshold″
Type = Start Enum
Name = ″Relative Operator″
0 = ″greater than″
1 = ″greater than or equal″
2 = ″less than″
3 = ″less than or equal″
4 = ″equal″
5 = ″not equal″
6 = ″changes to″
7 = ″changes from″
8 = ″crosses above″
9 = ″crosses below″
10 = ″matches″
11 = ″does not match″
End Enum
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Severity″
ID = 4
Description = ″Severity associated with this threshold″
Type = Start Enum
0 = ″Normal″
1 = ″Harmless″
2 = ″Warning″
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3 = ″Severe″
4 = ″Critical″
5 = ″Fatal″
End Enum
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Response Task″
ID = 5
Description = ″Name of Task to execute if the threshold condition is
met″
Type = String(64)
Value = ″″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Response Task Argument List″
ID = 6
Description = ″List of argument strings to be passed to the response
task″
Type = String(1024)
Value = ″″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Generate Event″
ID = 8
Description = ″Whether to generate an event when this threshold
condition is met″
Type = Start Enum
0 = ″No″
1 = ″Yes″
End Enum
Value = 0
End Attribute
End Group
Start Group
Name = ″Runtime Log File″
Class = ″AMS|RuntimeLogFile|001″
Key = 1, 2
Start Attribute
Name = ″Log File Name″
ID = 1
Description = ″Name of this log file″
Type = String(64)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Location″
ID = 2
Description = ″location index of this log file″
Type = Integer
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Description″
ID = 3
Description = ″Description of this log file″
Type = String(1024)
End Attribute
End Group
Start Group
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Name = ″Log File Message Format″
Class = ″AMS|LogFileMsgFmt|001″
Description = ″Specifies the format and event mapping of a log file message″
Key = 1, 2, 3
Start Attribute
Name = ″Log File Name″
ID = 1
Description = ″Log File Name″
Type = String(64)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Log File Location″
ID = 2
Description = ″Location index of log file″
Type = Integer
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Format String″
ID = 3
Description = ″Format description of the message″
Type = String(1024)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Event Class″
ID = 4
Description = ″Event type to generate in response to this message″
Type = String(256)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Event Attribute Mapping″
ID = 5
Description = ″Describes the mapping of message variables to event
attributes″
Type = String(1024)
End Attribute
End Group
Start Group
Name = ″Operational Task″
Class = ″AMS|OpTask|001″
Description = ″Specifies a task that can be used to control this component″
Key = 1
Start Attribute
Name = ″Name″
ID = 1
Description = ″name for this task″
Type = String(64)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Description″
ID = 2
Description = ″description of what this task does″
Type = String(1024)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″File Name″
ID = 3
Description = ″filename (or full pathname) of the task executable on
the source system″
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Type = String(256)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Location″
ID = 4
Description = ″Location index to the directory on the source system
where File Name exists″
Type = Integer
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Privilege″
ID = 5
Description = ″User name under which the task must execute″
Type = String(128)
Value = ″″
End Attribute
End Group
Start Group
Name = ″Operational Task Arguments″
Class = ″AMS|OpTaskArg|001″
Description = ″argument declarations for task executables″
Key = 1, 2
Start Attribute
Name = ″Task Name″
ID = 1
Description = ″Which task this argument is for″
Type = String(64)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Argument Position″
ID = 2
Description = ″Position of this argument on the program command line″
Type = Integer
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″Label″
ID = 3
Description = ″Text describing the purpose of this argument″
Type = String(256)
End Attribute
End Group
Start Table
Name = ″Distribution File List″
Class = ″AMS|DistributionFileList|001″
ID = 52
{ ″abtdbe40.mpr″, 2, 2, 0}
{ ″abtdre40.mpr″, 2, 2, 0}
{ ″qetxt.ini″, 3, 3, 0}
{ ″person.txt″, 3, 3, 0}
{ ″security.txt″, 3, 3, 0}
End Table
Start Table
Name = ″Location″
Class = ″DMTF|Location|001″
ID = 51
{ 2, 5, ″c:\\va_nls″}
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{ 3, 2, ″c:\\ODBCSAMP″}
{ 4, 4, ″″}
End Table
Start Table
Name = ″Software Source Location″
Class = ″AMS|SourceLocation|001″
ID = 81
{ 2, 5, ″ / software_server/VA/nls″}
{ 3, 2, ″ / software_server/VA/db″}
{ 4, 4, ″ / software_server/VA/batch″}
End Table
Start Table
Name = ″Generic Dependency Instance″
Class = ″AMS|GenDepInst|001″
ID = 104
{ ″registry entry″ ,
″HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\\SOFTWARE\\ODBC\\ODBCINST.INI\\ODBC
DriversVisualAge 2.12 32-BIT Text DriverInstalled″}
End Table
Start Table
Name = ″Distributed Installation″
Class = ″AMS|DistInstall|001″
ID = 105
{ ″vadbnt.bat″, 1, ″″, 4}
End Table
Start Table
Name = ″Operational Task Arguments″
Class = ″AMS|OpTaskArg|001″
ID = 106
{ ″Create new user login″, 1, ″user ID″}
{ ″Create new user login″, 2, ″password″}
{ ″Backup database files″, 1, ″destination directory″}
{ ″Restore database files″, 1, ″source directory″}
End Table
Start Table
Name = ″Operational Task″
Class = ″AMS|OpTask|001″
ID = 107
{ ″Create new user login″, ″Add the new user information into the
security table. User ID and Password are case sensitive.″, ″user.bat″, 4, ″nobody″}
{ ″Backup database files″, ″Backup all the database files into the
fully-qualified directory specified.″, ″backup.bat″, 4, ″nobody″}
{ ″Restore database files″, ″Restore the database files in the ODBCSAMP
directory.″, ″restore.bat″, 4, ″nobody″}
End Table
Start Table
Name = ″Synchronous Monitor″
Class = ″AMS|SynchMonitor|001″
ID = 108
{ ″Monitor cumulative size of all database files″, 0, ″KiloBytes″ ,
86400, ″check.sh″, ″This monitor queries the size of the database
directory daily and generates an event if the size is great than
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50000 kilobytes.″, 4, ″Application_low_on_resources″}
End Table
Start Table
Name = ″Synchronous Monitor Instance″
Class = ″AMS|SynchMonitorInstance|001″
ID = 109
{ 1, ″Monitor cumulative size of all database files″, ″″}
End Table
Start Table
Name = ″Monitor Threshold″
Class = ″AMS|SynchMonitorThreshold|001″
ID = 110
{ 1, ″50000″, 0, 2, ″Backup database files″, ″c:\\backup″, 1}
End Table

End Component
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Appendix B. Special Notices
This publication is intended to help application developers with creating
application management definitions, using Tivoli′s Applications Management
Specification standard, for a VisualAge for Smalltalk application. The information
in this publication is not intended as the specification of any programming
interfaces that are provided by the VisualAge for Smalltalk Tivoli Connection.
See the PUBLICATIONS section of the IBM Programming Announcement for
VisualAge for Smalltalk for more information about what publications are
considered to be product documentation.
References in this publication to IBM products, programs or services do not
imply that IBM intends to make these available in all countries in which IBM
operates. Any reference to an IBM product, program, or service is not intended
to state or imply that only IBM′s product, program, or service may be used. Any
functionally equivalent program that does not infringe any of IBM′s intellectual
property rights may be used instead of the IBM product, program or service.
Information in this book was developed in conjunction with use of the equipment
specified, and is limited in application to those specific hardware and software
products and levels.
IBM may have
this document.
these patents.
Licensing, IBM

patents or pending patent applications covering subject matter in
The furnishing of this document does not give you any license to
You can send license inquiries, in writing, to the IBM Director of
Corporation, 500 Columbus Avenue, Thornwood, NY 10594 USA.

Licensees of this program who wish to have information about it for the purpose
of enabling: (i) the exchange of information between independently created
programs and other programs (including this one) and (ii) the mutual use of the
information which has been exchanged, should contact IBM Corporation, Dept.
600A, Mail Drop 1329, Somers, NY 10589 USA.
Such information may be available, subject to appropriate terms and conditions,
including in some cases, payment of a fee.
The information contained in this document has not been submitted to any
formal IBM test and is distributed AS IS. The use of this information or the
implementation of any of these techniques is a customer responsibility and
depends on the customer′s ability to evaluate and integrate them into the
customer′s operational environment. While each item may have been reviewed
by IBM for accuracy in a specific situation, there is no guarantee that the same
or similar results will be obtained elsewhere. Customers attempting to adapt
these techniques to their own environments do so at their own risk.
The following document contains examples of data and reports used in daily
business operations. To illustrate them as completely as possible, the examples
contain the names of individuals, companies, brands, and products. All of these
names are fictitious and any similarity to the names and addresses used by an
actual business enterprise is entirely coincidental.
Reference to PTF numbers that have not been released through the normal
distribution process does not imply general availability. The purpose of
including these reference numbers is to alert IBM customers to specific
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information relative to the implementation of the PTF when it becomes available
to each customer according to the normal IBM PTF distribution process.
The following terms are trademarks of the International Business Machines
Corporation in the United States and/or other countries:
AIX
VisualAge

IBM

The following terms are trademarks of other companies:
C-bus is a trademark of Corollary, Inc.
Java and HotJava are trademarks of Sun Microsystems, Incorporated.
Microsoft, Windows, Windows NT, and the Windows 95 logo are trademarks
or registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation.
PC Direct is a trademark of Ziff Communications Company and is used
by IBM Corporation under license.
Pentium, MMX, ProShare, LANDesk, and ActionMedia are trademarks or
registered trademarks of Intel Corporation in the U.S. and other
countries.
UNIX is a registered trademark in the United States and other
countries licensed exclusively through X/Open Company Limited.
C ++ is a trademark of American Telephone and Telegraph Company,
Incorporated
Domino and Notes are trademarks of Lotus Development Corporation
PowerBuilder is a trademark of Powersoft Corporation
Tivoli/Enterprise Console, Tivoli, TME, and TME 10 are trademarks of
Tivoli Systems Inc., an IBM Company
Other company, product, and service names may be trademarks or
service marks of others.
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Appendix C. Related Publications
The publications listed in this section are considered particularly suitable for a
more detailed discussion of the topics covered in this redbook.

C.1 International Technical Support Organization Publications
For information on ordering these ITSO publications see “How to Get ITSO
Redbooks” on page 165.
•

Using the Applications Management Specification in a TME 10 Environment ,
redpiece on http://www.redbook.ibm.com

•

Using the Applications Management Specification in a TMA Environment ,
SG24-4809

•

TME 10 Cookbook for AIX Systems Management and Networking
Applications , SG24-4867

C.2 Redbooks on CD-ROMs
Redbooks are also available on CD-ROMs. Order a subscription and receive
updates 2-4 times a year at significant savings.
CD-ROM Title
System/390 Redbooks Collection
Networking and Systems Management Redbooks Collection
Transaction Processing and Data Management Redbook
AS/400 Redbooks Collection
RS/6000 Redbooks Collection (HTML, BkMgr)
RS/6000 Redbooks Collection (PostScript)
Application Development Redbooks Collection
Personal Systems Redbooks Collection

Subscription
Number
SBOF-7201
SBOF-7370
SBOF-7240
SBOF-7270
SBOF-7230
SBOF-7205
SBOF-7290
SBOF-7250

Collection Kit
Number
SK2T-2177
SK2T-6022
SK2T-8038
SK2T-2849
SK2T-8040
SK2T-8041
SK2T-8037
SK2T-8042

C.3 Other Publications
These publications are also relevant as further information sources:
•

Tivoli′s Applications Management Specification
Available from http://www.tivoli.com

•

Tivoli Developer Kit User ′ s Guide, Version 2.0
Available in HTML format (tdkug.htm) in DOCS subdirectory of Tivoli
Developer Kit installation directory

•

VisualAge for Smalltalk Pro Documentation , especially VisualAge for
Smalltalk Tivoli Connection Guide and Reference, Version 1.0
Available in Adobe Acrobat format on VisualAge for Smalltalk Version 4.0
product CD
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How to Get ITSO Redbooks
This section explains how both customers and IBM employees can find out about ITSO redbooks, CD-ROMs,
workshops, and residencies. A form for ordering books and CD-ROMs is also provided.
This information was current at the time of publication, but is continually subject to change. The latest
information may be found at http://www.redbooks.ibm.com.

How IBM Employees Can Get ITSO Redbooks
Employees may request ITSO deliverables (redbooks, BookManager BOOKs, and CD-ROMs) and information about
redbooks, workshops, and residencies in the following ways:
•

PUBORDER — to order hardcopies in United States

•

GOPHER link to the Internet - type GOPHER.WTSCPOK.ITSO.IBM.COM

•

Tools disks
To get LIST3820s of redbooks, type one of the following commands:

TOOLS SENDTO EHONE4 TOOLS2 REDPRINT GET SG24xxxx PACKAGE
TOOLS SENDTO CANVM2 TOOLS REDPRINT GET SG24xxxx PACKAGE (Canadian users only)
To get BookManager BOOKs of redbooks, type the following command:

TOOLCAT REDBOOKS
To get lists of redbooks, type one of the following commands:

TOOLS SENDTO USDIST MKTTOOLS MKTTOOLS GET ITSOCAT TXT
TOOLS SENDTO USDIST MKTTOOLS MKTTOOLS GET LISTSERV PACKAGE
To register for information on workshops, residencies, and redbooks, type the following command:

TOOLS SENDTO WTSCPOK TOOLS ZDISK GET ITSOREGI 1998
For a list of product area specialists in the ITSO: type the following command:

TOOLS SENDTO WTSCPOK TOOLS ZDISK GET ORGCARD PACKAGE
•

Redbooks Web Site on the World Wide Web

http://w3.itso.ibm.com/redbooks
•

IBM Direct Publications Catalog on the World Wide Web

http://www.elink.ibmlink.ibm.com/pbl/pbl
IBM employees may obtain LIST3820s of redbooks from this page.
•

REDBOOKS category on INEWS

•

Online — send orders to: USIB6FPL at IBMMAIL or DKIBMBSH at IBMMAIL

•

Internet Listserver
With an Internet e-mail address, anyone can subscribe to an IBM Announcement Listserver. To initiate the
service, send an e-mail note to announce@webster.ibmlink.ibm.com with the keyword subscribe in the body of
the note (leave the subject line blank). A category form and detailed instructions will be sent to you.
Redpieces

For information so current it is still in the process of being written, look at ″Redpieces″ on the Redbooks Web
Site ( http://www.redbooks.ibm.com/redpieces.htm). Redpieces are redbooks in progress; not all redbooks
become redpieces, and sometimes just a few chapters will be published this way. The intent is to get the
information out much quicker than the formal publishing process allows.
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How Customers Can Get ITSO Redbooks
Customers may request ITSO deliverables (redbooks, BookManager BOOKs, and CD-ROMs) and information about
redbooks, workshops, and residencies in the following ways:
•

Online Orders — send orders to:

In United States:
In Canada:
Outside North America:
•

•

United States (toll free)
Canada (toll free)

1-800-879-2755
1-800-IBM-4YOU

Outside North America
(+45) 4810-1320 - Danish
(+45) 4810-1420 - Dutch
(+45) 4810-1540 - English
(+45) 4810-1670 - Finnish
(+45) 4810-1220 - French

(long
(+45)
(+45)
(+45)
(+45)
(+45)

distance charges apply)
4810-1020 - German
4810-1620 - Italian
4810-1270 - Norwegian
4810-1120 - Spanish
4810-1170 - Swedish

Mail Orders — send orders to:
I B M Publications
144-4th Avenue, S.W.
Calgary, Alberta T2P 3N5
Canada

IBM Direct Services
Sortemosevej 21
DK-3450 Allerød
D enmark

Fax — send orders to:
United States (toll free)
Canada
Outside North America

•

Internet
usib6fpl@ibmmail.com
lmannix@vnet.ibm.com
bookshop@dk.ibm.com

Telephone orders

I B M Publications
Publications Customer Support
P.O. Box 29570
Raleigh, NC 27626-0570
USA
•

IBMMAIL
usib6fpl at ibmmail
caibmbkz at ibmmail
dkibmbsh at ibmmail

1-800-445-9269
1-403-267-4455
(+45) 48 14 2207 (long distance charge)

1-800-IBM-4FAX (United States) or (+1)001-408-256-5422 (Outside USA) — ask for:
Index # 4421 Abstracts of new redbooks
Index # 4422 IBM redbooks
Index # 4420 Redbooks for last six months

•

Direct Services - send note to softwareshop@vnet.ibm.com

•

On the World Wide Web
Redbooks Web Site
IBM Direct Publications Catalog

•

http://www.redbooks.ibm.com
http://www.elink.ibmlink.ibm.com/pbl/pbl

Internet Listserver
With an Internet e-mail address, anyone can subscribe to an IBM Announcement Listserver. To initiate the
service, send an e-mail note to announce@webster.ibmlink.ibm.com with the keyword subscribe in the body of
the note (leave the subject line blank).
Redpieces

For information so current it is still in the process of being written, look at ″Redpieces″ on the Redbooks Web
Site ( http://www.redbooks.ibm.com/redpieces.htm). Redpieces are redbooks in progress; not all redbooks
become redpieces, and sometimes just a few chapters will be published this way. The intent is to get the
information out much quicker than the formal publishing process allows.
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IBM Redbook Order Form
Please send me the following:
Title

First name

Order Number

Quantity

Last name

Company
Address
City

Postal code

Telephone number

Telefax number

•

Invoice to customer number

•

Credit card number

Credit card expiration date

Card issued to

Country
VAT number

Signature

We accept American Express, Diners, Eurocard, Master Card, and Visa. Payment by credit card not
available in all countries. Signature mandatory for credit card payment.

How to Get ITSO Redbooks
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List of Abbreviations
ADF

application description file

GDF

global description file

AMM

application management
module

GEM

Global Enterprise Manager

IBM

International Business
Machines Corporation

IP

internet protocol

ITSO

International Technical
Support Organization

MIF

management information
format

NLS

national language support

ODBC

object database connectivity

T/EC

Tivoli/Enterprise Console

TME

Tivoli Management
Environment

TMR

Tivoli Management Region

AMS

applications management
specification

AOF

application object file

API

application program interface

APM

Applications Policy Manager

BAROC

basic recorder of objects in C

CDF

component description file

CLI

command line interface

DMTF

Desktop Management Task
Force

EIF

Event Integration Facility
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Index
A
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Abbreviations 169
Acronyms 169
ADF (see also Application Description Files) 2
Administering an Application 136
AMS (see also Applications Management
Specification) 2
AMS-Enabled 4
API (Application Programming Interface) 2
Application 2
Application Description Files 2, 3, 8
Application Distribution 4
Application Installation 4
Application Management Modules 5
Application Management Objects 7
Application Object File 32
Application Topology 4
Applications Management Overview 1
Applications Management Specification 2, 3, 7

Managed Nodes 2
Management Disclipines 2
Availability 2
Deployment 2
Operation and Administration 2
Security 2
Management Information Format 2, 3, 8
Management-Ready Application 4
Management-Ready Application (Planning for and
Designing) 7
MIF (see also Management Information Format) 2
Monitoring 4
Monitoring an Application 134

N
Naming and Identifying Components

O

B
bibliography

Operational Control 4
Operational Tasks 14
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C
CDF (see also Component Description Files)
CLI (Command Line Interface) 2
Component 2
Component Description File 33
Component Description Files 2, 4, 8
Automatic Population of 4
Component Function (see also Function) 2

2

D
Dependency Checking 4
Desktop Management Task Force (DMTF) 3
Developer Kit (see also Tivoli Developer Kit) 4
Distributing and Installing an Application 132

F
Function

9

2, 4, 9

G
GDF (see also Globabl Description File) 2
Generic Templates 4, 8
Global Description File 2, 4, 8, 30
Grouping Related Components into Functions
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PC Managed Nodes 3
Personal Information application 16, 18, 20, 29, 34,
62, 88, 94, 101
Applying AMS 20, 29
Application Monitoring and Administration 24
Dependencies 23
Directory Structure 22
Distribution and Installation 21
File Lists 23
Identifying Application Functions and
Components 20
Operational Tasks 29
System Configuration 23
Client function 18
va_clt.ini 18
Description 16
ODBC Driver Components 34
Runtime Files Components 101
Server function 16
va_ser.ini 16
TCP/IP Components 88
Text File Database Components 62
Tivoli asynchronous events 18
Tivoli Connection Components 94
Planning for Application Distribution and
Installation 9
Building the File Lists 11
Checking for Dependencies 11
AMS Pre-defined 11
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Planning for Application Distribution and Installation
(continued)
Checking for Dependencies (continued)
AMS User-defined 11
Defining the Directory Structure 10
Planning for Application Monitoring and
Administering 11
Automating Application Management 13
Deciding What to Monitor 12
Deciding Where to Put the Monitors 13
Asynchronous Events 13
Synchronous Monitoring Probes 13
Planning the Application Components 9
PowerBuilder 4
PowerBuilder Templates 4

S
Sample client/server application
Sentry 8

15

T
teceif.cfg 24, 26, 138
teceif.dll 18, 24, 26
teceif.log 139
Terminology 2
Tivoli asynchronous events 19, 24, 26
Tivoli Connection 15, 24, 26
Tivoli Developer Kit 4, 7, 8, 29, 32, 33
Application Object File 32
Component Description File 33
Creating Application Description Files 29
Global Description File 30
Installing 8
Obtaining a Free Copy 8
Supported Platforms 8
Tivoli Developer Kit Management
Objects/Templates 7
Dependencies 7
Directory Names 7
File Lists 7
Installation Programs 7
Monitors 7
Tasks 8
Tivoli′s Applications Management Initiative 4
Tivoli/Enterprise Console (T/EC) 15
Tivoli/Enterprise Console. 24
teceif.cfg 24
teceif.dll 24
TME (Tivoli Management Environment) 3
TME 10 5, 129, 131
AMS Support 5, 131
patches 131
TME 10 Distributed Monitoring 131
TME 10 Framework 8, 131
TME 10 Module for Domino/Notes 5
TME 10 Module for MQSeries 5
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TME 10 Module for SAP R/3 5
TME 10 Software Distribution 8, 131
TMR (Tivoli Management Region) 3
Transferring Files to a Managed Node

129

V
va_clt.ini 18
va_ser.ini 16
Verifying an Application′s Management
Definitions 129
Verifying Asynchronous Event Generation
VisualAge for C++ and Smalltalk 4
VisualAge for Smalltalk Development
Environment 26
Adding Event Parts 26
VisualAge Templates 4

W
wimprtcdffp 131, 132
wimprtcdfmon 131, 134
wimprtcdftl 131, 136
Windows NT Text File Database CDF
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SG24-2114-00
Your feedback is very important to help us maintain the quality of ITSO redbooks. Please complete this
questionnaire and return it using one of the following methods:
•
•
•

Use the online evaluation form found at http://www.redbooks.com
Fax this form to: USA International Access Code + 1 914 432 8264
Send your comments in an Internet note to redbook@vnet.ibm.com

Please rate your overall satisfaction with this book using the scale:
(1 = very good, 2 = good, 3 = average, 4 = poor, 5 = very poor)
Overall Satisfaction

____________

Please answer the following questions:
Was this redbook published in time for your needs?

Yes____ No____

If no, please explain:
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

What other redbooks would you like to see published?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Comments/Suggestions:
( THANK YOU FOR YOUR FEEDBACK! )
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
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